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Matching o f Bioprocess Data Records for the Rapid Diagnosis o f Chromatoeraphic Processes_____________________ Abstract

ABSTRACT

This thesis considers the application of pattern recognition to the at-line diagnosis of
chromatographic processes. The application of control is reviewed for high purity
bioprocesses. It is concluded that advanced diagnostic techniques (e.g. artificial intelligence
and multivariate data analysis) have successfully been applied to the fermentation of
biomolecules. Extending these to downstream processing (e.g. chromatography) leads to a
more efficient process.
A three-stage data driven diagnostic tool, based upon principal component analysis (a
technique of multivariate data analysis) has been developed and tested. The tool compares
current process performance by matching with historical data. The first stage of the tool
provides a qualitative match of the current process chromatogram with the entire historical
data. The second stage provides a quantitative description indicating whether the process has
deviated from the bounds of a template. The third stage provides information on batch-tobatch performance. The tool is used to diagnose process performance of a test system based
upon size exclusion chromatography. In order to test the viability of the tool, three datasets
and seven test chromatograms were generated using the test system. Two historical datasets,
generated using an experimental design approach, were used to test the first two stages of the
tool by classifying the test charges. A third dataset tested the third stage of the tool. Several
weaknesses with the second stage of the tool were identified which concern the F-test to
assess membership of test chromatograms to fiie template. Alternatives to the F-test are
discussed.
A description of the test system, a mimic of an industrial-scale chromatographic separation, is
presented. The test system is characterised by applying techniques of experimental design to
the discrimination factor, a chromatographic separation criteria. The analysis indicated
multivariate relationships between the process variables and showed that parameters
determined from chromatographic profiles alone could not adequately describe the
performance of chromatography systems. Consequently, the whole UV profile of the
chromatography eluent was used for analysis by the tool developed in this thesis. The
variation of chromatographic peak parameters is quantified and their utility in monitoring by
statistical process control is discussed.
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NOMENCLATURE

+ 1

high level for a factor

- 1

low level for a factor

‘0 ’

mtennediate value between the high and low levels for a factor

1

vector (dimensions n x l) whose elements are all unity

a

statistical significance level

A

experimental factor (process variable)

B

experimental factor (process variable)
vector whose m elements are the mean-centred columns of the matrix
comprising the data for model r

C

total protein concentration (mg/mL)

CE

group of centre point chromatograms in dataset X2

CF(Xi)

cumulative frequency for the

CH

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at C=3.00 mg/mL

CL

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at C=1.00 mg/mL

do

discrimination factor

d*

new value obtained for do

dg

mean of a sample consisting of a series of values for do

d*

mean of a sample consisting of a new series of values for do

dj q(i )

discrimination power for variable i between the PC models for clusters r

observation o f x m a sample

and q
dr,q

distance between two clusters r and q

dv(r)

distance of the test charge y to the PC model for cluster r

D

experimental factor (process variable)

ej

residual vector in row format for a single object representing the

row of

E
q

residual row vector for the

object o f cluster r when fitted to the PC

model for cluster q
§r,q(i)

column of Er,q
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Cy(r)

residual for v after it has been fitted to the PC model for cluster r

E

matrix of residuals (dimensions nxm)

Ea

effect of factor A on the response factor

E b*c

effect of the interaction between the factor B and factor C

Er,q

residual matrix obtained when the samples comprising cluster r are fitted
to the PC model for cluster q

F

flow rate of the mobile phase (mL/min)

F*V

interaction between the flow rate (F) of the mobile phase and the loading
volume (V)

FH

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at F=0.30 mL/min

FL

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at F=0.08 mL/min

Ff

critical F-value obtained from statistical tables for the F-test

hjn

monomer peak height (AU)

hp

height of a chromatographic peak above the baseline (AU)

hy

height of the valley between two adjacent chromatography peaks above the
baseline (AU)

Iç. j),

average of the values for Rj where factor C and factor D are at their low
levels

Ij,.

average of the values for R^ where factor C is at its low level and factor D
is at its high level
average of the values for R^ where factor C is at its high level and factor D
is at its low level
average of the values for R, where factor C and factor D are at their high
levels

k

number of PCs in a PC model

k

value taken from standard tolerance tables at a specified confidence level
(e.g. 95%) and enclosure value (e.g. 99%) (Appendix 1)

kj.

number of PCs in the model for cluster r

L

height of the packed in a chromatography column (mm)

m

number of variables measured to represent the outcome of an experiment
(number of columns in the data matrix X)

fj,

mean of a population

|i(do)

mean of the population distribution for do

|i(x)

population standard deviation

n

the number of chromatograms/objects/samples (rows) in X;
number of values in a statistical sample

n,

number of objects in cluster r

-
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N

number of theoretical plates per metre

p

probability level

Pj

loadings vector for the

p^

loadings vector in row format representing the

p

loadings vector for the a* PC in the PC model for cluster r

PC (m elements)
row of P ,

— r ,a

P,

matrix of loadings row vectors

Pxi

loadings matrix (dimensions 5x390) for the first historical dataset (XI)

(|)^

correction factor for classifying a test sample y if it has been used to
develop the PC model

Ri

value for a response factor obtained from the

experimental trial

R3

resolution factor

S3 (^^)

RSD of V2 to the disjoint PC model for cluster 3 in the dataset X I

S3 (max)

maximum permissible RSD to determine membership to cluster 3 in
dataset XI

Sce(max)

maximum permissible RSD to determine membership to the centre cluster
in dataset X I
RSD of Vi to the disjoint PC model for the centre cluster in dataset X I

ScE(max)

maximum permissible RSD to determine membership to cluster CE in
dataset X2

e

RSD of V3 to the disjoint PC model for cluster CE in dataset X2

S c E(v 3)

ScH(max)

maxlmum permissible RSD to determine membership to cluster CH in
dataset X2

ScH(v )

RSD of Vj 0=4,..,7) to the disjoint PC model for cluster CH in dataset X2

STH(v3 )

RSD of V3 to the disjoint PC model for cluster TH in dataset X2
RSD of V3 to the disjomt PC model for cluster TL in dataset X2
perpendicular distance of y to the PC model for cluster r

Sf

standard deviation for the scores in cluster r

Sr

vector of RSDs for the objects in cluster r

s^njax)

maximum permissible distance for the PC model for cluster r

q (i)

variance for variable i when the samples in cluster r are fitted to the model
for cluster q
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SJj. (i)

variance for variable / when the samples in cluster r are fitted to its own
PC model

St,a

standard deviation of the scores on the a* PC

SVD

singular value decomposition

s(x)

standard deviation of a sample of the variate x

s^(x)

sample variance of the variate x

<3

standard deviation of a population

a(x)

population standard deviation

a^(x)

population variance

t^ 2 ^.i

value obtained from the t-distribution when the significance level a and
the number of degrees of freedom (n-1) are known

tj

scores vector for the

PC (n elements)

tiower.a

lower limit for the scores along the a* PC

tmax.a

maxlmum value of the object scores on the

PC

tmin.a

miuimum value of the obj ect scores on the

PC

tupper.a

Upper limit for the scores along the

tv(r,a)

score of the test object v on the

tm

monomer retention time (mins)

tj.

retention time of a chromatographic peak (mins)

T

temperature of the chromatography colunm (°C)

T

matrix of column scores vectors in a PC model

TH

group of chromatograms m X2 generated at T=28.0°C

TL

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at T=18.0®C

TP;

PC model for the data in matrix X

TPxi

PC model for the chromatograms in X I

TPx 2

PC model for the chromatograms in X2

T ?x 3

PC model for the chromatograms in X3

v

column vector representing the m measurements for a test charge

Vi

(i=l,2) test chromatograms classified by the first historical dataset (XI)

Vj

(j=4,..,7) test chromatograms classified by the second historical dataset

PC

PC of the model for cluster r

(X2)
V

volume of the chromatography column loading (expressed as a percentage
of the column bed volume)

VH

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at V=7.0%

VL

group of chromatograms in X2 generated at V=1.0%

Vi

variable measured for an experiment

-
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Viast

inj ection volume of the last slug making up the loading volume (pL)

Vioop

volume of the sample loop on the Beckman 507 Autosampler (pL)

W

baseline width of a chromatographic peak profile (mins)

W./,

width of a chromatographic peak profile at half the peak height (mins)

X

mean of a sample of the variate x

Xi

value in a series of n measurements for a variate x

XF

row vector representing the

row of matrix X

Xg

row vector where the elements are the averages of the columns of X

X

nxm dimensional matrix containing all available data

X X

covariance matrix for X (dimensions nxn)

XI

matrix (dimensions 72x390) comprising the historical chromatograms
generated using a full factorial experimental design (2 levels, 4 factors)

X2

matrix (dimensions 52x390) comprising the historical chromatograms
generated by adjusting just one variable at any one time

X3

matrix (dimensions 30x390) comprising the chromatograms used for the
assessment of batch-to-batch performance

z^ 2

test statistic obtained from standard statistical tables at a significance level
0 /2

-
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Chapter 1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of this thesis can be stated as the development of a diagnostic tool based on
pattern recognition to enable effective diagnosis of current process performance of
chromatographic unit operations in the downstream processing of biomolecules.

A survey in Chapter 2 of current trends for monitoring and control of bioprocesses has
highlighted:

• the marked difference in the level of automation between upstream and downstream
processing unit operations in production processes for biomolecules;
• that effort has largely focused on applying techniques such as artificial intelligence (e.g.
pattern recognition, fuzzy logic, expert systems) to fermentation monitoring and control;
• current practice for the monitoring and quality control (QC) of chromatographic processes
for the purification of biomolecules relies heavily upon off-line analyses of eluent
fractions.

A test size exclusion chromatography (SEC) system, which mimics a real industrial scale
process for the final purification of a therapeutic, was developed as the basis for the study and
is described in Chapter 3. Characterisation of the test SEC system in Chapter 4 identified the
need for the use of complete chromatograms to minimise information loss since a set of
characteristic parameters (e.g. retention time, resolution) could not be found which
adequately describes each chromatographic separation. The knowledge abstracted from a
complete characterisation of the test SEC system can be used in an expert system type
approach for diagnosis of chromatographic processes. The characterisation was performed by:

• identifying the influential extra-column factors (concentration and volume of the column
loading, column temperature and flow rate of the mobile phase) which had the most
significant effect on the performance of a SEC column;

-
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• a quantification of charge-to-charge by the identical separation of 15 charges^ and
quantifying the variation in the discrimination factor (a measure of separation between
two peaks), monomer retention time and peak height;
• the application of a full factorial experimental design (4 factors, 2 levels) which identified
that the interaction between volume and temperature was the most significant influence on
the discrimination factor (i.e. the test SEC system is multivariate in nature).

Principal component analysis (PCA), a technique of multivariate statistics, was chosen as the
appropriate tool for pattern recognition due to its capacity to cope with large complex
datasets typical of bioprocesses and to provide easily interpretable two-dimensional plots for
use at operator level. For this study, these plots provided visual maps of archived historical
data. A diagnostic tool (Chapter 5) was developed using PCA and used the entire UV profile
of chromatography eluent and comprised three stages where:

• the first stage provides a qualitative match between current process performance and all
historical data and is performed by developing a single principal component (PC) model
for the entire historical batch data available using diagnostic ‘scores’ plots to identify to
which clusters the current charge is closest;
• the second stage provides a quantitative match by calculating a distance measure between
the current charge and the PC models of those clusters singled out in the first stage
(SIMCA classification);
• in the final stage a PC model for the entire current batch is compared with the models for
validated, historical batches.

To test the diagnostic tool, three historical datasets were generated with XI and X2 designed
to test the first two stages of the tool and X3 designed to test the final stage of the tool. XI
was generated using a full factorial design (2 levels and four factors); X2 was generated by
altering just one of the four factors at any one time; and X3 was generated by separating the
charges in three identical batches under identical operating conditions. The chromatograms in
XI and X2 were generated using nominally different detectors to mimic a process equipment
change. When the datasets were analysed by the 3-stage diagnostic tool in Chapter 6, the key
results below were obtained.
For this thesis, the process batch was divided into a number of charges of equal volume.

"
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• 9 historical data groupings and not the expected 17 were obtained in the scores plots for
the PC model for XI. The 9 clusters were revealed on the most significant visual map.
Development of a separate disjoint PC model for the data in each cluster showed that a
10°C change in temperature had a minor effect on the shape of each chromatogram.
• 9 expected historical data grouping were also identified in the scores plots for the PC
model for X2, but only after an examination of all the visual maps. Temperature was
found to have an effect on the sh ^e of each UV profile which was attributed to the
increased sensitivity of the second detector.

Using the visual maps of the historical data, 2 test charges were diagnosed using the PC
model for XI and 5 test charges were diagnosed using the PC model for X2. In each case, the
matching identified the following.

•

Qualitative matching in the first stage of the tool indicated the correct clusters were
closest to the test charges.

•

In the quantitative second stage, the distance measure, from each test charge to the PC
models for historical clusters in the previous stage, confirmed the results in the
qualitative stage.

•

The statistical F-test rejected membership to the correct clusters, highlighting a potential
weakness in the tool.

A discussion in Chapter 7 of the results obtained by analysis by PCA of chromatographic
data highlighted the following.

•

The scores plots of the historical data upon which current process data projected can
provide fast at-line monitoring of process chromatography.

•

The scores plots can help to identify deviation from pre-specified process bounds and to
indicate trends between batches and successive charges. The identification of the closest
cluster to the current process charge can also provide limited diagnostics. Such
information can be used for QC and for process/product validation as weU as potentially
identifying column matrix degradation at an early stage.
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•

The changes to the diagnostic tool to enable more effective analysis of process
chromatography by PCA include an additional step in the first stage of the diagnostic
tool. A PC model would be developed for validated batches only and the scores plot,
with appropriate process limits would assist in identifying at an early stage deviation of
the current process batch from the bounds of batch-to-batch variation.

The thesis concludes with an analysis of the utility of PCA and makes recommendations for
future work.
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2

2.1

INTRODUCTION

S u m m ary

In this chapter, the objectives of monitoring and control are stated and the application to
chromatographic processes discussed. The use of advanced control and diagnostic techniques
such as artificial intelligence (i.e. neural networks, expert systems, fuzzy logic) in
bioprocesses is surveyed. The survey highlights the marked difference in the level of
automation applied to upstream and downstream processing unit operations in production
processes for the isolation of biomolecules. It has been found that the effort has largely
focused on applying such techniques to fermentation monitoring and control. The current
status of monitoring and control of process chromatography is reviewed in detail,
emphasising some of the reasons why advanced control and diagnostic techniques have not
yet been applied in this area. The aims of the thesis are subsequently stated as being to
investigate the application of advanced diagnostic tools based on pattern recognition to
enable effective diagnosis of current process performance by comparison with validated,
historical batches.

2.2

In tro d u c tio n

In their study on real-time protein monitoring, Nugent and Olson (1990) identified a need for
developing tools which can help to monitor unit operations in downstream processing in a
more reliable and timely fashion to help improve both yield and product purity. Their study
highlighted that the techniques for monitoring the target protein and process impurities were
confined to off-line analyses by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), gel
electrophoresis and immunoassays resulting in production delays of hours or even days. In
the intervening years there has been only a limited advance in protein process monitoring in
downstream processing. The exception is the advent of ultrafast protein analysis. This is still
however performed off-line [Paliwal et al (1993)]. The work in this thesis addresses this
bottleneck by developing data-driven tools for rapid protein process monitoring and diagnosis
by using pattern recognition techniques.
In bioprocesses, the regulatory control of variables like temperature, pressure, liquid level and
nutrient feed flow rates can be handled using conventional control techniques [Wilson
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(1991)]. Hence, only an outer level of control over the desired product, often a protein
derived from recombinant DNA (rDNA) technology, is provided. Since a protein is a
biological entity, the biochemical processes involved in production are non-linear and
dynamic implying that conventional control techniques cannot really be used as a secure
method of regulating bioprocesses to meet process objectives [Wilson (1991)]. In
chromatography, one of the reasons for the lack of application of conventional techniques is
that the mechanistic models which describe the behaviour of chromatographic systems can be
complex. These knowledge-driven models are based on some underlying physical properties
of the chromatography system. The complexity of these models is determined by the
accuracy required. For process monitoring, the models must be as accurate as possible,
implying that the complexity and the computational power required also increases. These
complex models can also be difficult to solve by numerical integration methods which
effectively eliminates their use for rapid monitoring of process-scale chromatography
systems. These difficulties serve as the impetus for the work in this thesis. With the advent of
artificial intelligence (AI), enhanced bioprocess productivity is being achieved through better
monitoring and control by data-driven techniques often involving some aspect of artificial
intelligence (AI).
This chapter focuses on automation and control in bioprocesses by data-driven techniques.
Section 2.3 describes bioprocess integration and how it may lead to more efficient
bioprocesses. Section 2.4 is dedicated to the principles of advanced techniques for monitoring
and control and current applications in bioprocesses. The main focus of this thesis is the
monitoring and control of chromatographic separations hence section 2.5 deals with the
current techniques of automating and controlling such separations. It will become evident that
this is limited and that the applications described mostly encapsulate analytical separations
and isolated cases.

2 .3

INTEGRATION OF UNIT OPERATIONS IN BIOPROCESSES

In recent times there has been a surge of interest in the area of automated control of
bioprocesses because of the wide implementation of AI techniques to the monitoring and
control of fermentation processes. However, there has been an area in which very little
interest has been shown, namely the automation and control of the whole bioprocess, which
includes both fermentation and subsequent recovery and purification processes. This
bottleneck was highlighted by Wheehight (1991). The following subsections describe the
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differences between upstream and downstream processing in a typical bioprocess followed by
the way in which an entire bioprocess can be hilly integrated.

2.3.1

Upstream and downstream unit operations and their differences

Traditionally bioprocesses are divided into two sections: upstream and downstream
[Biedermann (1993)], but it can be argued that no such division should occur. The
constituents of the upstream stages are cell culture and the actual generation of the product,
which normally occurs in a fermenter. In downstream stages the aim is to recover, isolate and
purify the product. Many differences exist between upstream and downstream operations
[Wheeliight (1991)] and are summarised in Table 2.1.

Upstream

Downstream

Live organisms

No organisms

Large volumes

Progressively smaller volumes

Many components

Progressively fewer components

Heterogeneous mixture

Homogeneous solution

Capital intensive

Labour intensive

Automated

Manual

Few operations

Many operations

Lower cost materials

Higher cost materials

Table 2.1
Differences between upstream and downstream processes
[Wheehight (1991)]. The mam difference of concern for this thesis is the
level of automation.

These differences fall into three groups. Firstly, downstream operations are primarily
concerned with product isolation and purification whilst fermentation and cell culture are
mainly concerned with the production of the product in an expression system. Secondly,
downstream processing stages work at progressively smaller scales in terms of volume (a
1000-fold reduction is not uncommon [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)]), the numbers of
components and phases is reduced, whilst the upstream side usually consists of a
heterogeneous mixture of cells and media. The main difference of concern in this thesis
though is the level of automation. Upstream stages tend to be automated and computer-
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controlled to a much higher degree than the subsequent downstream sections. This is due to
the fact that industry is mainly concerned with generating as large a quantity of product as
possible so as to achieve a maximal amount of product after purification [Wheehight (1991)].

2.3.2

Advantages of process integration

Upstream and downstream designers often work separately, with very little contact. This may
appear to represent a saving in cost because it avoids time consuming meetings [Wheehight
(1991)] but this is false economy. Such arrangements may lead to a sub-optimal process and
a high potential for later production problems. Integration of upstream and downstream
processing results in optimisation of the whole operation rather than optimisation of separate
parts and hence a more efficient bioprocess [Biedermann (1993)]. The division between
upstream and downstream processing occurs because the upstream part is mainly concerned
with maximising product yield, whilst the subsequent downstream stages are concerned with
purification of the product and hence the emphasis is placed on quality control (QC).
Integration of the process would assist QC by allowing information gathered from stages
further upstream to be used to optimise the later purification process.
Though there is no strict definition of process integration, it is concerned with the general
availability of information about each stage in a process. Linking computers with monitoring
devices provides a means for the monitoring and subsequent storage of process variables.
With such data it is possible to specify operations within a sequence in an integrated fashion
and as a result to realise improved levels of product and productivity. This stored information
is readily accessible for control engineers to design optimal control strategies, for
troubleshooting production problems at a later stage and as an integral part in compliance
with good manufacturing practice (GMP) regulations [Dean and Symcox (1995)]. Although it
may not be cost effective to implement computer control systems, which also act as monitors,
at each stage in the process, it may be more economical if simple monitoring devices were
implemented instead. These monitors provide a means for tracking process conditions, and
assisting in documentation purposes in comphance with the regulatory authorities. An
integral part of this documentation and which also forms the basis for bioprocess integration
is electronic batch recording (EBR) [Gopal and Mlodozeniec (1991), Blackenstein (1991),
Quinn (1993), Benner (1993)] and is described in the next section.

-
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2.3.3

Electronic batch recording

Electronic batch recording (EBR) is essential for the pharmaceutical industry since FDA
(Food and Drug Administration) rules specify that all records associated with pharmaceutical
batch production^ must be stored for seven years. The storage space of paper-based
information is vast and not readily accessible to production planners and managers. EBR
would overcome this bottleneck by allowing information to be readily accessible and
reducing costly storage space and most importantly, allowing for effective quality control and
efficient production of drugs. Dean and Symcox (1995) described the main benefit of EBR
systems as being the automatic assurance of compliance with GMP, for example, by
preventing processing steps from occurring if their execution causes a quality problem.
A mechanism by which EBR can be implemented is by the exploitation of relational database
technology. Relational databases are based on the concept of tables, where a table is twodimensional containing records of data. Tables within such a database are linked together by
relationships, and these links between tables can be one-to-one or one-to-many. This linkage
provides a framework from which the data can be accessed and altered. The tool for
retrieving information is known as Stmctured Query Language (SQL), which requires the
user to have little more than a general knowledge of databases. For EBR relational databases
act as an environment for storing disparate data in the pharmaceutical industry from a variety
of sources such as engineering and production, and for subsequent distribution of this data
[Gopal and Mlodozeniec (1991)]. Relational database architecture has been realised in the
bioprocess industry by Endo and Nagamune (1987) who developed a biodatabase system,
which was used for fault diagnosis in fermentation processes, automatic resource allocation
and job scheduling. Marshall (1992) developed a relational database as a mechanism for
recording all batch sheet and descriptive data from any fermentation in order to enable the
comparison of these data from one batch to another. Since all types of data from any
fermentation are recorded in tables, this type of stmcture could be used to implement EBR.
Perhaps a better indication of the future of EBR has been highlighted by Eli Lilly & Co
[Keats (1995)] and Glaxo [van Trier (1995)] who have both used EBR in conjunction with
expert systems as a basis for enhanced productivity of (bio)pharmaceutical manufacturing.
One of the major obstacles preventing the implementation of EBR and computer-integrated
manufacturing is the stringent requirements laid down by the FDA for pharmaceutical batch
documentation. Regulatory authorities have the authority to inspect batch production records

^

Pharmaceutical products cover a broad spectrum of drugs including those developed from chemistry (e.g.
aspirin) and those which are biological in nature (e.g. human insulin) [Hodgson (1994)]. The regulatory
guidelines governing pharmaceutical batch production therefore also apply to bioprocesses.
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without prior notice to ensure compliance with cGMP (current GMP). The EBR system must
therefore be capable of providing the required information immediately. These problems can
be overcome if the development of the EBR system is performed in conjunction with the
regulatory authorities [Gopal and Mlodozeniec (1991) and Tetzlaff (1992a,b,c)].

2.3.4

A framework for bioprocess integration

The quantity of raw data accumulated in a bioprocess is vast and has subsequently to be
managed in an efficient manner. This raw data comprises numerous process variables which
may be correlated with each other in some complex fashion. Traditional automatic control
cannot cope with this type of data because it is exclusively based on single loop control
which assumes uncorrelated process variables [Bennett (1988)]. Modem, advanced control
techniques can be employed to extend this to a higher level where this vast amount of raw
data can be analysed comprehensively and subsequently reduced in size. This leads to the
definition of advanced process control (APC) as defined by the Shell group [Van Wijk and
Pope (1992)]. APC is the real-time implementation of operational and technological
strategies in a dynamic plant environment by use of sufficient computing power in order to
assist in maximising plant profitability. These advanced control techniques are the basis for
bioprocess integration and often incorporate some form of AI.
A general framework for the automation of a bioprocess plant was proposed by Sonnleitner et
al (1991) and Locher et al (1991a,b) and actually is similar to the philosophy of APC
suggested by Van Wijk and Pope (1992). Their methodologies highlighted some interesting
features of bioprocesses which are not common in other manufacturing processes. These
differences chiefly relate to the differing objectives of upstream and downstream processing
(section 2.3.1). The framework requires the realisation of three different functional levels. A
front end component level satisfies the basic needs of measuring and controlling process
variables and provides a link between hardware signals (sensors) and software variables
(data). A supervisory level serves as a man-machine interface where all the process data are
accumulated for further treatment. A co-ordination level integrates all the computers at the
supervisory level and its main function is to implement the process operating strategy.
Although the method of Sonnleitner et al (1991) and Locher et al (1991a,b) provides an
insight into the theory behind advanced bioprocess control, automation and integration it
should be considered with caution. Their case study of the proposed automation process is
largely confined to a fermentation of Saccaromyces cerevisiae on a repetitive batch
cultivation basis [Locher et al (1991b)]. No further details of downstream processing

-
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operations were given, hence limited credibility can be lent towards their automation and
control framework. It does, however, provide a theoretical basis on which to build a fully
automated bioprocess. Taking, for example, the monitoring and control of chromatographic
separations. The conditions under which a chromatographic step operates may depend upon
the characteristics of the fermentation broth. If this information is readily available then the
optimal conditions for the chromatographic separation could be easily determined by the co
ordinating and supervisory computers by the inspection of historical data and the process
recipes held in the database.
The remaining sections in this chapter focus on the techniques available at the supervisory
level for the analysis of complex bioprocess data. It will become evident that at process scale,
very few of these advanced control and diagnostic techniques have been applied to
downstream processing stages.

2 .4

A d v a n c e d t e c h n iq u e s f o r t h e m o n it o r in g o f b i o p r o c e s s
UNIT OPERATIONS

This section presents a survey of the use of advanced data interpretation techniques in
bioprocesses. These techniques involve either principal component analysis (PCA), pattern
recognition or some form of AI (neural networks, fuzzy logic, knowledge bases, expert
systems). In some cases, applications have used combinations of these techniques. Each of
these techniques form the basis of the supervisory level in the bioprocess integration scheme
described in the previous section.

2.4.1

Pattern recognition

Pattern recognition concerns the extraction of information from data by methods of signal
processing (feature extraction) and subsequent classification into different classes [Kanal
(1974)]. Beale and Jackson (1990) define the fundamental objective of pattern recognition to
be classification. The pattern recognition system, in response to a stimulus (data), will
provide an output which is a meaningful categorisation of its data content. The recognition
process occurs in two stages, feature extraction followed by classification. This is perhaps
rather an understatement because there is far more involved: raw data must be filtered to
remove noise, and subsequent signal processing may be necessary by such techniques as
Fourier analysis. The whole pattern recognition technique is complex and inevitably involves
complex mathematics. An important point to note when dealing with such systems is the
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apparent transformation of data from being quantitative at the outset to qualitative at the end.
This is because raw numeric data forms the input to the system whilst the output provides
information about this data (i.e. a description in terms of classification). In a bioprocess
integration scheme, a pattern recognition scheme would therefore be located at the
supervisory level, converting raw process data from the front-end component level to
meaningful information-rich, qualitative data about the status of the bioprocess. This
information would then be available to all computers at the supervisory level.
Whiteley and Davies (1992) identified two types of pattern recognition, syntatic and
geom etric. G eom etric pattern recognition is by far the m ost com m on, and is otherw ise know n
as the decision-theoretic approach, w hilst syntatic pattern recognition is often referred to as
structural pattern recognition.

2.4.1.1

Syntatic pattern recognition

The syntatic approach to pattern recognition is applied to problems where the pattern features
are difficult to measure numerically. It assumes that patterns can be represented by a
structured set of basic primitives which obey rules similar to the syntax of a language, and
subsequently utilises the concepts of formal language theory [Tou and Gonzalez (1974)]. This
type of pattern recognition is therefore most suited to problems associated with picture
recognition and scene analysis [Fu (1982)]. Only a brief explanation of syntatic pattern
recognition is given in this section since a comprehensive one is given by Tou and Gonzalez
(1974) and Fu (1982).
The patterns under scrutiny are usually quite complex and the number of features large. The
attractiveness of this technique is the way in which hierarchies are used to group together
subpattems, hence its application in genetics, continuous speech and Chinese character
recognition. The basic principle is to decompose the pattern classes until decomposition can
no longer take place; these basic patterns are termed primitives. In a syntatic pattern
recognition system the input signal (process measurements) is preprocessed which entails
pattem encoding, filtering, restoration and enhancement (e.g. removal of noise). This
processed pattem is then transformed into a language-like stmcture (e.g. a string), by
segmentation and primitive selection using prespecified syntatic operations (i.e. the
preprocessed pattem is identified by a composition of subpattems and primitives). The syntax
analysis essentially makes a decision whether the representation belongs to the class of
pattems described by the syntax (i.e. is the pattem syntatically correct). Possibly the most
simple application of syntatic pattem recognition is template-matching [Fu (1981)]. The
formal description (e.g. a sentence or string) of the input pattem is matched against strings or
sentences representing each prototype or reference pattem. This simple matching technique
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will not give any structural information about the pattem. In this case, tests can be defined
which identify the presence or absence of subpattems and primitives in the sentence, or even
combinations of them. The results of these tests, through look-up-tables, decision trees or
logical operations, are used as the basis for classification decisions. Fu (1982) also identified
several applications of the above template matching the most interesting one being waveform
recognition which was represented by a concatenation of waveform segments.
Perhaps the most clear-cut application of syntatic pattem recognition in bioprocesses was by
Stephanopoulos et al (1995) for the abstraction of process trends from on-line fermentation
measurements. Wavelet decomposition was applied to each signal as a means for data
compression. Each signal was subsequently segmented at each inflexion point to abstract key
process trends. A decision tree was used to establish the most direct route between the batch
outcome, process variables and trends. The framework was designed to extract data-derived
rules for use in an expert system type approach for on-line control. Although their method
showed great promise, a potential obstacle was the classification time required for test
fermentations - 30 minutes using a Silicon Graphics computer, perhaps the most powerful
available! Gollmer and Posten (1995) applied dynamic time warping for the detection of
different phases in fed-batch fermentations. Their proposed methods were based upon the
segmentation of on-line fermentation profiles (e.g. PO2). Each segment was then matched
with a segmented reference profile to identify process aberrations. Locher et al (1990)
formulated a pattem recognition algorithm for the detection of complex states in
biotechnological processes and in this case a yeast {Saccharomyces cervisiae) continuous
fermentation. Their pattems were described as a two-dimensional field of values in a matrix
where each sensor trajectory occupied a row in the matrix. Different combinations of sensor
trajectories served as pattems, and were selected to distinguish the changing nature of the
biological state of the yeast. The sensor pattems were divided by manual inspection of the
pattem trajectories (i.e. the pattems were segmented into primitives). The means for pattem
recognition was by association between a test state and a prototype state, and the best fitting
test state served as the indicator for the current state of the fermentation. The scalar product
of the test pattem vector and the prototype vector served as the basis for association.
In relation to chromatographic signals syntatic pattem recognition has great potential. This
was exploited by Ng (1992) who developed an algorithm, based on dynamic programming
and speech recognition, to compare two chromatograms by stretching/compressing segments
of the signal. Another potential application of syntatic pattem recognition to chromatographic
data could entail a description of the peaks in terms of a peak model. King (1993) modelled
chromatographic peaks by use of the Gaussian exponential function. In this particular case.
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the qualitative description of a series of overlapping peaks, as found in chromatograms,
would entail determining the position of the peak in time, and values for the peak parameters
(e.g. width and symmetry). This would easily be recognisable by a module which would
could then simulate the chromatogram.
Although syntatic pattem recognition systems have showed great potential, they have not
been adopted for the work in this thesis due to the computational time required to preprocess
input signals. These time-consuming operations limits its use for rapid monitoring and
diagnosis in chromatography processes.

2.4.1.2

Geometric pattern recognition

The geometric pattem recognition approach to pattem recognition is concemed with
information which can be represented in a numerical manner. It is mainly a two-stage
process: feature extraction and classification. Many leading texts on pattem recognition fail to
acknowledge that preprocessing is a fimdamental requirement of pattem recognition because
it makes the recognition task much easier [Tou and Gonzalez (1974)]. Preprocessing often
plays a significant role in feature extraction because raw sensory data is coded and filtered by
signal processing techniques which minimise noise influences and clean up the signal [Beale
and Jackson (1990)].
An essential part of feature extraction is the selection of an appropriate set of features [Tou
and Gonzalez (1974)]. The mathematical approach to preprocessing is the primary concem
here because we are dealing with numerical data. The problem consists of determining certain
invariant attributes of the pattem classes under consideration. These attributes can then be
used for subsequent data reduction reducing the dimensionality of the pattems, for example,
by means of a linear (or non-linear) transformation. Once these attributes have been selected,
the extraction process entails comparisons of them with the pattems under consideration.
Mathematical techniques for feature selection and extraction include distance metrics,
clustering transformations, entropy (statistical measure of uncertainty) minimisation and
orthogonal e^gansions. The choice of technique for feature extraction and selection ultimately
depends on the problem being tackled.
Feature classification can take a number of routes, but the most common one is by means of
the discriminant function. A discriminant function is the mathematical notation for a decision
boundary and maps the input features onto a classification space. It is often a plane which
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separates a number of clusters. Classification techniques fall into two categories:
deterministic and statistical. There are numerous deterministic techniques but the most
widely used ones are the nearest neighbour technique and linear classifiers, mainly because of
their simplicity in implementation. The nearest neighbour technique comprises a decision
based upon the shortest distance between the unclassified sample and the neighbouring class
samples. TTiis technique is commonly known as k nearest neighbour (kNN) where k is the
number of neighbouring classified samples against which we measure. The shortest distance
is evaluated by one of a number of distance metrics, but by far the most widely used one is
the Euclidean one which is the distance between two vectors. Linear classifiers are applicable
not only to linear problems (the two classes are linearly separable), but also non-linear ones
where piecewise linearisation can be used. However, in non-linearly separable problems the
required non-linearity can be introduced into the decision surface by applying a non-linear
transformation to the data before classification (i.e. incorporated into preprocessing).
A statistical pattem recognition scheme provides for the classification of a signal into one of
a finite number of classes, for each of which a multivariate probability density fimction is
assumed to exist. The distribution fimction may be known either on an a priori basis or
estimated from a training set. An exception to this occurs with template matching because the
test pattem and template are defined as vectors and the similarity fimction is usually confined
to a distance metric, such as the Euclidean distance measure [Nandhakumar and Aggarwal
(1985)]. Statistical classification takes into account the statistical properties of pattem classes
in order to arrive at a classification scheme. Its main advantage over deterministic techniques
is that randomness in the pattem vectors is taken into account.
The choice of classification technique ultimately depends upon the application and the nature
of a signal. If the signal under classification is clean (i.e. not susceptible to noise and random
variations), then deterministic methods such as a distance measure may be more appropriate
but numerical errors may arise owing to the numerical nature of the distance fimction and
may give erroneous classifications. In statistical classification, the underlying features are
usually chosen arbitrarily [Nandhakumar and Aggarwal (1985)]. This should not pose a
problem if the nature of the signal and its origins are understood properly because
preprocessing techniques are application specific. Statistical techniques are domain dependent
and thus can ignore specific structural properties of individual signals.
The division between the two approaches of syntatic and geometric pattem recognition is not
clear cut [Fu (1982)], because the recognition of pattem primitives in the syntatic approach
may be more effectively accomplished by geometric techniques. In many practical
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applications, both techniques complement each other. If there is no need for a qualitative
description after classification then it is not necessary to employ the syntatic approach. If the
sensory data is heavily susceptible to noise and distortion then the geometric approach should
be taken for recognition of the pattem primitives, and then a syntatic method applied to the
recognition of the whole pattem. It is evident that a combination of both approaches would be
ideal for most applications, but is ultimately application specific.
In conclusion, pattem recognition provides a powerful set of techniques for maximising the
quality of information gained from raw sensory data typical of bioprocesses. However,
considerable effort is needed to identify appropriate techniques within each stage of a pattem
recognition system. This is made easier if the nature of the signal being classified is known.
In downstream processing chromatographic unit operations, the nature of the signal is often
well-understood such as the one from the chromatographic stage is well-defined thereby
making geometric pattem recognition a strong candidate for the rapid diagnosis of
chromatographic processes. In the next section, multivariate data analysis, a statistical
technique widely used for geometric pattem recognition is described.

2.4.2

Multivariate statistical techniques for the analysis of complex
process data

Owing to the lack of awareness about appropriate analytical tools, little has been done until
recently to utilise the breadth of information routinely collected from plant sensors every few
seconds [Kresta et al (1991)]. Computers in process environments will be expected to
perform beyond the basic role of simple univariate monitoring not only for advanced
monitoring purposes, but also for control. In order for them to encounter this task, they will
be expected to perform advanced data analysis techniques [Love and Simaan (1988)]. The
type of data analysis performed in the supervisory computers would naturally have to
consider process variables simultaneously, since these process variables are inherently
interrelated. The only way in which these complex relationships between process variables
can be analysed is by the use of appropriate multivariate statistical techniques [Mellinger
(1987)]. These multivariate methods are powerful tools for the investigation of large and
complex datasets typical of bioprocesses. This section presents some recent examples in
process monitoring by multivariate data analysis which reveal that multivariate techniques
can be used as an integral part of a pattem recognition system for the analysis of
chromatographic data.
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Principal component analysis (PCA) is considered to be at the heart of multivariate Hata
analysis. It is essentially a least-squares process and in many ways forms the basis for
multivariate data analysis [Wold et al (1987)]. (Only a brief synopsis of the mechanism of
PCA is given here since a detailed one is given in Chapter 5.) The fundamental requirement
for PCA, and all multivariate techniques, is that the data to be analysed must be in matrix
form. The main goal of PCA is to ascertain relationships amongst the rows (objects) of the
matrix. The columns (variables) consist of measurements made on the objects. PCA is used
to reduce the dimensionality of the matrix (data reduction), by decomposing the data table
(initial matrix) into the product of two smaller matrices which capture the essential data
pattems of the data table. In more simplistic terms, the goal of PCA is to model a single
block of data using orthogonal components (i.e. components which are not correlated). The
relationships between the objects can be viewed much more easily on these new orthogonal,
or principal, components. Each object will have new co-ordinates, or scores, associated with
the new principal component (PC) axes. The relationship between the objects in the original
dataset can be viewed easily on the scores plots. It is these scores plots which have made
PCA a very strong method for analysis of complex industrial processes [Jokinen (1994)]. The
following examples of applications illustrate the potential of PCA for process data analysis.
Since 1990, there has been a marked increase in the use of PCA and related techniques for the
analysis of complex process data. PCA has been used as a tool for classification of data into a
number of classes (geometric pattem recognition), a search technique for databases [Meglen
(1991)], batch and continuous process monitoring [Kresta et al (1991), MacGregor et al
(1991), Kaspar and Ray (1992), Nomikos and MacGregor (1994), MacGregor et al (1994),
Jokinen (1994)] and high performance controller design [Kaspar and Ray (1992)]. In each of
the applications conceming process monitoring the underlying basis for the use of PCA was
that in the normal operation of a process, the points in the scores plot will fill a region (or
regions) consistently. When the points start to fall outside this region (or regions) it is an
indication that the process is statistically out of control. In this case the scores plot behaves in
a similar manner to charts used in statistical quality control (SQC). The main advantage of
the scores plot over SQC charts is that the process status is given visually and rapidly on
easily interpretable two-dimensional plots. A major strength of these plots is their ease in
implementation at operator level and that complex mechanistic models of the process are not
a prerequisite.
In bioprocess monitoring, the strengths of the PCA techniques described above have been
exploited for fermentation monitoring and control [Saner and Stephanopoulos (1992), Keller
et al (1994), Ignova et al (1995), Kurtanjek (1995)]. For example, Ignova et al (1995) applied
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linear and non-linear PCA^ to correlate the performance of the main production fermenter
with the quality of the seed with the objective of identifying low performing fermentations at
an early stage. Their findings showed that the seed data did indeed contain sufficient
information to distinguish between the final production levels of penicillin G. Current
fermentation data (e.g. carbon evolution rate (CER) and oxygen uptake rate (OUR) data) was
essentially compared with that of 20 historical fermentations. Linear PCA was found to be
incapable of distinguishing between high and low performing fermentations in the scores
plots. However, non-linear PCA did distinguish between the two types of fermentation in the
scores plots. A further application by Keller et al (1994) used PCA in conjunction with
hierarchical cluster analysis to distinguish abnormal from normal microbial fermentations.
Pattems of the fermentation were obtained from HPLC profiles of the broth samples. A
model set for an ‘ideal’ fermentation was defined firom historical fermentation data. The
defined models were used to identify fermentations where the culture or organism was
altered. These altered fermentations were found to cluster based upon their divergence from
the model set. For each of the clusters, a separate PC model was developed so that it may be
possible to identify the cause of abnormal fermentations.
There has been no cited applications of PCA for the analysis of process data arising from unit
operations in the downstream processing of biomolecules. However, the concept of
identifying unknowns has been used by numerous scientists as a means for pattem
recognition in the analysis of chromatographic data. For example. Wold et al (1981) applied
PCA analysis to gas chromatography data from human brain tissues, Valcarce and Gill Smith
(1989) used PCA to characterise honey bees by their honey, whilst Marengo et al (1991) used
PCA to classify essential mint oils from three geographical regions. These applications and
others are described in section 2.5.1 and demonstrate how multivariate techniques can be
used to analyse complex chromatograms and can provide information on which variables
have the most influence on the process outcome. In a process context this may imply that if a
chromatogram from a chromatographic step in downstream processing can be classified, then
combined with historical data, the subsequent performance of the purification process can be
determined, and adjusted in order to provide an optimal process.
It is evident from this section that multivariate data analysis techniques provide a powerful
means whereby the analysis of large volumes of data is possible in order to find relationships
amongst process variables and different experiments. These techniques cannot however
provide an insight into the nature of experiments and variables, but can provide information
conceming relationships amongst variables, process reproducibility and consistency, and to
Non-linear PCA is a combination of linear PCA with autoassociative neural networks.
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assist in the analysis of the current status of the process. PCA has been adopted in this thesis
as an integral part of a pattem recognition system for diagnosing chromatographic processes,
the mechanism of which is given in Chapter 5. The reasons for this choice are given in
section 2.7. The next section surveys the use of the techniques of AI in bioprocesses.

2.4.3

Artificial intelligence in bioprocesses

Barr and Feigenbaum (1982) define artificial intelligence (AI) as the branch of computer
science concemed with designing intelligent computer systems, where intelligence in this
context is directly associated with human intelligence. Winston (1984) defines AI as the
study of ideas that enable computers to be intelligent. These two definitions of AI are similar,
but do not specify what constitutes intelligence in the context of machine intelligence. For
this reason, AI techniques have been severely criticised, the fimdamental argument being
based upon what constitutes AI, or intelligent behaviour [Walhch (1991)]. Dreyfus and
Dreyfus (1986) argued that even after 25 years of research and development AI has failed to
live up to its promise. However, since then, the huge strides in computing technology have
spawned numerous expert system shells. The most widely acknowledged one being G2
(Gensym Corporation, Cambridge, MA, USA) which has been adopted as the standard in
many industries [Davies (1995)] and has the facility to incorporate all facets of AI namely
expert systems, neural networks and fuzzy logic [Kama and Breen (1989), Joseph et al
(1992), Willis et al (1992)], as well as many numerical processing algorithms and simulation
tools.
Artificial Intelligence has been gaining much prominence in the process industries because of
the way in which knowledge can be represented. AI systems often represent their knowledge
in the form of logical assertions in specialised computer languages, such as LISP [Myers
(1986)]. There is a general consensus among scientists [Leigh (1992)] that a lack of suitable
process models is a major obstacle preventing the spread of the application of advanced
control techniques to real industrial processes. This is why AI, which can be implemented as
an APC strategy, provides a viable altemative. The following sections attempt to describe the
fundamentals of neural networks, fuzzy logic, expert systems, knowledge bases, and
discusses some typical applications in bioprocesses. It will become evident that most of the
applications mostly encapsulate the upstream sections of a bioprocess, particularly
fermentations, and the subsequent applications of AI techniques to downstream stages is thus
limited, highlighting the obvious lack of integration in a bioprocess.
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Neural networks

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) have only become a reality since the implementation of
analogue and digital networks in the 1950's and 1960's, when Minsky (1969) invented the
perceptron. (The perceptron is an artificial neuron which gives an output of ‘+1’ if the
weighted some of its inputs are greater than some threshold value, otherwise an output of
zero is given.) The reasons for attempting to model the brain are obvious: the ability of the
human brain to learn, adapt, associate and generalise far surpasses the ability of any computer
[Kama and Breen (1989)]. Kama and Breen provide a comprehensive grounding on the
history and fundamental principles of ANNs, and quote, from Kohonen (1984), that an ANN
is a ‘massively parallel intercormected network of simple (usually adaptive) elements and
their hierarchical organisations which are intended to interact with the objects of the real
world in the same way as the biological nervous system does.’
The differences between traditional computing and neural computing is the presence of nonalgorithmic computing, learning, distributed memory and parallel processing. However, it is
the ability of an ANN to leam and adapt which makes them suited to process engineering,
and control in particular. Another important feature of ANNs is their ability to generalise:
when an ANN is exposed to a signal for the first time, the network will use information about
similar and related inputs to make an educated guess about the nature of the stimulus
[Bamard (1992)]. There are numerous ANN architectures (paradigms) [Kama and Breen
(1989)] and most have the same basic features. The most widely used one in process
engineering is the feedforward network developed by Rummelhart and McLelland (1986).
These type of networks are trained by presenting pattems to the inputs until a convergence
criterion is satisfied (supervised training). This convergence criterion depends on the error
between the input and output during training. It is their ability to capture process nonlinearities and to adjust dynamically to environmental and time-variant changes which is of
most benefit to process engineering [Morris et al {\99\)\. Such a network can be found in Fig
2 . 1.

A feedforward network, or any type of ANN, consists of three kinds of layers, input, hidden,
and output layers [van Camp (1992)], and there can be more than one hidden layer. The input
layer receives input from the extemal world, the hidden layer(s) are responsible for
information processing, and the output layer presents the processed information to the outside
world. In feedforward networks, the information (activation) is transmitted to the next layer,
or the outside world. The information in an ANN is contained in the pattem of coimections
between the individual processing elements and the strength of those coimections. A
feedforward network works by accepting pattems of activation as input, processing the input
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through the layers, and producing a pattem of activation at the output. It should be noted that
individual processing elements function independently and in parallel with other processing
elements. Each processing element consists of a combining function and a transfer function
with each input to a processing element being multiplied by its associated weight and
combined by the combining function (commonly a summation). The result of the combining
function forms the input to the transfer function which subsequently computes an output for
the processing element. The transfer function is a relationship between the input and output,
and may take a number of forms, the most typical ones being step, linear and sigmoidal
relationships. However, the transfer function may also be tailored to a specific process. Willis
et al (1991) acknowledged this latter point and thus based their transfer function on a first
order process with a time delay to incorporate the dynamic nature of processes into a
network. It is this ability to tailor the transfer function to a specific process which makes
ANNs attractive for process control purposes.
One of the most important features of ANNs is the way in which they ‘leam’. As mentioned,
information in an ANN is stored as multiplicative factors (weights) between processing
elements. This is done by ‘training’ a network. In a ANN, such as the one in Fig 2.1, a
pattem is presented as the input, the network computes an output, and the calculated output is
compared with the actual output. The sum of square errors is computed, and the weights are
altered accordingly so as to reduce this sum of square errors [Hinton (1992)]. The weights are
changed by an amount proportional to the rate at which the error changes as the weight is
changed. In such a fashion, the feedforward network is ‘trained’ by accumulating this process
knowledge.
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Neural networks have been applied to a number of fields, but many applications seem to be
concemed with pattem recognition [Mah and Chakravarthy (1992)]. According to Kama and
Breen (1989), neural networks can be used for pattem recognition, pattem reconstruction,
adaptability and for determining fault tolerance. This is a generalisation, and the applications
are enormous, ranging from leaming the dynamic nature of speech [Bengio and De Mori
(1992)] to process control [Leigh (1992)] and even as an altemative to statistical methods for
exploratory data analysis [Joseph et al (1992)].
In the bioprocess industries, there have been an increasing number of applications of neural
networks, because of their ability to adapt to different situations (leam). A common use for
ANNs has been the estimation of biomass [Di Massimo et al (1991), Psichgios and Ungar
(1992), Morris et al (1991)]. In their paper relating to the estimation of biomass in a
continuous mycelial fermentation Di Massimo et al (1991) concluded that feedforward
networks cannot capture the dynamic nature of processes, but can capture the non-linearities
which are important because most processes in the present day are non-linear. They
circumvented this inability to capture dynamic behaviour by a first-order filtering mechanism
which follows normal neuron processing functions, and represents a first order system. They
proposed a network consisting of six neurons in the input layer, two hidden layers each with
four neurons, and the output layer with one neuron. The network provided a good fit to noisy
biomass data, demonstrating the predictive applications of neural networks in the presence of
noisy data. (A first order system does not exhibit any periodic transitions.) Psichgios and
Ungar (1992) used hybrid modelling which incorporates not only the neural network, but
also, in the case of bioprocesses, a priori knowledge in the form of a partial first principles
model (e.g. mass balances on the process variables). The biomass, substrate feed and
substrate formed the inputs to the hybrid model. The hybrid model calculated the growth rate
and the neural network predicted the biomass and substrate at the next sampling time. Morris
et al (1991) developed a neural network for the estimation of the biomass concentration in a
fed batch penicillin fermentation. The inputs to the network were the on-line process
variables, the substrate feed, time, and CER, and only one output, the biomass concentration.
This network was not applicable to the process when a contaminant was introduced, because
the process characteristics had changed which could be used for fault diagnosis.
A general theme to neural network applications is the ability to take on-line information in
fermentations and use an ANN to give quality information about the fermentation. For
example, Cooney et al (1991) were interested in bioprocess sensor interpretation. Their
network consisted of just one layer, with all available sensor data such as oxygen uptake rate
(OUR) and temperature forming the inputs and with the subsequent outputs providing
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information such as nutrient limitation. This approach used a priori knowledge for fAck
decomposition in fermentation monitoring where a number of ANNs were developed with
each one being concemed with a specific task such as phase determination. Shi and Shimuzu
(1992) developed a completely new network incorporating fuzzy reasoning and pattem
recognition. This system was designed to recognise the pattems of changes in dissolved
oxygen (DO) concentration and ethanol concentration in a baker's yeast fed-batch
fermentation. The network, not surprisingly, used a feedforward network architecture. The
membership functions of the fuzzy sets were adjusted on-line to account for process changes
and to reduce the need for developing IF-THEN type rules. Linko and Zhu (1992) developed
a feedforward network for control of a glucoamylase fermentation. The control mechanism
was by use of the feedforward network to estimate, in real-time, and predict the state
variables on the basis of available on-line measured data.
The few cited applications of ANNs to unit operations in downstream processing are
discussed in section 2.5.2. In conclusion, there have been many applications and benefits of
ANNs for the monitoring of fermentations but httie evidence for their control. Neural
networks were not deemed appropriate for the work in this thesis largely due to the fact that
ANNs are inherently a black box technique for process data analysis.

2.4.3.2

Fuzzy control systems

Fuzzy logic controllers are based on the concept of fuzzy sets which allow imprecise and
qualitative information to be expressed in an exact way [Tong (1977)]. Although fuzzy
systems deal with qualitative information in a rigorous fashion, they actually infer qualitative
information from quantitative data, such as process outputs, by processing through the actual
fuzzy system itself [Youngblood et al (1990)]. Fuzzy logic was developed by Zadeh in the
mid-1960's to model linguistic expressions which have non-binary tmth values [Spinrad and
Ray (1990)]. Traditional logic was based on binary systems which have to be either tme or
false; fuzzy logic offers an altemative in a less restrictive manner, and is a means of
reasoning about the tmth. Fuzzy logic suggests the degree of tmth to which a particular
expression is tme or false. There have been references to fuzzy logic as being a form of
symbolic programming and an extension of common set theory [Beale and Jackson (1990),
Otto (1990)], which is easily justified owing to the rules based on IF-THEN expressions.
Fuzzy logic, in the realm of process control, is viewed as being at a high-level supervisory
control level (section 2.3.4) [Spinrad and Ray (1990)], where human operators interact with
the process, particularly in the determination of set points and physical variables. At this
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level, mathematical models and traditional controls are difficult to develop making fuzzy
systems ideal as an interface between operator and managerial levels. A major advantage of
fuzzy systems is the ease with which they can be developed and e?q)anded and that the
comparative reasoning of the human operator can be incorporated in the control system
[Murphy (1991)].
Fuzzy logic has been applied to many areas including market research, risk analysis,
economic forecasting and even factory automation [Murphy (1991)]. In fermentation
monitoring and control, fuzzy systems have been used in conjunction with other AI
techniques, such as neural networks [Otto (1990), Shimuzu and Ye (1995)], pattem
recognition [Shi and Shimuzu (1992)], and expert systems [Linko (1988), Linko and Aarts
(1990), Pokkinen et al (1992), Stimes et al (1992), Shimuzu and Ye (1995)]. As an example
of their use, Konstantinov and Yoshida (1989) designed a fuzzy system to monitor the
physiological state of a fermentation process where the time course was segmented into a
number of states (syntatic pattem recognition). These states would be chosen so that the
physiological state of the organism was relatively constant, and each state would have a
control strategy associated with it. Their studies were based on a continuous fermentation for
single cell protein production from a strain of Methylomonas species growing on methanol.
The physiological state variables chosen were the specific oxygen to substrate consumption
rate, specific potential substrate consumption rate and specific reserve in the substrate
consumption rate, and their derivatives; these being chosen according to the expertise of the
authors. Fuzzy sets were assigned to each physiological state variable to provide a qualitative
description. Based on this variable was a membership function which describes the degree to
which a variable is a fuzzy set. The membership functions related to a physiological situation.
The authors' monitoring technique relied heavily upon prior process knowledge, and hence a
number of test runs to generate historical data on which to develop their technique was thus
required. The application of fuzzy reasoning in conjunction with e?q)ert systems is mainly
concemed with coping with imprecise data and uncertainties. For example. Sûmes et al
(1992) developed LAexpert, an expert system which used fuzzy reasoning to cope with on
line, real-time handling of uncertainties in process knowledge, measurements and diagnosis.
Fuzzy membership functions were individually designed and defined for each process
variable in addition to set points, tolerances and ideal profiles. Fuzzy linguistic values were
defined for each variable, along with a membership function. The knowledge in LAexpert
was held in a knowledge network. The nodes at the top of the network would form a starting
point for searching the knowledge base and fuzzy reasoning used in conjunction with
backward chaining to search the knowledge base for diagnosis.
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There have been few applications of fuzzy logic for the monitoring and control of
downstream unit operations in bioprocesses. The several notable ones are described in detail
in section 2.5.3. In conclusion, fiizzy control systems have been widely used in fermentation
monitoring and control with varying results.

2.4.3.3

Expert systems and knowledge bases

An expert system is a computer program capable of human expert-like reasoning and
decision-making within a special domain of expertise [Linko (1988)]. In a process
environment, Clapp and Ruel (1991) defined an expert system as one which codifies the
knowledge and experience of various process specialists into a software package that can
control, monitor, troubleshoot and recommend corrective actions as needed during
processing. These systems can subsequently help operators to control complex modem
processes such as bioprocesses.
An expert system can be thought of as a knowledge base (a body of knowledge) which an
inference engine (mechanism for interpreting that knowledge) searches for answers to a
particular problem [Myers (1986), Togai and Watanabe (1986)]. At the core of the expert
system is a knowledge base, which is designed to capture all the expert's knowledge
continuously. A typical general use for such an expert system is diagnosis fitting to a set of
symptoms.
E)q)ert systems are stmctured in a number of ways, but since the knowledge base is at the
core, its stmcture invariably relies heavily upon the stmcture of the knowledge base. A
knowledge base comprises information elicited from an e^qpert which is subsequently stored
as mles [Orr (1992)]. Knowledge bases are mainly concemed with qualitative information
and hence linguistic expressions are used to search through the knowledge base. They
subsequently provide a means for interfacing between the process level and the supervisory
level [Whiteley and Davies (1992)]. There are several types of knowledge-based systems,
rule-based and situation-action (normally associated with expert systems), and hybrid or
tandem decision systems. In rule-based 'expert systems', the knowledge base consists of facts
and rules, acquired from an expert in a specific domain. The knowledge base consists of
possible outcomes, and when used in an expert system, will provide the user with a single
decision from this set of possible outcomes. In hybrid/tandem decision systems, the
knowledge base incorporates a model, and further facts based on the expert's deductive and
reasoning skills. This allows factors and constraints to be taken into account. In situation-
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action systems, the knowledge base consists of a network of situation-action rules. This type
of structure allows data to be collected from an ongoing process and a stream of decisions is
generated which can be used for control.
Pestka and Thompson (1990) identified a number of applications in bioprocessing,
particularly fermentation control and chromatography control. In fermentation control,
experts systems can be used for fault diagnosis, state recognition and aeration control. In fault
diagnosis, a rule-based programming language was used to correctly report a faulty pump as
being the cause of excess alkali in the fermenter. A state recognition was performed on a
fermentation of Bacillus subtilis producing a-amylase. The fermentation passes through five
distinct phases. Phase characterisation was carried out by analysis with simple rules of the
exhaust gases, ceU dry weight in the broth and the oxygen utilisation and dissolution rates.
The rates were assumed to be constrained by defined limits. Other applications of expert
systems include Pokkinen et al (1992) who used LAexpert (section 2.4.3.2), using a fuzzy
expert system shell (a combination of expert systems and fuzzy logic) for the diagnosis of
microbial activity during lactic acid fermentations. Fuzzy reasoning was chosen to handle
uncertainties in the measurements and knowledge by linguistic expressions. LAexpert proved
successful in determining the phases of the lactic acid fermentation and detecting faults which
were not deducible from off-line analytical data. Linko and Aarts (1990) developed an objectoriented fuzzy expert system shell and applied it to the diagnosis and control of a
glucoamylase fermentation. (Object-oriented programming consists of a hierarchy of objects
which communicate with each other through messages.)
Konstantinov and Yoshida (1992) developed a temporal reasoning mechanism, with the aid
of a knowledge-based system, for diagnosis and supervision of complex dynamic process
variables for which a suitable mechanistic model is difficult to formulate. The authors'
technique comprised a shape analyser which transforms a portion of the signal under analysis
into a symbolic string which is a qualitative description of the signal (syntatic pattem
recognition). A module in the shape analyser calculated the degree of certainty between the
string and a corresponding shape in the library. Their technique was implemented in a rulebased expert system and applied to the supervision of a fermentation of a recombinant amino
acid by E.coli which transforms glucose into phenyalanine. The control system consisted of
two levels, a lower level (front end), which was primarily concemed with quantitative control
and a higher level which was the knowledge-based supervisory system. The results showed
that the knowledge-based control system could monitor instrument failure, and process
variables. This temporal reasoning mechanism would appear to be similar to the comparative
reasoning tool developed by Marshall (1992). However, Marshall’s technique fitted linear
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segments to the time profile; the mechanism described here uses a library of shapes, not
necessarily linear, to extract a qualitative description of the time profile and would thus seem
to be more flexible in its approach.

2.4.3.4

Discussion

It has become evident firom the above sections, that most of the applications of AI techniques
in bioprocesses have concentrated on fermentation monitoring and control, particularly
monitoring [Locher et al (1990), Konstantinov and Yoshida (1990)]. The main problem here
seems to be the recurrence of the bottleneck in bioprocess monitoring and control, in that
fermentations are highly automated, but corresponding downstream processes do not seem to
be automated to the same level, particularly on an industrial scale [Wheehight (1991)]. This
difference in automation may be related to the costs associated with the production of a
protein. 80% of the cost of manufacturing a therapeutic protein are attributed to downstream
processing [Nugent and Olson (1990)].
It is evident firom this section that certain applications in bioprocesses embrace not just one
technique of AI but others as well. An interesting feature of many of these applications of AI
techniques was the inference of qualitative information from quantitative information, i.e.
pattem recognition. This is due to the fact that one of the goals of pattem recognition is to
translate raw process data into information-rich data about the state of the process. For
example, Siimes et al (1992) developed an expert system which consisted of an inference
engine utilising fuzzy reasoning for the control and diagnosis of a lactic aid fermentation;
whilst Konstantinov and Yoshida (1989) combined fuzzy theory and pattem recognition for
control of a continuous fermentation process for single cell protein production. In the next
section, the application of the advanced data interpretation techniques to chromatographic
stages, a key stage in the downstream processing of proteins, is discussed.

2 .5

A d v a n c e d t e c h n iq u e s f o r m o n it o r in g c h r o m a t o g r a p h ic
PROCESSES IN DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING

In this section, the extent of automation in downstream processing will be discussed with
particular emphasis on chromatographic separations since the analysis of this unit operation
will form the basis for this project. The monitoring and control of chromatographic
separations is becoming increasingly important because the regulatory authorities.
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particularly the FDA, expect chromatographic stages to be included in downstream
processing. Automation and control not only provide simple access to batch records, but can
also provide operators with guidelines for improving separations based upon knowledge
elicited from experts [Dean and Symcox (1995)]. Sofer and Nystrom (1989) reported that
advanced monitoring and control, on production scale, allows for unattended operation,
precise control and reproducibility and documentation for GMP purposes. Automation of
chromatographic separations is common at an analytical scale, but limited at preparative
scale, with only few cited references on preparative automation and control [Kenney et al
(1989)] and these are described in subsequent sections. In this section, the application of the
techniques described in section 2.4 to chromatography processes are presented.

2.5.1

Pattern recognition

There have been numerous applications of pattem recognition techniques for the analysis of
chromatography data but have all been confined to isolated cases. There have been no cited
applications at process scale. A common feature of many of the applications was the use of
training data (historical data) to develop a classification scheme.
Cohen et al (1987) developed a geometric pattem recognition technique for separating two or
more classes using orthogonal fimctions and based their case study on the diagnosis of
bacterial infection of patients with liver disorders, the chromatograms being derived from
ascitic fluid, a substance which accumulates in the abdomen, from patients. Their method
fitted non-linear surfaces to each class of data using non-statistical methods (Cohen
orthogonal polynomials). Training data was used to formulate the separating hypersurfaces.
Five variables were selected as the features; the standardised lactic acid peak area, and the
presence/absence of peaks at four selected elution times, the identity of these peaks being
unknown.
Reich (1987a, 1987b) developed a generic technique for analysing chromatographic data by
the kNN method, and emphasised the importance of preprocessing. A model of a
chromatographic peak was developed in order for processing of sample chromatograms. The
peak was discretised into 20 points, corresponding to the peak height at those points thus
forming a reference vector in 20-dimensional space. The sample chromatogram was sampled
at 20 different points from time t, which formed a point in the 20-dimensional space. The
recognition algorithm calculated the distance between the reference vector and this point
using a distance fimction. Another sample vector was calculated at time t+1 and another
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distance calculated. This was subsequently repeated over the whole chromatogram and the
combination of results from the distance functions forms a peak recognition function. If the
chromatogram corresponded to the reference then the peak recognition function had a
minimum of zero. The sensitivity of the peak recognition function was investigated with
reference to peak shape, width and amplitude, signal-to-noise ratio and baseline slope. The
only significant problem encountered concemed resolution which affects the recognition
ability. Although this technique seemed to have good recognition ability, no case studies
were presented.
Marshall et al (1987) reported the use of pattem recognition in a dedicated interactive
computer program for analysing chromatographic data by matching from a library of
chromatograms. The program was designed as an off-line tool by accessing data from this
library. The matching algorithm was based on a Euclidean distance measure and a correlation
similarity function. Another measure, based on the degree of peak alignment was reported to
be more suitable to chromatographic data since the prime characteristic of a chromatogram is
its peak positioning rather than the peak shape. This can be disputed because the waveform
shape can hold information regarding other variables, such as the degree of flow rate
variance, resolution and matrix degradation. A useful result from their studies was the
segmentation of chromatograms which not only provides a compact representation, but can
also act as a smoothing filter.
There have been numerous applications of principal component analysis (PCA) and related
techniques for the analysis of analytical chromatographic data [Albano et al (1981), Wold et
al (1981), Marengo et al (1991), Malmquist and Danielsson (1994), Malmquist (1994)]. Only
the application of Malmquist (1994) is given here since the other ones adopted a similar
methodology. Malmquist used PCA as a technique for peptide mapping as a quality control
of rDNA-derived proteins. The most interesting features of his study was the use of entire
chromatographic profiles, consisting of 4900 absorbance values, in analysis eliminating the
need for time-consuming computation of retention times and peak height criteria, and the
capability of PCA to cope with large variations, and a large number of variables in a dataset.
The SIMCA (simple independent modelling of class analogy) method, a classification
technique based on PCA, was used to classify test chromatograms by comparison with a
principal component (PC) model for reference chromatograms. The classification technique
was used to identify the presence of additional tryptic digest peaks in future chromatograms.
The methodology was tested using chromatograms with simulated spiking with results
confirming the capacity of the methodology for classifying entire chromatographic profiles.
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Although Malmquist’s work demonstrated the potential of PCA, the focus was on off-line
analyses of analytical HPLC profiles.
Ng (1992) attempted to apply speech recognition techniques to chromatographic data with
promising results. The method was based upon dynamic time warping which itself is derived
from dynamic programming. The basic idea of this method is that two signals, a template and
a test, are aligned non-linearly by stretching and compressing one of the signals in time until
the two signals match. Dynamic time warping is a deterministic technique in that the model
exploits some known specification of the signal. Recognition accuracies of close to 100%
were obtained. The major obstacle with the proposed techniques is the inability of the
recognition method to discriminate between very similar pattems (a common occurrence in
preparative chromatography), and thus could not differentiate between chromatograms of the
same mixture of compounds. This would imply that if the concentrations of the compounds
in the sample were varied, then the technique could not differentiate between the resulting
chromatograms.
There are numerous pattem recognition techniques for analysing chromatographic data but
the most encouraging applications employed PCA as a technique to cope with large datasets
and to give rapid classification of test data.

2.5.2

Neural networks

There has only been one cited application of neural networks in chromatography by Rowe
(1994) who identified the potential of ANNs, specifically the multi-layer perceptron, to
classify chromatography peak profiles. The raw chromatographic data in the form of 100
points (i.e. the entire peak profile) was presented to an input layer with 100 neurons. There
were two hidden layers and an output layer consisting of 3 neurons. The network was trained
by using three sets of simulated peak profiles synthesised using the exponentially modified
Gaussian function. One set of peak profiles was designed to help classify ‘good’
chromatograms which were nearly Gaussian in shape. The second set of peak profiles had
peaks with considerable tailing and the third set contained unresolved peaks. The ANN was
designed to classify profiles into one of three sets hence three nodes in the output layer. The
network was capable of classifying 396 profiles in 5.6 seconds compared with 8 hours by a
human. The author identified the use of such a network for identifying subtle changes in
product peaks which could be indicative of deteriorating column conditions. The results
showed great promise for rapid diagnosis of peak profiles but several weaknesses were
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highlighted. The use of entire chromatograms was not recommended since the training of the
network would need considerable computational power. A preprocessing function would be
needed to extract vital infomiation (e.g. peak criteria) from each profile which could possibly
be time consuming reducing the ability of the proposed ANN methodology to provide rapid
diagnostics. In addition, the network could not cope with time-variant shifts (e.g. shifts in
column retention behaviour). The disadvantages of the network far outweighed the
advantages hence ANNs were not used for the work in this thesis.

2.5.3

Fuzzy logic

Several applications of fuzzy sets to chromatographic data have been cited, but has mainly
been confined to peak tracking [Otto (1988)]. Other applications, which are applicable to
chromatographic data, are largely confined to multicomponent spectral analysis [Blaffert
(1984), Otto (1990)].
Otto (1988) used fuzzy sets to account for changes in chromatograms, such as imprecision in
peak areas, changing elution orders and uncertainties of occluding peaks. The resulting
strategy for overcoming this was a method which could be applied to chromatograms
obtained from single- or multi-channel detectors. Fuzzy membership functions, with values
between 0 and 1, were assigned to the variables peak area and elution order. The method was
based on the comparison of peak areas in a trial run to those of a reference run, and that
changing chromatographic conditions can result in asymmetric peaks and a varying number
of peaks caused by component overlap. Changing elution orders were diagnosed on the basis
that the reference run contains a typical elution order and the subsequent comparison of the
trial run with the reference by fuzzy sets. The method was applied to the separation of
vitamins using binary and ternary mobile phases and all unknown peaks were identified with
two-channel detection providing a superior rate of correct identification.
Blaffert (1984) applied fuzzy sets to multicomponent infra-red spectral analysis, with an
unknown spectrum being quantified by comparison with a library of reference spectra. In
spectral analysis, a line in the spectrum of a chemical mixture corresponds to a component in
the mixture (comparable to a retention time in chromatography). A fuzzy membership
function was applied to each line in the spectrum to account for the imprecision in the line
positions and hence do not signify intensity. Intensity can be included in the fuzzy set which
yields a 3-dimensional fuzzy membership function. The feature extraction stage entailed
measuring the lines of a spectrum with their position, height and width from the input data.

-
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The line position of the spectrum may not coincide with a reference line exactly, but may be
associated with it but with a lower degree of membership. The goodness of fit between a
multicomponent sample and a reference is signified by the number of reference lines that are
present in the measured set. This methodology can be applied to chromatographic data, as
reported by Otto (1990) where the matching of gasoline samples, analysed by capillary gas
chromatography, to typical reference chromatograms of fuels in a library was carried out.
The potential of fuzzy logic to counteract the problem of measurement uncertainty was
exploited by King (1993) who used fuzzy logic to identify optimal cut points by determining
the precise position of the product within the overall chromatogram. However, his techniques
relied upon the deconvolution of the peaks within each chromatogram by using an
exponentially modified Gaussian model for a chromatography peak and thus could not be
used for rapid at-line diagnosis. He did however identify the potential to minimise product
wastage by determining optimal product fractions.
In conclusion, fuzzy logic does have potential for the strict control and monitoring of product
quality as demonstrated by King (1993). Fuzzy logic has not however been adopted in this
thesis since there are very few techniques which can quantitatively monitor process
chromatography [Nugent and Olson (1990)].

2.5.4

Expert systems and knowledge bases

In this section several illustrative examples of expert systems in chromatography will be
discussed including a patent using expert control software [Keimey et al (1989)].
Kenney et al (1989) devised an automated system for adsorption chromatography of
monoclonal antibodies, but can be applied to chromatography in general. Their automated
environment is based upon expert control software. The system works in the following way.
• The chromatographic step is characterised to identify certain parameters for an unknown
antibody, allowing the system to set itself up to automatically purify the antibdy with
maximum efficiency.
• A small sample is loaded onto the column ensuring that the adsorption capacity of the
column is not exceeded. An elution peak is obtained, which is integrated with respect to
the small sample in order to derive the concentration of substance in the sample. The
process is repeated with a large sample to ensure that the capacity of the column is
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exceeded so that the optimal capacity of the column can be determined. The optimal value
for a controlled change in time of the chemical elutant is also calculated in order to
determine the optimal conditions for substance elution.
• In preparative chromatography, the column can become overloaded with impurities
resulting in gradual degradation in column performance in terms of the capacity and the
sharpness of the target peak.
• The system monitors the shape and magnitude of the target elution peak which is
accomplished by storing a reference and details of corrective action in order to counteract
any deteriorations. The monitor output is compared with the reference, and corrective
action initiated if necessary. The skewness of the elution peak is the basis for peak shape
analysis and a level of skewness is defined which, if exceeded by the elution peak, causes
the software modules to initiate appropriate corrective action.
In the case of affinity chromatography, the cause of distortion in peak shape is due to
incorrect pH and column fouling, and since before any production run, the column is cleaned,
then the most likely source of deterioration would be incorrect pH. In order for the system to
operate in an efficient manner, certain a priori information is required, namely the source of
the antibody and an estimate of the concentration. In this way, a chromatographic run can be
automated and controlled so that maximum efficiency is obtained. The performance of the
column is monitored by a characterising run which determines the optimal conditions for
operation, automatic elution peak analysis which includes a comparison of peak shape and
magnitude with at least one reference, identification and execution of corrective action from a
number of stored corrective actions. A point to note is that for the system to be effective, a
chromatography column which is functioning properly is a prerequisite which may not
always be the case at process scale. In addition, the system calculates peak parameters which
can also be time consuming.
Pestka and Thompson (1990) reported the use of a knowledge-based system in
chromatography control. This application was developed around ion-exchange and affinity
chromatography. The system attempts to analyse the performance of the chromatography
system on the basis of a set of rules embedded in software. The method of operation is
modified depending on the outcome of the analysis, and is highly dependent on an expert
who is familiar with the variances that may occur in the feedstock. Characterisation
experiments are performed on the column to determine the optimal operating conditions (the
separation parameters are stored on disk). If the resulting separation of the characterisation
feedstock was inadequate (i.e. irregularities such as shoulders and occluded peaks arise), then
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the separated feedstock was recycled with the gradient being altered, in order to improve the
resolution. Multicycle purifications were performed with the feedstock data being stored prior
to purification. The knowledge-based system correctly diagnosed that the a priori estimate of
the protein concentration was incorrect and altered it accordingly, allowing minimal loss of
product. This system thus highlights the inherent strength of AI techniques to control
chromatographic separations and is similar to that devised by Kermey et al{\9%9).
Buydens et al (1990) developed an expert system for method validation for HPLC
separations in pharmaceutical analysis. The validation protocol was developed owing to the
increasing demands imposed by the regulatory authorities on analytical methods. A central
expert system was developed which validates the selected HPLC method. The expert system
consisted of four modules, thereby allowing for the combining of modules which hold
different types of information. The main function of the expert system was to determine the
reproducibility of an HPLC method by precision testing. Conti et al (1991) describe how
several smaller expert systems can be integrated into one complete system in order that a
HPLC chromatographer can obtain an optimal strategy method for the problem at hand. Their
method development tool was applied to a separation of catecholamines. The problem here
concerned the occlusion of two peaks, hence both retention and selectivity optimisation was
necessary. This was subsequently performed by the selectivity expert system which
completely resolved the overlapping peaks. The most interesting result obtained was the time
taken by the expert system to solve the problem which was of the order of minutes.
These applications highlight that experts systems have been successful for developing
optimal strategies for chromatographic development, but only on a laboratory scale. The
potential of expert systems was demonstrated by Kenney et al (1989) to automate
chromatographic stages using expert systems.
It is evident that the only significant contributions of Al to chromatographic data analysis is
that of pattern recognition which is mostly based on multivariate data analysis. Even these
applications may have little bearing on process chromatography because the majority of the
cases described are based on isolated laboratory scale applications. These techniques, largely
based on multivariate statistics, could be applied to process situations where chromatograms
are classified as being a member of one of a number of groups and to thereby indicate the
current process state in a geometrical fashion. The information from this geometrical
interpretation could then be used to control the process to achieve optimal production.
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2.6

R e g u l a t o r y g u id e l in e s c o n c e r n in g
CHROMATOGRAPHY PROCESSES

the

control

of

In this section the objectives of process chromatography are reviewed along with the
regulatory factors governing process changes and therefore may have implications on the
techniques proposed in this thesis.
The various modes of chromatography are such an important and established technology that
the regulatory authorities (e.g. MCA and FDA) expect chromatography steps to be included
in the purification of biopharmaceuticals and biomolecules [PDA (1992), Adner and Sofer
(1994)]. The objective of the downstream processing of a protein is the minimisation of the
impurity spectrum, the removal of homologous proteins or protein variants resulting from a
misfolding of proteins and the removal of all DNA and viral contaminants [Werner (1994)].
The various modes of chromatography are the only way in which these objectives can be
consistently met hence their importance. The objective of chromatographic steps within a
downstream process is to obtain a product pool which has a minimum specific purity and
yield [Sofer and Nystrom (1989), Wheeliight (1991)]. Typical specified minimum specified
purities are 99%. Quality control (QC) of the product pool is thus of paramount importance
with particular emphasis on reducing contaminant levels [PDA (1992)]. Compliance with
cGMP and validation are ways of achieving such stringent requirements but Ransohoff et al
(1990) also identified that automation of biopharmaceutical purification processes can also
help to achieve improved process reliability and control.
The FDA define validation as, ‘established documented evidence which provides a high
degree of assurance that a specific process will consistently produce a product meeting its
pre-determined specifications and quality attributes.’ The purpose of validation is to increase
understanding of the process being studied which in turn can be used, for example, to enable
more effective and more rapid troubleshooting [Nally and Kieffer (1993)]. A validated
process should operate in a state of control and should include provisions for the recognition
of deviations, so that corrective actions can be taken [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)]. However,
there has been httle advance in expanding the technology for the rapid identification of
deviations, particularly in chromatographic processes.
There is little documentation concerning what constitutes corrective actions or significant
process changes, but FDA guidelines stipulate that any deviation from the written procedures
should be recorded and justified [FDA (1987)]. There are very few explicit regulatory
guidelines for the monitoring and control of process chromatography. A key point of interest
is that the decisions for process changes are dominated by the potential effects on product
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identity and quality and any economic consequences [Werner (1994)], hence any potential
changes should be referred to a high authority (e.g. production managers) [Weinberg et al
(1992)]. However, for any significant process changes, the regulatory authorities would
require at least 30 days notice so that the process can be revalidated [Wemer (1994)]. There
are no strict definitions as to what constitutes significant process changes but a logical one
would be any marked change from the standard operating procedure (SOP). A SOP for a
chromatography process specifies; the way in which the column is packed; the operating
conditions for column elution including any reprocessing steps; cleaning operations; storage
conditions; and what information should be recorded for batch records; and the personnel to
be notified in the event of any process malfimction. A deviation from any one of these
procedures may have an effect on the product. In this thesis, it is the second stage which is
the main focus of attention.
The goal of performance qualification within validation of column-based separations provides
further insight into the nature of the guidelines governing control of process chromatography.
Performance qualification helps to establish confidence in the performance of a system under
normal as well as ‘worst case’ production conditions. ‘Worst case’ production conditions are
defined as the extreme of normal operating conditions [PDA (1992)]. The PDA task force
[PDA (1992)] specify that the process will not fail when carried out within the normal
operational range of critical process parameters which include column loading, temperature,
flow rate and system back pressure. Process studies within the operational ranges are
performed on one-at-at-time basis and/or a multifactorial basis. A particular point to note is
that the PDA task force specifically mentioned that entire elution profiles can be monitored
for consistency (e.g. qualitative changes in the peak width, symmetry, etc.). The changes in
elution profiles are however subtle and not detectable rapidly on-line and are still performed
manually.
In conclusion, there are no strict guidelines concerning the control of chromatography
processes. This may be due to inadequate rapid monitoring facilities which are a prerequisite
for control. However, guidelines do require a capacity to determine quite subtle changes in
whole profiles and this will be addressed within this thesis.

2 .7

T h e scope o f th e p ro je c t

This thesis is concerned with developing algorithms which will detect similarities and
differences between chromatograms by comparing the current process chromatogram with all
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available historical chromatograms. (The distinction between the work in this thesis and that
of Malmquist (1994) (section 2.5.1) is the use of production chromatograms as opposed to
Malmquist’s use of off-line analytical HPLC profiles of peptide sequences.) The underlying
theme of the diagnostic tool is that historical production records contain information about
those batches which had regulatory approval and those which have not. Such information can
be used to help identify potential process faults and assist in quality control and
process/product validation.
The technique chosen for the pattern recognition was principal component analysis (PCA)
due to its strength in providing easily interpretable two-dimensional plots giving rapid
information about the status of current manufacturing (section 2.4.2). Another strength of
PCA is its ability to examine large databases rapidly [Meglen (1991)] which makes it an ideal
technique for extracting information rapidly from databases in EBR systems. The objective of
the project can therefore be defined as the development of a diagnostic tool which indicates
rapidly the deviation of current chromatography from pre-specified process limits. The
project therefore entails:
• identification of an appropriate chromatographic stage in downstream processing which is
easily mimicked at laboratory scale (Chapter 3);
• characterisation of the test chromatography system by methods of experimental design to
elicit structured knowledge about the physical characteristics of the system (Chapter 4);
• generating a database of historical chromatograms;
• development of a diagnostic tool based upon PCA and related techniques (Chapter 5);
• application of the diagnostic tool so that the historical databases can be used to classify
test chromatograms (Chapter 6);
• a discussion about how the proposed methodologies can help in quality control and the
identification of process faults (Chapter 7).
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3

3.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sum m ary

The mechanisms of size exclusion chromatography (SEC) used as a polishing step to isolate a
protein in monomeric form away from contaminating aggregates are presented and discussed.
A detailed account of the factors influencing column performance is given concentrating on
the extra-column effects (sample volume and concentration, flow rate and column
temperature). The effects of these factors (process variables) on the characteristics of the
chromatography bed such as bed homogeneity, back pressure and bed stability are detailed.
The test chromatographic system used in this thesis based upon the separation of a monomer
from its aggregates is described. Specific details of the column packing procedure employed
are presented emphasising the necessity of a two-stage procedure in order to ensure
reproducible chromatography. The method for assessment of packing is described. A plate
number of c.6000 per metre of packed bed was found by experimentation to be sufficient to
provide adequate resolution of the monomer from aggregates.

3 .2

S iz e e x c l u s io n c h r o m a t o g r a p h y

High resolution chromatography forms an integral and important part in the purification of
biomolecules, particularly proteins. Chromatographic separations are so important that the
majority of regulatory authorities require at least one chromatographic technique to be
included in a purification of a protein-based pharmaceutical [Ng and Mitra (1994)]. Processscale chromatography is used today in the purification of biomolecules produced by modem
biotechnology e.g. monoclonal antibodies and products of recombinant DNA (rDNA)
technology such as therapeutics [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)]. An extremely high degree of
purity, often greater than 99%, is required for these biomolecules thus necessitating the use of
more than one chromatographic technique.
Several process chromatographic techniques may be used, namely hydrophobic interaction
chromatography, reverse phase, ion exchange, affinity and size-exclusion chromatography.
However they all rely upon the same principle: use of some molecular property of the desired
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product and its contaminants that interact to different degrees with a stationary phase to
achieve a differential migration [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)].
One of the major techniques for separating proteins and associated impurities/contaminants is
size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), commonly referred to as gel filtration. SEC is
commonly used and preferred to other chromatographic techniques because of its ease in
implementation [Wheelright (1991)]. SEC stages are mutually located towards the end of a
manufacturing process where product purity is the main focus of attention. This is illustrated
in Fig 3.3. It is the major partition technique in chromatography whereby molecules are
separated on the basis of their size. SEC has a number of applications, notably buffer
exchange, desalting, and the isolation of the monomer from protein aggregates and high
molecular weight products. When SEC is used for desalting protein solutions, a sample is
applied to a short column and eluted with the desired buffer. The salt ions remain in the
medium, while the protein is recovered in the new buffer.
For this project, the application which is of prime concern is the complete isolation of the
monomer from high molecular weight by-products such as dimers and protein aggregates.
SEC, when applied in this manner, is being implemented as a polishing step where there are
low levels of contaminants which have to be separated from the product (monomer) which is
in the majority.
The following sections provide an account of the mechanism of SEC and the ways in which
the performance of SEC can be characterised.

3.2.1

Mechanism of separation

Size-exclusion chromatography is different to other chromatographic techniques in that it
does not rely upon adsorption of molecules to a solid phase. However, as in adsorption
chromatography, the various components which constitute the sample to be separated are
differentiated by the time they spend in contact with the solid phase. In SEC this time is
determined by the extent to which the molecules diffuse in a random pattern into and out of
the pores within the matrix. Those molecules which are small enough to diffuse an
appreciable distance into the matrix will be retarded in their passage through the column. The
retardation thus results in a separation in space and time between large and small molecules.
This is illustrated in Fig 3.1.
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The mechanism of gel filtration [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)].
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When a sample is applied to an SEC column, the sample traverses the column with the aid of
a buffer or mobile phase. The larger molecules in the sample traverse the column faster than
the smaller ones and move ahead of the buffer front. Hence the larger molecules will be
eluted from the column before the smaller ones. The relative rates with which solutes migrate
through the column is inherently due to the characteristics of the media used for separating
the molecules in the sample. Generally, as a molecule moves down the column, it will diffuse
into the matrix pores and then back out; the extent of diffusion into the pores being dependent
upon the size of the molecule.
The next section identifies those factors which have the most effect on the performance of an
SEC column. For each factor, a qualitative description of its effect on column performance is
provided by relating changes in the factor to chemical and physical properties of the column.

3.2.2

Factors affecting separation performance in SEC

In SEC, there are several factors which influence the separation performance. These factors
include the column and medium (particle size, shape, distribution and uniformity of packing),
the velocity of the mobile phase, the sample loading (volume and concentration) and column
temperature [Hagel et al (1989)]. Viscosity is also an important factor, but is effectively
dictated by the concentration of the load [Hagel (1988)]. The following sections provide an
outline of the effects of these factors on the subsequent performance of the column.

3.2.2.1

The column and packing selection

The choice of packing for a particular application is govemed by the purpose of the
separation and sizes of the molecules to be separated. For example, the purpose of the
industrial scale separation under consideration is the preparative fractionation of proteins or
more specifically, the removal of dimers and aggregates from the monomeric form of the
molecule of interest which is eluted in the latter part of the chromatogram. If the molecular
weights of the substances comprising the feedstock are pre-determined, then an appropriate
support matrix can be selected^. The size of the matrix particles also influences the

^

If the molecular weights of the substances are not known then SEC can be used to determine them
[Determann and Michael (1966)].
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performance of the column. The smaller the particle size, the better the resolution and
sharpness of the peaks which occurs because smaller particle sizes will contribute to
improved bed homogeneity during packing [Hagel et al (1989)]. The molecules will also
diffuse in and out of the particles much faster since they will travel a shorter distance.
The choice of column is of crucial importance in SEC and in particular the column
dimensions. The resolution of two separated zones in SEC increase as the square root of
column length [Hagel (1988)], hence for improved separation of two components, the column
length should be increased. The other factor goveming the choice of column dimensions is
the diameter. This is determined by the volume of the load which, in gel filtration, should not
exceed 5% of the bed volume [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)]. The volume and concentration^ of
the load are govemed by the output of the previous stage in the manufacturing process. By
combining this data with process economics, required resolution and the volume of the load
to be separated by the SEC column, the dimensions of the column can be determined.
Another factor to consider when using media for SEC is the technique employed for packing
the column. The ideal column will have a bed that is uniform across and along the column so
that the sample load is evenly dispersed across the bed during separations. The media should
be packed according to the manufacturers instructions which will ensure an optimal column
[Hagel (1989)]. The column dimensions are thus govemed by the required resolution and
process volume and concentration, whilst the choice of packing is detennined by the
molecular weights of the molecules present in the mixture to be separated by the SEC
column.

3.2.2.2

Mobile phase selection and flow rate

The choice of mobile phase is dictated by the media and substances to be separated by the
column. There should be no interactions between the mobile phase and the matrix and more
importantly, the mobile phase should not interfere with the characteristics of the sample
[Pharmacia Technical Handbook-Gel Filtration]. When trying to determine the effects of
flow rate on the separation, the most fundamental aspect is that the longer the time the
sample spends on the column, the better the separation. This is because the molecules have
more time to diffuse into the pores of the matrix. The different molecules present in the
loading will thus be eluted at greater intervals. When the flow rate changes and the profile is

Both concentration and volume have to be taken into account since they both affect the viscosity.
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observed on a volumetric scale and not a time one, the peak position remains unaltered since
the same volume of mobile phase is required for elution.
The flow rate is an important variable to consider when optimising separations since it is this
variable which controls the time for the separation (process time). Resolution (section
3.2.3.2) is often considered to be the best indicator of separation perfoimance. Its value is
increased by using long columns (section 3.2.2.1) with a low flow rate, hence short running
times and good resolution appear to be mutually incompatible. Higher flow rates can however
be used if the media characteristics are altered. For example, smaller particle sizes will give
increased efficiency and improved resolution, but this is at the expense of sample capacity^
which has to be reduced in order to accommodate this change. This is simply for the fact that
smaller particle sizes will result in higher pressure drops and therefore columns packed with
these soft compressible packings cannot cope with the same viscosity of feed. On a
preparative scale process economics is often the dominating factor in determining the
operating conditions in which case, higher flow rates are used at the expense of resolution.
The choice of flow rate for the separation is thus controlled by the required productivity, the
resolution and characteristics of the column.

3.2.2.3

Sample load

The choice of both sample volume and concentration is important since the sample volume
influences the size of column needed to separate the sample. The recommended loading
volume for SEC is 0.5-5% of the bed volume [Pharmacia Technical Handbook-Gel
Filtration]. The concentration must be chosen so that it does not lead to irregular flow
patterns and hydrodynamic instability. These phenomena occur at high sample viscosities
where instability of the bed, through which the sample passes, occurs and may result in
viscous ‘fingering’. Viscous fingering occurs when the plug across the column is not evenly
dispersed across the bed. A viscous plug can also separate into several smaller ones which
propagate along the column more or less independently [Felinger and Guiochon (1993)].
Viscosity effects are more pronounced in beds of small particle size since this will result in
narrow void channels and less sample dilution. This gives rise to broad and skewed peaks.
The recommended viscosity of the sample should be no more than 1V2 times the viscosity of
the running buffer [Hagel (1988)]. There may be situations, however, where the loading
concentration is unusually high in which case, the viscosity of the running buffer can be

Sample capacity is a function of the concentration and volume of the load.
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increased with the addition of dextran or sucrose, This will require a lower flow velocity to
maintain efficiency and to keep back pressure low. The effects of pressure on the
performance of SEC columns is discussed in section 3.2.2.5.

3.2.2.4

Temperature

The temperature of the column is often a factor which is overlooked during process operation.
Changes in temperature will influence the diffusion coefficient predominantly through a
change in solvent viscosity [Hagel et al (1989)]. Generally, as the temperature increases, the
viscosity of the mobile phase and sample, if present in the column, will decrease. This effect
of increased temperature contributes to improved separation. Hagel cr a/ (1989) investigated
the effects of temperature with Sephacryl S-300 HR SEC medium on a sample consisting of
four proteins thyroglobulin, aldolase, ovalbumin and myoglobin. A reduction in temperature
from 22°C to 3°C resulted in a 26% reduction in resolution and an increase in peak width.
This increase in peak width can be compensated for by a decrease in flow velocity.

3.2.2.5

Pressure

It is evident from section 3.2.2.3 that pressure is an important factor to consider in SEC
columns since it is related not only to the sample load, but to the flow rate, column back
pressure, eluent viscosity, temperature, particle size and packing density [Kelly (1991)].
Although SEC is a low pressure operation, the characteristics of typical media mean that the
operating pressure must be controlled with care. There are essentially two methods for
operating pressure-regulated columns. The first method is to operate the column at a constant
pressure at the expense of fluctuating flow velocity. The second method is to operate the
column at a flow velocity that does not exceed the pressure limits of the column. In the latter
scenario, if owing to process aberrations the pressure exceeds this limit, then the pumps
delivering the mobile phase are shut down. The former scenario is not recommended since
fluctuating flow velocities alter the productivity and hence are not cost effective [Felinger and
Guiochon (1993)].
There are several factors which affect the pressure drop across a SEC column. These are
viscosity (section 3.2.2.3), flow rate, bed compression and fouling. As the viscosity increases,
the pressure drop across the column will increase owing to the extra pressure required to
sustain a constant flow velocity. A pressure build up can also occur if the column becomes
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clogged by fouling or contamination where, in order to maintain a constant flow velocity, the
pressure drop across the column is unavoidably increased. This build up of pressure can
sometimes cause changes in the stmcture of the bed; the most common effect being
compression. Compression causes stmctural changes to the bed usually resulting in reduced
efficiency and poorer column performance. Monitoring the pressure at all times can indicate
when the column has become clogged owing to fouling and contamination or when the flow
velocity has increased. The problem of pressure is more pronounced in longer columns, such
as those found in manufacturing, where large back pressures are common"^. This can be
circumvented by deploying several columns in series; on industrial scale separations a long
column is replaced by a number of stacks. For example an 80 L column can be replaced by 5
stacks each with a bed volume of 16 L helping to reduce the back pressure.

3.2.2.6

Interactions amongst factors

It is evident from sections 3.2.2.2 to 3.2.2.5 that interactions amongst the factors goveming
the perfoimance of a SEC column exist. For example, an increase in viscosity can be
compensated by a decrease in flow velocity (section 3.2.2.3); and an increase in temperature
is counteracted by a decrease in flow velocity in order to maintain the same column
performance (section 3.2.2.5). These interactions described are just an example of the
relationships which exist amongst the factors but there may however be more interactions
which are not so apparent. These interactions amongst factors highlight the multivariate
nature of the SEC chromatographic process which will be investigated in subsequent
chapters.

3.2.3

Characterisation of column performance

This section describes the way in which a chromatographic column for SEC can be
characterised in order to assess the ability of a column to separate a mixture of proteins. Also
provided in this section is an outline of the traditional ways in which process SEC columns
are monitored and their disadvantages, if any.

Such large back pressures could occur when the volume of support is so great (e.g. 160 L) that the
consequence may be a crushed bed.
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3.2.3.1

Evaluation of column packing efficiency and separation performance

In SEC a common technique for assessing the packing efficiency of the column is by running
a low molecular weight substance which is not retained by the column, such as acetone,
through the column and calculating the number of theoretical plates, N [Pharmacia Technical
Handbook-Gel Filtration, Hagel (1988), Hagel et al (1989)] that the column provides. The
performance of a column can also be described in teims of its ability to separate standard
substances. It is the former method which is the most common and also provides a useful
mechanism for monitoring the degradation of performance which may occur during the
lifetime of a column.
The number of theoretical plates, N, can be calculated by measuring the dispersion of the
concentration profile when the non-retained tracer is loaded on to the column. The number of
theoretical plates is defined as

N = 5.54

where t^ is the retention time of the tracer peak,

is the width of the tracer peak at half its

height, and L is the bed height in the column (mm). Once the column has been packed to an
acceptable level, it is common to also assess the ability of the column to separate a mixture of
proteins in the desired separation range [Hagel

a/ (1989)].

If N is measured after the column has been packed, then subsequent measurements of N as
the column is used will allow decisions to be made on when column degradation is sufficient
to warrant re-packing or regeneration of the column. In process-scale SEC purifications the
use of N as a monitoring mechanism is common practice. This is largely due to the lack of
advanced monitoring and control techniques available in process chromatography (section
2.5). The pulse technique is time consuming and alternative methods could be used to
monitor column degradation, for example monitoring the pressure (section 3.2.2.5). Methods
which use comparisons with historical data could yield such information. An example of such
a method is the deconvolution of production chromatograms proposed by King (1993). In this
approach, the number of theoretical plates N was estimated from the product peak profile
after deconvolution of the chromatogram and then compared with historical values. If the
current value of N for the product profile does not compare favourably with historical values.
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corrective action such as column regeneration or repacking is initiated. The computational
time required for the deconvolution of the chromatogram and subsequent calculations is
minimal compared with the time taken for the traditional pulse experiments allowing for
rapid decisions on process performance.

3.2.3.2

The resolution factor

When assessing the performance of a column to separate a mixture of substances, it is
common practice to derive certain parameters from the separation profile. By far the most
widely used is the resolution, R^. There are several formulae available for the calculation of
resolution between two peaks, for example:

where t^^ and t^ are the retention times and Wj and Wj are the baseline widths, respectively,
of the two peaks.
In certain cases, calculation of the resolution is inadequate for fast on-line monitoring of the
chromatographic separation. This is because resolution assumes that the separation profile of
the components comprising the sample are Gaussian in nature, and this is not always the
case. The resolution also does not account for the distribution in peak heights, which is
important in several preparative separations where component levels can vary between the
column input and output. The reduction in component levels depends upon the nature of the
chromatography column, for example bed homogeneity and fouhng. In principle, the precise
determination of Rg requires injecting the two peaks separately on to the column and for
accurate determination requires that two adjacent peaks in the chromatogram do not interfere.
When two peaks interfere, even if they are Gaussian, the retention times of the peak maxima
on the chromatogram are not exactly equal to the retention times of the individual peaks [El
Fallah and Martin (1987)]. In addition to this basehne widths are affected by their degree of
interference [Grushka (1972)].
The chromatograms obtained from the test system (section 3.3) clearly show that the two
peaks interfere; an example of such chromatograms can be found in Fig 3.2 and Fig 3.5. It is
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noticeable that the dimer peak (section 3.3.2, Fig 3.5) is not Gaussian and is overlapped with
the monomer peak. Another disadvantage of using resolution is that it does not account for
variations in the height of component peaks. It is common in the manufacturing of
therapeutics for batch-to-batch variation to affect component peak heights particularly
monomer levels. For these reasons, the use of resolution as a parameter for monitoring
performance has been discounted in this thesis. An alternative method for assessing the
quality of separations is to monitor the valley between the monomer and dimer peaks. This is
described in the next section.

3.2.3.3

The discrimination factor

The discrimination factor between two peaks (Fig 3.2), do, effectively assesses the separation
of two adjacent components by monitoring the height of the valley (above the baseline)
between the adjacent peaks. This is common practice in the manufacturing of therapeutics
where the product pool is collected soon after the valley has been detected. Since the test
system is a mimic of a real industrial process, the discrimination factor was chosen as the
primary separation criteria to assess the degree of separation between the two peaks
(monomer and dimer). The discrimination factor is defined as:

(S. 3)

where hp is the height of the peak and h^ is the height of the valley, above the baseline (Fig
3.2).
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F ig 3.2
Definition of the separation criterion, the discrimination factor, d^. d^ is defined
as the ratio of the difference in height between the peak and the valley and the height of the
peak, above the baseline. The first figure represents a typical UV profile of chromatography
eluent from a SEC column used to isolate a monomer away firom high molecular weight by
products. The second figure is a magnification of the highlighted portion in the first figure,
showing the definition of d^.
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The discrimination factor is just an extension of the peak/valley ratio [King (1993)]. The
peak/valley ratio is the ratio of the peak height to the valley height above the baseline. The
discrimination factor is just an extension of this by normalising this value in comparison with
the peak height and thus takes a value between 0 and 1. A value of 0 indicates the absence of
a valley and the two peaks are deemed inseparable whilst a value of 1 indicates baseline
separation. The discrimination factor is preferable to the resolution in that no prior
assumptions about the shape of the peaks comprising the separation profile are necessary. In
addition, it does not require the calculation of chromatographic parameters such as baseline
widths and capacity. However, since do is never greater than 1, it carmot resolve wellresolved peaks from those which are only just resolved thereby limiting its use in process
optimistation.
The discrimination factor alone cannot provide a means for accurately monitoring preparative
separations, but in conjunction with other parameters such as retention volumes and times,
peak heights and skewness, it does provide an option for accurately predicting when a
separation has deviated from pre-specified process limits. This will be investigated in
subsequent chapters.

3.3

T h e TEST SIZE-EXCLUSION CHROMATOGRAPHY (SEC) SYSTEM

The test system presented in this section is a mimic of a process scale purification by sizeexclusion chromatography. This purification stage is used to isolate a protein generated
initially as an induced inclusion body in a fermentation o f Escherichia coli. Figure 3.3 shows
the typical flowsheet required for the isolation of such a protein and the particular position of
the chromatographic stage which is examined in this thesis.
At the heart of the test system is the chromatography column whose operation is controlled
by a modular system which comprises a pump, an autosampler and ultraviolet (UV) detector
and an IBM PC. The modular system controls the column loading, composition and flow rate
of the mobile phase and the monitoring of the column eluent. The sample to be separated by
the test SEC system comprises a synthetic mixture which is loaded onto the column by
means of an autosampler which is also an integral part of the modular system. A schematic of
the modular system can be seen in Fig 3.4. The subsequent sections will describe the
elements of the test system.
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Typical process flowsheet for the isolation of a therapeutic protein generated initially as an
induced inclusion body in a fermentation of Escherichia coli. The chromatographic stage examined
in this thesis is positioned towards the end of the manufacturing process.

Fig 3.3
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3.3.1

The chromatography column and packing

The type of column chosen for the test system depended on a number of factors, the main one
being that the longer and narrower the column, the better the separation. For this reason, a
Pharmacia C l0/40 (Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology, Uppsala, Sweden), with an internal
diameter of 10 mm and length 40 cm, was chosen. In order to control the temperature of the
environment a thermostatic jacket (JC 10/40) was fitted. In addition, the height of the support
matrix in the column may need to be varied, and in order to implement this, the column was
fitted with an adaptor (AC 10) at either end. This allowed the column height to be adjusted to
between 20 cm and 40 cm. The tubing used to connect the adaptors to the modular system
had an internal diameter of 0.8 mm.
The proteins used for the synthetic mixture were separated by Sephacryl® S-200 SF
(Pharmacia) which has a mean particle size of 70 jjm. Sephacryl® is a widely used matrix for
the separation of substances by molecular size (SEC) and an account of this separation
technique is provided in section 3.2.
Since a number of columns were used to generate the chromatograms and each column may
exhibit differing characteristics, it was necessary to identify each column uniquely. A code of
the form: xCy/z, where y is the diameter of the column (mm), z is the bed height (cm) and x
indicates the number of times the particular column had been packed was used for
identification purposes.
The temperature of the process environment is cmcial, since for optimum separations the
temperature must be maintained at the packing temperature [Pharmacia Technical HandbookGel Filtration]. The temperature of the column was controlled by circulating water around the
column by use of the thermostatic jacket JC 10 which was connected to a Julabo FC18
circulating waterbath and counter-cooler with a VL controller (Julabo Labortechnik GMBH,
Seelbach, Germany). The FC18 waterbath, when operated with the cooling facility, provided
accurate temperature control to within ±0.1°C of the set point.

3.3.2

The synthetic mixture

The synthetic mixture to be separated by the column comprised three proteins: myoglobin
(BDH, Dorset, UK) at a concentration of 85% of the total concentration of the synthetic
mixture; ovalbumin (Sigma Chemical Co, Dorset, UK) at a concentration of 10%; and bovine
serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma Chemical Co) at a concentration of 5%. The molecular weights
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of these proteins are 16 890, 42 700 and 66 250 respectively. The synthetic mixture was
made up at the specified concentrations and dissolved in the running buffer (mobile phase)
used for the chromatographic separation. A code of the form SM-xxx, where xxx is a number
being incremented each time a new batch was made, was assigned to each batch. This code
was assigned in order to simplify identification of batches and for reference purposes.
The proteins comprising the synthetic mixture were selected so as to enable the
concentrations of the proteins to be altered to reflect the influence of stages further upstream
on the current stage in the purification process. The proteins in this work naturally vary by
molecular weight and hence the elution profile from SEC consists of three peaks (Fig 3.5). In
this work the myoglobin peak was taken to correspond to the desired product (in a
monomeric state) whilst the ovalbumin and BSA peaks were used to represent dimers and
trimers or to correspond to contaminants present in the sample.

3.3.3

The mobile phase

The mobile phase, buffer or elutant, is important since it provides the mechanism by which
the sample traverses the column. Its selection depends upon the support matrix and sample
(section 3.2.2.2). For all separations, a Tris-HCl mobile phase was formulated by adding
hydrochloric acid to an aqueous solution of tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine so that a final
pH of 7.2-7.5 was obtained.. The temperature at which the buffer was made is crucial since
the pH of Tris varies with temperature. For this reason, the pH of all batches were calibrated
at the temperature of the column.

3.3.4

The modular chromatography system

The equipment used for the generation of the chromatograms was based on the Beckman
System Gold (Beckman Instruments Inc, Fullerton, CA, USA) modular system which
comprises an Autosampler 507, a Solvent Module 126 and a Programmable Detector Module
166. For the second historical dataset, X2 (section 3.5.2.2) a diode array detector (model 168)
was used at a single wavelength only to mimic a process equipment change. The modular
system was controlled and operated by the System Gold® software, which is central to the
modular system, running on an IBM PS/2 personal computer. A schematic of the system is
shown in Fig 3.3.
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Fig 3.5
An example of a typical profile obtained from the test system illustrating the
presence of three peaks. The peak in the latter part of the chromatogram corresponds to the
monomer (myoglobin) whilst the first peak is the high molecular weight products such as
trimers (BSA) and the intermediate peak corresponds to the dimer (ovalbumin). The total
protein concentration 2.00 mg/mL at a ratio of 17:2:1, with a sample volume 0.5 mL
(2.1%) of the bed volume at a flow rate of 0.12 mL/min.

The 507 Autosampler was fitted with a 500 |iL sample loop, which is the maximum sample
volume that can be injected onto the column at any one time. The 126 Solvent Module
comprises two pumps each of which controls up to four solvents, but since there was only
one solvent line required, the mobile phase was delivered to the column using both pumps for
improved accuracy.

3 .4

E x p e r im e n t a l p r o c e d u r e s

The experimental procedure comprised three individual steps: packing the column; assessing
the separation performance of the packed column; and finally injecting samples onto the bed
and monitoring the profile of the separation (data collection). These procedures are presented
in the following sections.
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Packing procedure

In size-exclusion chromatography the way in which the column is packed is cmcial [Hagel
(1988)] since the quality of packing directly determines the efficiency of the column (section
3.2.2.1). This section describes briefly the way in which the column was packed with the
SEC support and subsequent assessment of column performance.
The recommended procedure for packing Sephacryl® is in two steps [Hagel et al (1989)].
This packing method was developed to increase the separation performance of the media for
standard proteins.
The column was cleaned and an adaptor AC 10 fitted. The amount of solid support required
was approximately 1.1 times the packed bed volume, which was diluted to approximately
twice the desired bed volume with mobile phase. This slurry was mixed in order to obtain a
homogenous solution. The first step consisted of applying a flow rate to a homogenous
suspension of the media present in the column to which a reservoir was attached. This
process (step 1) continued for 1-2 hours or until the bed had attained a fixed height. The flow
rate was then increased and applied to the semi-packed column for 60 minutes (step 2) or
until the bed had reached a constant height. An end piece was then fitted to the open end of
the column. The column was then inverted and the bed equilibrated for between one and two
column volumes with the starting mobile phase at a flow rate greater than the process flow
rate. The sample was effectively applied at what was the bottom of the original column, via
the adaptor, since this was where the packed media was the most uniform. For optimum
performance the sample must be introduced as a uniform plug across the whole crosssectional area of the bed. In this work the temperature of the environment was monitored at
all times during packing since for optimum separations all subsequent separations must be
carried out at this temperature. The temperature of the environment during packing was
controlled by connection of a Julabo FC18 waterbath to the thermostatic jacket (section
3.3.1).
No strict guidelines are provided for packing Sephacryl® in a column with diameter 10 mm^
as used in this work. Packing is normally performed on the basis of fixed linear flow rates
which is also the basis for scale-up of SEC columns. A method was devised to determine the
appropriate flow rates by use of linear flow rates. The linear flow rates were derived from the
suggested volumetric flow rates for the Pharmacia XK 16/70 column with a diameter of 16
mm, by use of the following formula
^

A 10 mm column is narrow and was chosen since it is more representative of a large industrial column
which comprises a number of stacks in series.
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linear flow rate (cm /h)=

now rate (mL/min)
cross - sectional area of column (cm )

The volumetric flow rates obtained firom this equation were 0.39 mL/min and 0.72 mL/min
for step 1 and step 2 respectively.
Before the column could be used for separating a sample the quality of packing had to be
assessed.

3.4.2

Assessing the quality of packing

The performance of the column can be assessed in two ways, firstly by passing a coloured
substance through the column; the most common is blue dextran 2000. The passage of the
coloured substance as it traverses the column should be uniform across the bed [Pharmacia
Technical Handbook-Gel Filtration]. The second more common method for assessing the
quality of packing is by calculating the number of theoretical plates N provided by the
column (section 3.2.3.1). In order to accomplish this, 100 |iL of acetone at a concentration of
5 |iL/mL of mobile phase was injected onto the column [Hagel et al (1989)]. The resulting
peak profile, for a perfectly packed column, should be Gaussian, with minimal skew. The
number of theoretical plates N is calculated using equation 3.1. A plate number of 9000 per
metre of bed can be achieved. However, this is often difficult to realise in practice and values
of N obtained were between 5000 and 6000 which were adequate for the work in this thesis.

3.4.3

Separations procedure

The following sections detail the individual elements of sample injection via the 507
Autosampler, data collection using the 166 Programmable Detector Module and the ranges
for the experimental factors.
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Ranges for the experimental factors

Tlie ranges for the controlled variables or experimental factors (section 3.2.2) are determined
by the test system. The maximum permissible protein concentration (C) is dependent upon
the maximum absorbance that the Beckman 166 UV detector will allow. In this particular
instance, the maximum absorbance was 1.85 absorbance units (AU). The maximum flow rate
(F) which the column can withstand relies upon the packing procedure employed [Pharmacia
Technical Handbook-Gel Filtration]. The maximum recommended flow rate is 80% of the
flow rate used in the first stage of packing, in this case the maximum allowable flow rate was
0.31 mL/min. The recommended range of sample volumes which can be loaded onto the
column is 0.5-5% of the column bed volume with smaller volumes not necessarily improving
the resolution [Sofer and Nystrom (1989), Wheelright (1991)]. However, to determine the
effects of large sample volumes on separation performance, several separations were
performed with sample volumes up to 20% of the bed volume^. The actual ranges for the
work in this thesis are summarised in Table 3.1. The pressure drop across the column was
controlled by setting high and low limits. The maximum pressure (section 3.2.2.5) limit was
determined by passing mobile phase through the column at the maximum permissible flow
rate and the pressure indicated was deemed to be the high limit.
A further experimental factor of potential importance is the concentration of the individual
proteins comprising the synthetic mixture (myoglobin, ovalbumin and ESA). For all the
separations, the protein concentrations were held constant at a ratio 17:2:1.

T/(°C)

V/(%)

minimum value

18.0

1 .0

1 .0 0

0.08

maximum value

28.0

2 0 .0

3.00

0.30

C/(mg/mL)

F/(mL/min)

Table 3.1
Ranges for the ejqperimental factors (process variables). The sample
volume is e?q)ressed as a percentage of the bed volume in the column. The
temperature is the temperature of the column. The volume is expressed as
percentage of the bed volume.
T=column temperature
V=load volume

C=load concentration
F=buffer flow rate

Such large load volumes were chosen because the trend in preparative scale separations is towards
maximising productivity which is dictated by process economics; and for a given column, productivity is
a function of volume and concentration of the load and the flow rate [Sofer and Nystrom (1989)].
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3A.3.2

Sample injection

Each separation was performed by loading a quantity of sample uniformly across the bed at
the top of the column. The three proteins present in the sample are separated as the sample
moves through the column with the aid of the mobile phase and 126 Solvent Module
(sections 3.2.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.4). The autosampler in this study was equipped with a 6-way
switching valve operated by compressed air at 42-56 MPa. When samples of more than 500
pL were separated multiple injections were employed, such that the sample was formed from
a number of sample vials. Subsequently, a suitable methodology was required to make up the
desired volume since 500 |llL was the largest injection that could be achieved with the
modular system. The number of injections required is calculated by the following formula

n = mod
^ lo o p

where n is the number of injections required, V is the sample volume and Vioop is the volume
of the sample loop on the 507 autosampler; the 'mod' operator rounds up to the next whole
number. The injection volume of the last sample vial is given by the formula

Viast - V - (n - lyVioof

(3.6)

For example, when a maximum sample volume of 20% is separated by a column with a bed
volume of 23.4 mL, the number of injections required^, according to equation 3.5, was 10.
The injection volume of the last injection, according to equation 3.6, was 180 p,L.

3.4.3.3

Data collection

Separations were monitored by the 166 Programmable Detector Module. The sampling rate
chosen to collect the data was 1.0 Hz, this being the lowest rate offered by the Beckman Gold
controlling software. The detector outputs the data in digital form direct to the IBM PS/2,
eliminating the need for specialised analogue-to-digital convertors (ADC). Although the
This is assuming that the 507 Autosampler is fitted with a 500 pL sample loop.
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sampling rate may seem to be excessive, a feature of the System Gold® allows the raw data to
be translated into a number of formats which are directly compatible with spreadsheets such
as Microsoft® Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). This translation is
extremely flexible, allowing data points to be skipped. For example, sampling at 1.0 Hz, with
a separation time of 240 minutes gives 14 400 data points for that chromatogram when only
120 points are adequate for graph plotting. This method cannot, however, be applied when
applying such methods as deconvolution, in which case the sampling rate will have to be
altered. This can be accomplished by employing a signal processing package, such as
MATLAB (MathWorks Inc, Natick, MA, USA), to decimate (reduce) or interpolate
(increase) the sampling rate for the profile under analysis. For each chromatography profile
obtained, the sampling rate was decimated from 1.0 Hz to 0.02 Hz (i.e. the time between each
sampling point was increased from 1 second to 50 seconds.

3.5

G e n e r a t i o n o f d a t a s e t s u s i n g t h e t e s t SEC s y s t e m

In this section, the way in which the test SEC system was used to generate datasets for
analysis in the remaining chapters of this thesis is described. There were four such datasets,
each of generated using column 03C10/29.8 (section 3.3.1) which had a bed volume of 23.4
mL of Sephacryl® S-200 SF (section 3.3.1) packed according to the procedure given in
section 3.4.1. The ratio of the three proteins myoglobin, ovalbumin and BSA in the synthetic
mixture (section 3.3.2) was held constant at 17:2:1. The generation of each dataset was
dependent upon four process variables which where the column temperature (T), the volume
(V) and concentration (C) of the load and the flow velocity of the mobile phase (F). The way
in which these four process variables (experimental factors) were identified is given in the
next chapter (section 4.3) and were determined to have the most influence of the shape of
each UV profile of chromatography eluent. Since the data analysis techniques employed were
all statistical, the chromatography column was re-generated by passing buffer through the
column at a slightly higher flow rate than the operating flow rate [Pharmacia Technical
Handbook-Gel Filtration]. This ensured uniform bed homogeneity prior to separations.

3.5.1

Generation of data for the quantification of charge-to-charge
variation

In process chromatography, the process volume is often subdivided into lots of equal volume.
These ‘aliquots’ are termed charges in this thesis. To quantify the variation between
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successive charges in a batch, a batch of material with total protein concentration 2.00
mg/mL was subdivided into 15 charges each with a volume of 2.1% of the bed volume (23.4
mL). Each of the 15 charges were separated with the operating conditions: T=28.0°C;
V=2.0%, C=2.00 mg/mL; and F=0.15 mL/min. The way in which this dataset was analysed
statistically to quantify charge-to-charge variation is given in Chapter 4 (section 4.5).

3.5.2

Generation of datasets for analysis by experimental design and
the pattern recognition system

To test the pattern recognition system described in Chapter 5, three datasets were generated.
Two of these datasets were generated using an experimental design approach, one by a twolevel full factorial design with 4 factors (dataset XI) and the second by adjusting just one of
the four variables at any one time (dataset X2). These two datasets were generated to ensure
that the historical data for this study was comparable with the data contained in archived
historical production records for a chromatography stage in a bioprocess. They were designed
to test the first two stages of the diagnostic tool described in Chapter 5. The final dataset (X3)
was designed to test the third stage of the diagnostic tool.
The values used for each of the 4 process variables are given in Table 3.2. A high ‘+1’ level
corresponds to the maximum value for each process variable, a low ‘-1’ corresponds to the
minimum value and the centre ‘0’ corresponds to an intermediate value between the high and
low levels.

T/(°C)

V/(%)

C/(mg/mL)

F/(mL/min)

18.0

1 .0

1 .0 0

0.08

0

23.0

4.0

2 .0 0

0.15

+ 1

28.0

7.0

3.00

0.30

level
- 1

Table 3.2 A description of the levels for the factors (process variables) used to
generate the datasets for analysis in subsequent chapters. '+!' represents a high
setting,
a low setting, and 'O' an intermediate value for the factor. The
volume of the load (V) is expressed as a percentage of the bed volume (23.4 mL)
in the column 03C10/29.8.
T=column temperature
C=protein concentration in sample
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3.5.2.1

Generation of the first dataset (XI) to characterise the test SEC system and
to test the first two stages of the pattern recognition system

The first dataset (XI) comprised two parts, a historical part to mimic the information in
archived production records and the second part describes the operating conditions for two
test charges. The performance of the two test charges was diagnosed by comparison with the
historical part using the diagnostic tool described in Chapter 5. The results of the diagnosis
are given in Chapter 6. The historical part of the dataset was generated using a two-level full
factorial experimental design approach (4 factors) and is described in Table 3.3. The
historical part was also used to characterise the test SEC system in Chapter 4. The virtue of
adopting an experimental design approach is described in Chapter 4 and Appendix 2.
To generate the dataset, three batches of material were formulated, each with either a
concentration of 1.00 mg/mL, 2.00 mg/mL or 3.00 mg/mL corresponding to the three levels
for the total protein concentration (C) given in Table 3.2. For each combination of factor
(process variable) settings (i.e. each row in Table 3.3) a separation, or trial, was performed on
column 03 Cl 0/29.8 by taking the appropriate volume from the appropriate batch of material.
The operating conditions for each trial are given by the combination of factor settings. The
operating conditions for Trial 1, for example, were: T=18.0°C; V=1.0%; C=1.00 mg/mL; and
F=0.08 mL/min. The same methodology was also applied to the separation of the two test
charges v% and v%. Note that the combination of factor settings for V2 does not correspond to
any of the combinations in the historical part. This was intentional so that the finding that
temperature had a negligible effect on the shape of a chromatography profile could be tested.
All the historical chromatograms were arranged in a matrix X I.
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Process variables (factors)

Trial
T

c

V

F

1

- 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

2

- 1

- 1

- 1

+ 1

3

- 1

- 1

+ 1

- 1

4-1

4

- 1

- 1

+ 1

5

- 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

6

- 1

+ 1

- 1

4-1

7

- 1

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

4-1

8

- 1

+ 1

9

+ 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

1 0

+ 1

- 1

- 1

+1

1 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

- 1

1 2

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

+l

13

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

14

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

+1

15

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

16

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

4-1

centre

Chapter 3

0

0

0

0

V ]

0

0

0

0

V 2

0

- 1

+ 1

- 1

Table 3.3 A summary of the experimental design used to generate
the first historical dataset (XI) and the two test charges. The table
describes a 2-level full factorial design (4 factors) and a centre point.
Each of the 16 combinations of factor settings was repeated 4 times
and the centre point repeated 8 times, generating 72 chromatograms
m total. ‘+ r represents a high level for the variable, ‘-1’ represents a
low level and ‘0 ’ a centre point (Table 3.2). The historical data acts
as a basis against which the performance of the two test charges, Vj
and V2 , can be compared.

3.S.2.2

Generation of the second dataset (X2) to test the first two stages of the
pattern recognition system

The second dataset was also designed to mimic the information contained in archived
historical production records. However, the historical part was generated by altering just one
of the four process variables at any one time. In addition, to mimic a process equipment
change, a second, nominally different detector was used to obtain the UV profile of
chromatography eluent (section 3.3.4). The dataset is described in Table 3.4.
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Process variables

Trial

Chayter 3

repeats

T

V

CL

0

0

- 1

0

5

CH

0

0

+ 1

0

5

VL

0

- 1

0

0

5

VH

0

+ 1

0

0

5

FL

0

0

0

- 1

5

FH

0

0

0

+ 1

6

C

F

TL

- 1

0

0

0

9

TH

+ 1

0

0

0

5

CE

0

0

0

0

7

V3

0

0

0

0

1

V4

0

0

+ 1

0

4

Table 3.4 A suimnaiy of the design for generating the second historical
dataset (X2) and the 5 test charges. A second UV detector was used. In
this dataset just one variable was changed at any one time. ‘+ 1 ’ represents
a high level for the variable (factor), ‘- 1 ’ a low level , and ‘0 ’ a centre
point. The values for these levels are given in Table 3.2. The historical
dataset consisted of a total of 52 chromatograms. Note that the test charge
V4 was repeated 4 times. These 4 test charges are referred to as V4 , V5 , Vg,
and V?.

As with the first historical dataset (XI) in the previous section, three batches were formulated
each with either a total protein concentration of 1.00 mg/mL, 2.00 mg/mL and 3.00 mg/mL.
For each combination of the factor settings including the test charges, the appropriate volume
was drawn from the appropriate batch and separated using column 03C l0/29.8. All the
historical chromatograms were arranged in a matrix X2.

3.5.2.3

Generation of a dataset (X3) to test the final stage of the tool

The final dataset was designed to test the final stage of the tool to obtain an indication of
batch-to-batch performance. Three separate batches were formulated with each batch having a
total protein concentration 2.00 mg/mL. Each batch was divided into 10 charges with equal
volume. The operating conditions for each of the 30 charges were: T=23.0°C; V=4.0%,
C=2.00 mg/mL, F=0.15 mL/min (i.e. operating conditions when all the process variables are
at the centre ‘0’ level (Table 3.2)). All the chromatograms were arranged into a matrix X3 for
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subsequent analysis using the final stage of the pattern recognition tool described in Chapter
5.
In the next section, the way in which the chromatograms were pre-processed prior to analysis
by principal component analysis (PCA) is described.

3 .6

D a t a p r e p r o c e s s in g a n d c o m p u t a t io n a l s p e c if ic a t io n s

An essential part of any pattem recognition tool is the ‘filtering’ of the signal under
investigation. The most common filtering operations are the removal of noise and
minimisation of disturbances. An example of noise may be the undue presence of narrow
spikes from the electricity supply and a non-smooth pump action. To reduce the amount of
potentially time consuming data pre-processing, certain precautions can be taken. If there are
several instruments connected to the same electrical circuit, a smoothing filter should be
fitted between the supply and the instrument to reduce electrical noise influences. Common
effects of a non-smooth pump action are drifting baselines and noise. These effects can be
eliminated by regular cleaning and checking of pump valves and the filtering of all solvents
passing through the pump valves [Pharmacia Technical Handbook-Gel Filtration].
In the work in this thesis, it was determined that all UV profiles contained minimal noise
elements. This was largely due to the modular chromatography system in which all the
components were from the same manufacturer (section 3.3.4) so providing constant bore flow
paths and well-matched circuiting for example. Therefore, no filtering was necessary.
Each UV profile was collected at a 1.0 Hz sampling rate by the UV detector but decimated to
a 0.02 Hz sampling rate using MATLAB (section 3.4.3.3). The main focus of pre-processing
concerned accommodating the differences in chromatogram lengths due to the large
differences in flow rate employed. To ensure comparability all chromatograms were extended
where necessary so that there was a fixed length of 390 sampling points (approximately 324
minutes) per chromatogram. All profiles were subsequently arranged in a matrix as row
vectors (section 5.3.2).
All numerical computation was performed on an IBM-PC compatible with a 486-DX2
processor running at 66 MHz and 12 megabytes of RAM. A commercial multivariate data
analysis package, SIRIUS for Windows 1.2 (Pattem Recognition Systems a/s, Bergen,
Sweden), to implement the diagnostic tool was used.
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3 .7

C o n c l u s io n s

In this chapter, the following areas have been discussed.

•

Size exclusion chromatography has been described with particular emphasis on the
factors influencing column performance.

•

A test SEC system has been described along with specific details of how it will be used
in this thesis to mimic a real industrial scale separation.

•

The way in which datasets were generated using the test SEC system has been described
along with details of the signal processing required prior to subsequent analysis by
pattem recognition tools which will be developed in this thesis.

In the next chapter, the test SEC system described in this chapter will be characterised by
using statistical techniques to quantify the variation in the charges from a single batch and to
abstract stmctured process knowledge by the application of experimental design.
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4

4.1

CHARACTERISATION OF THE TEST SIZE
EXCLUSION CHROMATOGRAPHY SYSTEM

Sum m ary

This chapter focuses on determining a suitable set of parameters, derived from the UV profile
of the chromatographic eluent, to uniquely characterise each separation. Results show
however that an adequate set of parameters can not be obtained. Characterisation was
performed by three methods. The first method was designed to select and quantify the ranges
for the process variables. Several test charges were separated with varying operating
conditions, enabling tabulation of the ranges for the process variables. The second method
allowed the variation in monomer peak parameters (retention time and peak height) and the
discrimination factor to be quantified. Identical separations were repeated and statistical
analysis performed on the parameters. The statistical distributions for these parameters were
found to be normal. Their utility for process monitoring by SPG charts is discussed. The third
stage was designed to highlight the multivariate relationships between the process variables
and to assess which process variables had the most significant effect on the performance of
the system. An experimental design was performed on the following parameters: monomer
peak height at 10% and 50% of the maximum, the monomer retention time and the
discrimination factor. The analysis indicated multivariate relationships between these
parameters and showed that they alone could not adequately describe the performance of
chromatography systems. It is concluded that the whole UV profile must be used to
characterise each separation and this approach is adopted for analysis by the pattem
recognition system developed in this thesis.

4 .2

I n t r o d u c t io n

The performance of a well-defined process is far easier to diagnose than ill-defined ones. In
its current form, the test SEC system is ill-defined since there is limited process knowledge
about those variables which have the most affect on the performance of the chromatography
column. These problems are addressed in this chapter by characterising the test SEC system
described in Chapter 3. The characterisation procedure comprises:
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• identification of those factors (process variables) which have the most effect on the
performance of the chromatography column;
• determination of the ranges of these process variables;
• quantification of charge-to-charge variation;
• screening of the test system to identify those process variables, and any multivariate
relationships between them which have the most effect on the performance of the test
system;
• determination of a set of parameters to characterise each UV profile.

The remaining sections in this chapter address these points. Section 4.3 identifies the
important process variables by exploiting the fundamental principles of SEC whilst in section
4.4 the ranges for the process variables are quantified by exploiting the limitations of the test
SEC system. Charge-to-charge variation is quantified in section 4.5 and experimental design
is used to screen the test SEC system in section 4.6. Finally, in section 4.7 an attempt is made
to determine a set of parameters to characterise each chromatography UV profile.

4 .3

I d e n t if ic a t io n o f t h e p r o c e s s v a r ia b l e s

In this section, the most important process variables which affect the performance of the
column the most are identified. In addition, the influences of changes in stages further
upstream in the manufacturing process are outlined. These influences can be accounted for by
the process variables.

4.3.1

T he process variables

In section 3.2.2, several factors were identified which have a significant effect on the
performance of the column. These were the column and packing selection, mobile phase
selection and flow rate, sample load, temperature and pressure. In order to reduce further
these seven factors to a more manageable number, the following were taken into account.
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• The column and packing medium (Sephacryl* S-200 SF) were not changed for any
experiments (section 3.3.1).
• The concentration and pH of the Tris buffer were fixed (section 3.3.3).
• The pressure is not an extra-column factor since it caimot be independently controlled. It
is in fact related to both extra- and intra-column factors, these being the column loading,
buffer flow rate and viscosity, column back pressure, temperature, particle size and
packing density, bed compression and fouling (section 3.2.2.5).

By taking the above into account the number of extra-column factors are reduced to a more
manageable number. These are tabulated in Table 4.1.

Extra-colum n factor

W hat does the extra-colum n factor represent?

Process volume (V)

V represents the volume of the column loading for each
separation. V is engrossed as a percentage of the bed
volume and also represents the volume of each charge. (A
batch is divided into a number of charges of equal
volume.)

Concentration (C)

C represents the total protein concentration of the column
loading. C is expressed as the total mass of protein per unit
volume (mg/mL).

Flow rate (F)

F represents the flow velocity of the mobile phase running
through the column. F is constant during each separation
and is expressed as the amount of buffer passing through
the column per unit time (mL/min)

Temperature (T)

T (°C) represents the ambient temperature of the column,
and hence the packing, during each separation.

Table 4.1
A description of the extra-column factors and their representation. The column
loading represents the volume and concentration of the column loading. Note that ‘process
volume’ refers to the volume of each charge. The process batch is divided into a number of
charges of equal volume and concentration.

Although 4 extra-column factors have been identified and described in Table 4.1, several
more subtle ones have to be taken into account. These are outlined in the next section and
concern the effects of influences of stages further upstream in the bioprocess.
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Influences o f stages further upstream in dow nstream processing

In bioprocesses, process interactions between the different unit operations are common. In
this thesis, an implicit assumption has been made whereby the performance of the test SEC
system described in section 3.3 is diagnosed in isolation. However, this is not strictly tme
and several influences from stages further upstream in the production process (Fig 3.3) were
either neglected or minimised. Stages further upstream in the bioprocess influence this
particular SEC operation in several aspects. These influences are described in Table 4.2 and
are mostly elements contributing to batch-to-batch variation.

ïnOuence

How accounted for in thesis

Charge volume

Batch divided into several charges of equal volume.
The volume of each charge is represented by the
process variable V, the volume of the column loading.

Batch-to-batch
concentration

Process variable C, the total protein concentration in
the column loading.

Varying monomer
levels

Ratio of proteins (myoglobin: ovalbumin;B SA) m
synthetic mixture held constant at 17:2:1.

Statistical
independence

Column regenerated after each separation.

Table 4.2
A description of how the influences of stages further upstream were
accounted for m this thesis. The process volume from batch-to-batch may vary which
subsequently affects the volume of each charge (V). Similarly the total protein
concentration may vary from batch-to-batch which is reflected by changes in the
process variable C. In order to minimise the influence of varying monomer levels from
batch-to-batch and to reduce the complexity of the test SEC system, the ratio of the
proteins in the synthetic mixture was fixed.

The process variables identified (volume and concentration of the load (V and C), buffer flow
rate (F), column temperature (T)) not only affect column performance the most but also
reflect, to a degree, changes in stages further upstream in the bioprocess of the biomolecule.
For example, to minimise the influence of varying monomer levels and to reduce the
complexity of the test SEC system, the ratio of the proteins comprising the synthetic mixture
(section 3.3.2) was held constant. A constant protein ratio in the feedstock reduces the
number of extra-column factors influencing the performance of the SEC column thereby
reducing the number of multivariate interactions between the variables. Although changes in
feedstock component levels are common and expected in practice, they have been kept
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constant here to simplify the analysis of the test SEC system with the diagnostic tool
(Chapter 5) developed in this thesis by reducing the number of extra-column factors. In the
next section the ranges for these 4 process variables are quantified.

4 .4

Q u a n tific a tio n o f th e ra n g e s f o r th e p ro c e ss v a ria b le s

The ranges for the four process variables are given in Table 4.3 and the manner in which they
were quantified is given in section 3.4.3.1.

Minimum
value

Maximum
value

Flow rate F/(mL/mm)

0.08

0.30

Concentration C/(mg/mL)

1 . 0 0

3.00

Process variables

Loading volume V/(%)
Column temperature T/(°C)

1

2 0

18.0

28.0

Table 4.3
Ranges for the process variables. The volume of the load is
expressed as a percentage of the bed volume in the column. These ranges were
quantified by exploiting the physical characteristics of the test SEC system
(section 3.4.3.1).

Although the ranges presented in Table 4.3 were quantified in a methodical fashion, several
test separations showed that the peak maximum of the monomer had not been monitored (i.e.
the peak was truncated). This was due to detector saturation where the maximum absorbance
threshold (1.85 AU) had been exceeded. Such situations, where monomer peak saturation
occurs, are analogous to industrial practice where parts of the chromatogram are not
monitored.
In the next section, charge-to-charge variation is quantified by quantifying the variation in
several separation criteria. Their utility in at-line monitoring of chromatographic processes is
discussed.
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4 .5

Q u a n t if ic a t io n o f c h a r g e - t o - c h a r g e v a r ia t io n

In the majority of industrial processes employing SEC as a polishing step to isolate the
product in monomeric form, the volume of material from the previous stage in the process is
divided into a number of equivalent lots or charges. The volume of these charges is regulated
by the volume of support in the column (section 3.2.2.3). Under ideal conditions, these
charges will be separated by the same column with the ensuing profiles being identical.
However, some variation between successive charges will nearly always be encountered. For
example, the retention time of the monomer would never be the same but would be
susceptible to slight variation. By quantifying such changes in chromatographic parameters
(e.g. peak height and width, retention time and separation criteria) and with the aid of
statistical techniques, adverse changes to the parameters can be diagnosed as being indicative
of varying process conditions.
In the following subsections, the results of applying the quantification procedure presented in
Appendix 1 are given, followed by a discussion of their utility in process monitoring and
diagnosis.

4.5.1

Q uantifying the variation in chrom atography param eters

The objective of this section was to quantify charge-to-charge variation on a batch of material
separated by the same column. The batch is separated into a number of charges of equal
volume. The quantification procedure involves the application of fundamental statistical
theory to summarise effectively the variation in the parameters derived from the UV profiles
of the charges comprising the batch. The parameters quantified were the discrimination factor
( d o ) ,

a separation criteria, and two monomer peak parameters, the retention time (t^) and peak

height (hm). The fiill statistical procedure for quantifying charge-to-charge variation is
presented in Appendix 1.
A batch of material with total protein concentration 2.00 mg/mL was divided into 15 charges
of equal volume (section 3.5.1). Each charge was successively separated by the test SEC
system with operating conditions: T=23.0°C; V=2.1%; C=2.00 mg/mL; and F=0.12 mL/min.
Between each charge, the column was regenerated to ensure statistical independence. For
each of the 15 profiles, the three parameters do, t^ and h^ were determined (i.e. for each
parameter do, t^ and h^ there are 15 values). It is the quantification of the spread of these 15
values for each parameter which gives an estimate of charge-to-charge variation. The
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Fig 4.1 An illustration of the normality test for the discrimination factor (d j.
The values for d^ were obtained from a series of 15 identical separations
separated with operating conditions: T=23.0°C; V=2.1%; C=2.00 mg/mL;
F=0.12 mL/min using the test SEC system described in Chapter 3. The 15
observations lie on an approximate linear curve (i.e. the data is normally
distributed). The linear curve is the best manual fit and represents a theoretical
population distribution. Comparable plots were obtained for the monomer
retention time (t^) and peak height (h^).

quantification procedure is presented in Appendix 1 and is dependent upon the data being
normal (i.e. the spread of the 15 values for each parameter should follow a normal
distribution). For each of the three chromatography parameters, a test for normality was
applied (the normality test is described in Appendix 1) with results confirming that the
distribution of the values obtained were indeed normal. For the discrimination factor d^ the
result of the normality test is given in Fig 4.1. Comparable plots were also obtained for the
monomer retention time (t^) and peak height (hm).
The information obtained by applying the quantification procedure depends upon two criteria,
the confidence limits and tolerance limits. (The differences between the two types of limits
are discussed in Appendix 1.) For each of the three parameters, confidence and tolerance
limits were calculated (Table 4.4) according to the procedure given in Appendix 1. The
confidence intervals were calculated at a 95% confidence interval and the tolerance intervals
were calculated at a 99% enclosure value and a 95% confidence limit.
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Descriptive statistic

trn/(mins)

do

V(AU)

131.6

0.32

mean

Chayter 4

0.727

confidence limits

±0.01(3% )

±

(0.08%)

± 0.004 (0.6%)

tolerance limits

± 0.07 (22%)

±0.7(0.53% )

±0.031 (4.3%)

0 . 1

Table 4.4 A summary of the variation in the 3 chromatography parameters do, t^ and
hm- The mean of a parameter is just the average of the 15 values calculated for that
parameter. The confidence intervals were calculated at 95% confidence interval and the
tolerance intervals were calculated at a 99% enclosure value and 95% confidence limit.
The percentage values quoted are a comparison of the limits with respect to the mean
value.

The confidence and tolerance intervals given in Table 4.4 for the three chromatography
parameters do, t^ and h^ can be interpreted in the following way. For example, the 95%
confidence limits calculated for
do± 0.01 (i.e. 0.33 <

} i( d o )

d o

implies that the population mean

|i ( d o )

will lie in the range

< 0.31, a swing of ± 3% of the sample mean). In practice the

implication for at-line monitoring of future group separations is as follows. Suppose another
group of charges were taken from the same batch of material and separated using the same
chromatography column under identical conditions. The mean value of the discrimination
factor for this new group d* will lie in the range 0.31 < d* < 0.33 with 95% confidence.
There is a 5% (1 in 20) chance that d* will lie outside this range. (The confidence limits for
tm and hm can be interpreted in a similar manner.) A popular misconception of a 95%
confidence interval is that 19 of 20 future observations of do will lie in the range specified by
dg ±95% CL. The tolerance interval is thus a necessity to distinguish between the two.

In Table 4.4, the tolerance limits (TL) were calculated with a 99% enclosure value and a 95%
confidence limit. The tolerance limits for do can be used for monitoring future separations
and can be interpreted as follows. Suppose that from the same batch of material, several more
charges were separated using the same chromatography column under identical operating
conditions. These new observations of the discrimination factor d* would lie in the range
0.32 ± TL (i.e. in the range 0.25 < d* ^ 0.39, a swing of ± 22%). (The tolerance limits for t^
and hm can be interpreted in a similar manner.)
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In conclusion, the tolerance limits apply to individual measurements whilst the confidence
limits apply to sample means. The next section discusses how these confidence and tolerance
limits can be used in practice for at-line monitoring and diagnosis of the chromatographic
processes.

4.5.2

U tility in process m onitoring and diagnosis

The objective of this thesis was to develop a diagnostic tool for the rapid at-line monitoring
of chromatographic processes. The results of the quantification of charge-to-charge variation
(i.e. calculation of descriptive statistics) can be used in a monitoring scheme for
chromatography processes.
The results of the previous section highlighted several important facts about quantifying
charge-to-charge variation in chromatography. Descriptive statistics are useful for reducing
the amount of process data to a more manageable level. However, the manner in which these
descriptive statistics are interpreted is extremely important since a misinterpretation could
lead to an incorrect diagnosis of the chromatographic process. Quantifying charge-to-charge
variation can provide a reference against which future separations can be compared. If the
values of subsequent chromatography parameters lie outside the confidence limits then
corrective action is initiated to rectify the deviation. This is the principle of statistical process
control (SPC) [Gershon (1991)] and has been implemented in a scheme for process
chromatography by Seely et al (1994) who used the product peak width to identify column
matrix degradation. A huge constraint placed on such a scheme is that it is confined to those
charges which originate from the same batch of material. It can help only to diagnose intra
batch performance. More simply, such a scheme does not account for batch-to-batch, or inter
batch, variation. A method to overcome this bottleneck is the development of an inter-batch
template of descriptive statistics encompassing all validated historical batch data. The
confidence and tolerance limits of this overall process (inter-batch) template would be much
larger in comparison with those of an intra-batch template. An at-line monitoring scheme
would thus involve two separate entities addressing inter- and intra-batch variations. The
development of inter-batch templates allows for the comparison of batch-to-batch
performance and was in fact the basis for the study by Seely et al (1994). The variations in
the parameters of a template, measured by the standard deviation, can be compared easily
with those of other intra-batch templates. Any adverse differences in these variations might
be indicative of inadequate batch performance.
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At-line process diagnosis by SPC methods involves the plotting of process parameters
against, in this case, charge number [Seely et al (1994)]. Any trends in these parameters
might be indicative of changing process conditions. For example, Seely et al (1994) used the
monomer peak width to identify changing bed characteristics (e.g. column degradation). Any
subtle changes or trends would be easily identified on an SPC chart. This scheme would be
heavily dependent upon the determination of a set of chromatography parameters which
would characterise fiilly each separation which is the objective of this chapter. However, if
certain parameters reflected some physical or physiological characteristic of the
chromatography process, then the benefits of an SPC-type diagnosis for quality control would
be enormous.
In conclusion, in order to implement a diagnostic scheme involving, what is essentially
univariate statistics, and SPC-type monitoring approaches, charge-to-charge and batch-tobatch variations have to be addressed. In the next section, experimental design, a multivariate
statistical technique, is used to screen the 4 process variables to assess their impact on the
performance of the test system.

4.6

S c r e e n i n g o f t h e t e s t SEC s y s t e m

In the analysis of data employing statistical techniques, the objective of the analysis must be
stated explicitly at the outset of the experiment [Chatfield (1992)]. This definition of the
objective allows the analyst to choose appropriate statistical tools necessary to analyse the
acquired data in an organised and systematic fashion. For example, if a production analyst
wanted to assess the impact of replacing a machine in a manufacturing plant, then they would
compare historical batches with data obtained from the new machine by using the various
statistical tests which are available [Statistics for Industry (1990)]. In this section, the
techniques of experimental design were chosen.
The objective of applying experimental design, a statistical technique, to chromatographic
data obtained from the test SEC system was two-fold. The first one was to assess which
experimental factors (process variables), and possible interactions amongst them, had the
most effect on column performance. By clearly stating these objectives, the most appropriate
statistical technique(s) could be identified. What is essentially required is a structured
methodology to design a screening experiment in which the above objectives are satisfied. A
screening experiment determines which few variables, out of many candidates, have an
important effect on process performance [Haaland (1989)]. Experimental design is a powerful
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statistical tool which, when implemented correctly, can satisfy these objectives. Using a
structured methodology to screen the test system allows the abstraction of structured process
knowledge which ensures that the process is now far more simple to diagnose and control.
Secondly, applying the statistical analysis to several response factors^ allows candidates for a
set of parameters, to describe sufficiently each UV profile, to be selected.
In this thesis, experimental design was applied to a single response factor the discrimination
factor do (section 3.2.3.3) to demonstrate the maimer in which chromatographic processes can
be characterised.

4.6.1

T w o-level full factorial designs

The design technique chosen was a two-level full-factorial design which is the most simple
experimental design technique to implement and interpret. Such designs are most frequently
used for screening experiments and can be used to suggest changes in the factor (variables)
settings which can improve process performance [Miller (1986), Haaland (1989)].
The main constituent of a two-level design is that experiments are performed at the extremes
of the ranges for the experimental factors (i.e. two levels for each variable); each factor is
evaluated at a 'high' setting and a 'low' setting. A full factorial design investigates all of the
possible combinations of settings for each factor and permits the independent estimation of
the signals associated with each factor and with each combination of factors (interactions)
[Haaland (1989)]. A signal in this case is an indication of the effect a process variable has on
process performance. More simply, a signal is just the response from a trial in the
experiment. Noise is a combination of measurement error and experimental error. In a well
designed experiment, the signal will be large in comparison with the noise; this is known as a
clear signal design; a two-level full factorial design is an example of such a design [Miller
(1986); Haaland (1989)]. A clear signal design is also known as an orthogonal design because
there are no correlations amongst the factors [Miller (1986)]. An example of a design
technique where the factor effects cannot be independently estimated is a fractional factorial
design. Such a design is a subset of the full factorial design, and is often not a clear signal
design with inevitable information loss and possible ambiguity about the interactions
amongst factors [Haaland (1989)].

^

A response factor is a parameter measured from an experiment (e.g. a retention time of a chromatographic
peak).
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The number of trials which have to be performed in a k-factor, n-Ievel full factorial design is
n^ (e.g. for a 2-level design n=2). There are n^ combinations of factor settings, each
combination of levels is a trial. Each trial has a response factor (observation) derived from the
signal. The number of trials in the design is the sample size. In subsequent sections, a
description of a design with 4 factors is presented. Hie factors which were investigated in the
screening experiment were the loading volume (V) and concentration (C) and the flow
velocity (F) and the column temperature (T).

4.6.2

2-level full factorial design w ith 4-factors for the test SEC system

The factors investigated in this design were the loading volume and concentration (Vg and C),
flow rate (F) and column temperature (T). The high and low values for the factors were
determined by the characteristics of the test system (section 4.4) and are given in Table 4.5.

Level
- 1
0

+ 1

T/(°C)

V/(%)

C/(mg/mL)

F/(mL/min)

18.0

1 . 0

1 . 0 0

0.08

23.0
28.0

4.0
7.0

3.00

2 . 0 0

0.15
0.30

Table 4.5
A description of the experimental design with 4 factors. '+1'
represents a high setting,
a low setting, and 'O' an intermediate value.The
sample volume is e?q)ressed as a percentage of the bed volume (23.4 mL) in
the column 03C10/29.8. The ratio of the proteins comprising the synthetic
mixture was 17:2:1.
T=column temperature
C=protein concentration in sample

V=load volume
F=flow rate

Note that the maximum load volume investigated was 7.0%. Although it was possible to
investigate load volumes up to 20%, 7.0% is closer to the recommended range (section
3.2.2.3) for SEC separations. Since there were two levels for each factor the minimum
sample size was 16, one for each combination of factor settings. In order to obtain some
indication of the noise level, three trials were performed at an intermediate level of the factor
settings. The sample size for the design was 65 since the 16 trials were repeated 4 times each.
This design is summarised in Table 4.6.
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Before performing statistical analysis of the results, the next section provides a qualitative
description of the profiles obtained from each trial. This section has been included here in
order that the analysis of the results in subsequent sections can be related to the actual
requirements of the column with respect to its position in the downstream processing of the
biomolecule in question (section 3.2).

Trial

T

c

V

F

do

- 1

- 1

0.23

- 1

- 1

+ 1

0.03

-I

- 1

+ 1

- 1

0.28

4

- 1

- 1

+ 1

+ 1

0.07

5

- 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

0.03

6

- 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

0 . 0 0

7

- 1

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

0.05

8

- 1

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

0 . 0 0

9

+ 1

- 1

- 1

- 1

0.33

1 0

+ 1

- 1

- 1

+ 1

0.07

1 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

- 1

0.40

1 2

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

+ 1

0.14

13

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

- 1

0.08

14

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

+ 1

0 . 0 0

15

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

- 1

0.15

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

+ 1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

- 1

2

- 1

3

16
Cl
C2
C3

- 1

0 . 0 0

0.15
0.16
0.16

Table 4.6 A description of the 4-factor design performed (dataset X I) and
the resulting values for the response factor. '+ 1 ' represents a high level,
a
low level and 'O' an intermediate point for the factor as described in Table
4.5. With exception of the centre point which was repeated three times, each
trial was repeated four times. The value of d^ quoted for each trial was thus
an average of 4 values.

4.6.3

A nalysis and interpretation o f separation profiles

The discrimination factor, do, was the choice of separation criteria adopted (section 3.2.3.3)
for the design.
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Inspection of the values for the response factor (do) obtained (Table 4.6) revealed that Trial
11 gave the largest value (0.40). When the temperature was increased from 18 to 28°C, there
was a corresponding increase in each value of the response factor. For example, in Trials 1
and 9 there was an increase in do from 0.23 to 0.33, a rise of over 40%. (Physically a rise in
temperature has reduced the viscosity of the buffer resulting in better separation.) However, a
visual comparison of Trials 1 and 9 revealed that the size of the product fractions^ were
approximately equal since there was no visible difference between their chromatography
profiles. The implication here is that although changes in temperature affect do the
consequence on the entire chromatography profile is negligible.
The profiles for the first eight trials are shown in Fig 4.2 (Trials 1-4) and Fig 4.3 (Trials 5-8)
which have all have a low operating temperature in common. The profiles for Trials 8-16
have not been shown here since the affect of changes in temperature had only a minor effect
on the entire UV profile of the chromatography eluent. Changes in the remaining three
variables (volume and concentration of the load and flow rate) had a greater impact on the
whole chromatogram. The size of the product fraction was greatest in Trials 1 and 3.
It is evident from the values of do obtained (Table 4.6) and the corresponding UV profiles
that the discrimination factor for Trial 6 and Trial 8 cannot be estimated. This is due to the
absence of a valley between the monomer and dimer peaks. The corresponding values for do
were taken to be zero. The monomer peak in the UV profile for Trial 7 (Fig 4.3) was
truncated due to detector saturation. This did not pose a problem when calculating a value for
the response factor since the discrimination factor is independent of the monomer peak
height.
In conclusion, a visual analysis of the UV profiles identified that the product fractions are
greatest with low load volumes and low flow rates corresponding to Trials 1, 3 and 9 and 11.
The discrimination factor was only helpftd in identifying one of these four trials, namely
Trial 11 (do=0.40). Results appear to cast doubt on the validity of adopting a single parameter
(response factor), such as do, to characterise a profile. It may be however, that do can be used
as one of a set of parameters which describes the majority of the information in a
chromatography profile. In the next section, the responses (values of do for each trial)
obtained are analysed statistically to gain structured information concerning the effect of the
process variables on the discrimination factor.
The size of the product fraction was estimated indirectly by a visual assessment of the degree of overlap
between the monomer and dimer peaks and the width of the monomer peak. The product fraction is
defined as that fraction of the elution pool which contains monomer with either a minimum purity level
(e.g. 99%) or a minimal amount of impurity (e.g. dimer and trimer).
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Trial 4

F ig 4.2
The UV profiles for the first four trials (Trials 1-4) of the experimental
design. The absorbance was collected at a wavelength of 280nm. The four trials have a
low load volume (1.0%) in common. It is evident from the profiles that the product
fraction is greatest in Trials 1 and 2 which have a low flow rate (0.08 mL/min) and low
load volume in common. The product fraction is defined as that fraction of the
monomer which contains monomer with a minimum purity (e.g. 99%).
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Fig 4.3 The UV profiles for Trials 5-8 of the experimental design. The absorbance
was monitored at a wavelength of 280nm. Each of the four trials has a high load
volume (7.0%) in common. Only in Trial 5 and Trial 7 can the size of the product
fraction be deterttiined due to the presence of a valley between the monomer and dimer
peaks. The size of these fractions are however smaller than those obtained for a low
load volume (Fig 4.2). In Trial 6 and trial 8 the monomer and dimer peaks have merged
hence a value for the response factor, d„, cannot be determined.

4.6.4

Statistical analysis of the responses

In full factorial experimental designs there are several techniques which can be used to
analyse the responses obtained from the test system. These aids are all graphical and are
summarised as follows:
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• Pareto charts help to identify which factor, and any interactions between them, are most
significant;
• normal plots help to identify those effects and interactions which cannot be distinguished
from the noise (experimental error);
• interaction plots help resolve interactions involving 2 experimental factors.
Central to the use of these tools is the manipulation of the responses determined from the
e^geiiments to calculate the values for the effects of, and interactions between, the factors. In
this chapter, only the results are presented. A detailed account of how to calculate these main
effects and interactions and how to constmct the three plots are given in Appendix 2.

4.6.4.1

Evaluation of main effects and interactions

Once experimental trials have been performed, statistical analysis of the observations can
reveal which of the factors has the most influence on the response factor, and to identify any
interactions amongst the factors. In order to apply statistical techniques to the observations,
the observations must be combined in an orderly fashion (Appendix 2) giving estimates for
the effects and interactions of the experimental factors (process variables). In a design with n
levels and k factors, there are n^ possible combinations of factor settings and n^-1 possible
effects and interactions [Haaland (1989)]. For the 2-level 4-factor design performed in this
thesis there are 15 possible effects and interactions. This section describes the way in which
the effects and interactions were assessed and how the information from the analysis can be
used for process control and optimisation.
The effects of the factors are simply the difference in average response between the trials at
the high level and low levels for the factor being investigated. The exact details of how to
calculate the main effects and interactions are given in Appendix 2. For the design in this
thesis, the main effects and interactions are given in Table 4.7.
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Estimate
-0.154
0.040
-0 . 0 1 2
-0.156
0.080
-0.017
-0 . 0 1 0
0.059
-0.034
0.014
-0.006
-1.595
-0.003

C
F*C
V
F*V
C*V
F*C*V
T
F*T
C*T
F*C*T
V*T
C*V*T
F*C*V*T

0 . 0 0 0

-0.007

Table 4.7 Estimates of the effects and interactions calculated for
the 4-factor design. A negative value for a main effect (e.g. F)
implies a reduction in do when the factor is increased from its low
level to a high level. There are 2"-l effects and interactions (n=4,
the number of factors). The table shows that the interaction
between load volume and temperature (V*T) has the largest effect
on the performance of the column which is measured by the
discrimination factor (do).

A much easier way of interpreting these values is by construction of a Pareto chart which is
presented in the next section.

4.6.4.2

Analysis by Pareto charts

A Pareto chart provides a simple diagrammatic view of the main effects and interactions and
their influence on the discrimination factor. It is just a bar chart which shows the magnitude
of the main effects and interactions. For the design in this thesis, a Pareto chart is given in
Fig 4.4.
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V*T
1-0.156

V
F
F*V

P

0.080
0.059

T

I

C

I 0 040

F*T

I -0,034

C*V

-0.017

C*T

0.014

F*C

-0 .0 1 2

F*C*V

-0.010

F*C*V*T

-0.007

F*C*T

-0.006

F*V*T

-0.003

C*V*T

0.000

0.0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

Size of main effect and interactions

F ig 4.4
Pareto chart to illustrate the effects of factors, and interactions amongst
factors, on the discrimination factor, d^. F*C is an example of a 2-factor interaction
between flow rate and concentration. The chart clarifies the significant effects and
interactions and it is evident that the interaction between volume and temperature
(V*T) affects the performance of the colunrn the most. The most significant single
main effect is that of volume. If the volume is increased from l%->7% the result is
a decrease in d^ by the value given in the Pareto chart thus giving poorer column
performance.

It is clear from the chart that the interaction between volume and temperature (V*T) has the
most significant effect on the discrimination factor confirming that the test SEC system is
indeed multivariate in the process variables. Analysis of the design by Pareto charts makes
very clear what are the most important effects and interactions and indicates which factors
should be adjusted to optimise the process.

Pareto charts can only indicate those factors and interactions which influence a systems
performance. This is where additional statistical methods are useful, particularly in the
estimation of the noise which accounts for both measurement and experimental errors and in
determining which factors and interactions rise above the noise level. Analysis of noise
effects in an unreplicated design is performed with the aid of normal plots (section 4.6.4.3).

The most significant main effect is the sample volume, V. For example, if the volume is
increased from 1% to 7% of the bed volume the result is a decrease in do by the value
specified (0.156) (i.e. poorer column performance) and a reduction in the separation between
the monomer and dimer peaks. A similar effect is produced when the flow rate is increased
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from 0.08 to 0.30 mL/min giving a decrease in do by 0.154. This result is as expected since
an increase in flow rate leads to a reduction in the amount of time the load spends in the
column and hence poorer separation. From the Pareto chart for this design (Fig 4.4), within
the ranges specified for the factors, the interaction V*T has the greatest effect on do. The size
of its interaction (1.595) would normally cause some concern since 0 < do < 1. However, the
effect of such 2-factor interactions can only be analysed by use of interaction plots (section
4.Ô.4.4).
Pareto charts can only help to identify those single main effects and interactions which lie
significantly above the noise level. Hence, in the next section, those main effects and
interactions which lie above the noise level (experimental error) are identified.

4.6.4.3

Analysis of main effects and interactions by normal probability plots

Box (1978) and Haaland (1989) both identified several techniques for separating the signals
(effects and interactions) from the noise. In this section only one method is presented which
is just an extension of the normality test (Appendix 1). This method was developed by Daniel
(1976) in order to overcome the deficiencies of unreplicated designs and in particular the lack
of any suitable techniques for quantitative assessment of experimental error. The precise
mathematical details can be found in Appendices 1 and 2.
The effects and interactions for the whole design are arranged in order of ascending value and
an associated cumulative frequency calculated. This ordinal data is then plotted on normal
probability paper [Box (1978)]. For the 4-factorial design, the normal probability plot is
given in Fig 4.5.
The probability plot highlights several important features of the data under investigation. The
correct interpretation of the plot is essential in order to ascertain correctly the significant
effects and interactions. There are 15 main effects and interactions which represent 15
contrasts between pairs of averages containing 8 response values each (Appendix 2). If these
15 main effects and interactions were simply the result of random variation (or noise), then
the resulting distribution of these values would be approximately normal with zero mean and
lying on a linear curve on probability paper. However, from Fig 4.4, there are only 8
interactions whose magnitudes are close to zero whilst the remaining 4 main effects (T, V, C
and F) and 3 two-factor interactions (V*T, F*T and F*V) are clearly not equal to zero. The
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Normal probability plot for the 4-factor design to identify those main
effects and interactions which lie above the noise level. If the 15 main effects
and interactions were simply the result of random variation (or noise) then the
resulting distribution of their values would be approximately normal with zero
mean. From the normal plot, there are 4 main effects (T, V, C and F) and 3
two-factor interactions (V*T, F*T and F*V) which lie away from the zero
value. These 7 effects and interactions are considered to affect column
performance the most.
F ig 4.5

conclusion is that these 7 main effects and interactions cannot be easily explained as chance
occurrences [Box (1978)] and hence represent significant effects and interactions.
Once the significant effects and interactions have been identified, interaction plots can then
be employed to provide a greater understanding of two-factor interactions.

4.6.4.4

Analysis of interactions involving 2 factors by interaction plots

Interaction plots can only be used in orthogonal designs (i.e. no correlations must exist
between experimental factors). Full factorial designs are examples of such designs where the
factors are independent of each other. The details of how to construct interaction plots can be
found in Appendix 2.
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F ig 4.6 Interaction plot for the interaction between volume and temperature
(V*T) and its effect on the discrimination factor, d^,. It is usual to assign the
factor which has the greater effect to the x-axis, in this case volume (V). Since
the two lines are not parallel an interaction between the factors V and T exists.
The two lines intersect implying the effect of the interaction is greater than the
individual parts (see also the Pareto chart in Fig 4.4). Another consequence of
intersecting lines is that temperature switches its effect between low and high
levels when V=6%.

So far, 3 two-factor interactions have been identified which influence column performance
(V*T, F*T and F*V). The interaction between volume and temperature (V*T) is by far the
most significant. The corresponding interaction plot can be found in Fig 4.6.
Several inferences can be made from the interaction plot in Fig 4.6. Since the two lines are
not parallel an interaction between the factors V and T exists. The interaction is termed
‘inconsistent’ because it works against the effects of its two factors. (Am inconsistent
interaction has the same sign as the product of the signs of its constituent main effects.) Since
the two lines intersect the effect of the interaction is greater than its individual constituent
components. This is consistent with the Pareto chart in Fig 4.4. Interaction plots are useful
for optimising column performance. For example, to maximise the performance, both factors
may be set to their high value (+1). The interaction V*T opposes such a change by decreasing
do (poorer column performance). Hence, in order to maximise column performance (i.e.
maximise do) the load volume is set at its low level (V=l%) and the temperature at its high
value (T=28.0°C). However, when the load volume is increased from 1% to 7%, do is
maximised at high temperature until the intersection point (V=6%) is reached at which point
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when low temperature dominates (i.e. the effect of temperature has switched between high
and low levels).
By analysing the remaining interactions (F*V and F*T) in a similar fashion, a greater
understanding of their effects on the system can be achieved. Again, these two interactions
were found to be inconsistent interactions (i.e. they work against the effects of their
constituent factors). In addition, in each interaction plot, neither of the lines for the
interactions were parallel hence both interactions were significant. For the interaction
between flow rate and temperature (F*T), optimal column performance is achieved at a low
flow rate and high temperature. In the two-factor interaction between flow rate and volume
(F*V), optimal column performance was again achieved at both a low flow rate and load
volume. (In the analysis by interaction plots, it was assumed that the design space between
the levels of the factors is linear. This is often not the case. When designs are used in a
control scheme, the exact curvature of the design space needs to be determined. This is
beyond the scope the thesis.)
To conclude, interaction plots have helped to identify the operating conditions based on the
experiments performed that yield an optimum column performance. These are T=28.0°C,
V=l% and F=0.08 mL/min. In addition, from the Pareto chart in Fig 4.4, column
performance is maximised at C=3.00 mg/mL. It must be remembered that in this analysis it is
assumed that the discrimination factor (do) is an accurate measure of column performance. In
the next section, the selection of an adequate set of parameters to describe each
chromatogram is discussed.

4.7

D e te rm in in g a s e t o f p a r a m e te r s t o c h a r a c t e r i s e e a c h
CHROMATOGRAM

The objective of this chapter was to characterise the test SEC system so that an adequate set
of parameters to describe each separation performed with the test SEC system would be
obtained.
The SEC stage examined in this thesis is used as a final polishing step to isolate a protein in
monomeric form (Chapter 2). The primary objective of the stage can be stated as ensuring
that the product pool must have at least a minimum purity, typically 99%. However, in order
to reduce process costs, the yield and productivity must be maximised. To assess the ability
of the chromatography column to achieve these objectives an adequate set of parameters, or
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response factors, must be identified. These response factors must be chosen such that they
reflect the yield and purity objectives. This is problematic since there are a multitude of
possible parameters which can be determined from each UV profile. The discrimination
factor (do) was chosen as an example of such a response factor (parameter). A full factorial
experimental design was employed to assess the impact of the four process variables
identified in section 4.3 on the separation performance of the test SEC system as measured by
the discrimination factor. The use of do (section 3.2.3.3) as an alternative to the resolution
factor (section 3.2.3.2) in the experimental design highlighted a reason why the selection of
an adequate set of parameters may not be possible in that situations may arise when values
for these parameters cannot be measured or calculated. Values for do could not be calculated
for certain separations due to the absence of a valley between the monomer and dimer peaks
(section 4.6.2). In the manual analysis of the chromatograms collected from the experimental
design (section 4.6.3), the size of the product fractions did not correlate well with the values
obtained for do. Hence the use of this parameter to describe accurately the information present
in each UV profile (chromatogram) is limited. In fact, it could be argued that using any set of
such parameters has the potential to neglect information in some parts of the chromatogram
and hence to give spurious indications.
For the reasons described above, the whole UV profile of the chromatography eluent has to
be used and any quantitative techniques used in subsequent chapters must be capable of
accommodating the entire chromatogram and multivariate changes in the process variables.
Malmquist (1994) argued a similar case and used entire UV profiles from the HPLC of
peptide sequences for the quality control of rDNA-derived proteins. The use of selected
chromatography parameters, used as response factors, can still be useful however for
monitoring purposes. Changes in the width and symmetry of the monomer peak have been
known to help identify column degradation [Seely et al (1994)]. Hence, there may also be a
case for determining a set of characteristic parameters to complement the use of entire UV
profiles and for detailed off-Hne analysis.

4 .8

C o n c l u s io n s

In this chapter
• the process variables for the test SEC system have been identified by considering both the
physical properties of the chromatography and the position of the SEC system in
downstream processing;

-
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the quantification of charge-to-charge and batch-to-batch variation has been shown to
provide a compact notation for chromatographic datasets and to potentially help in the atline monitoring of chromatographic processes by statistical techniques (e.g. SPC,
experimental design);
experimental design has been demonstrated as a valuable tool for screening physical
processes and has been successfully applied to the test SEC system employed in this
thesis showing that it is multivariate in the process variables;
the use of individual peak parameters and separation criteria derived from UV profiles for
characterising a separation has been questioned since such parameters can ignore vital
information in other parts of a chromatogram;
it has been decided that methods using complete UV profiles must be used for diagnosis
in order not to lose vital information - this approach will be pursued in subsequent
chapters.
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A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL BASED ON PATTERN
RECOGNITION FOR AT-LINE DIAGNOSIS OF
CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCESSES

Sum m ary

In this chapter a detailed description of a diagnostic tool for at-line analysis of
chromatographic separations which utilises the complete UV profile is provided. The tool is
based on principal component analysis (PCA), a multivariate statistical technique, and
comprises a three stage process. The first stage provides a qualitative match between current
process performance and historical data groups (clusters). This match was performed by
developing a single principal component (PC) model for the entire historical batch data
available using diagnostic ‘scores’ plots to identify to which clusters the current charge is
closest. The second stage provides a quantitative match by calculating a distance measure
between the current charge and the PC models of those clusters singled out in the first stage
(SIMCA classification). In the final stage a PC model for the entire current batch is compared
with the models for historical, validated batches. This information can be used to assist in
validation of the product by comparing entire current batch performance with that of
validated historical batches.

5 .2

I n t r o d u c t io n

In downstream processing schemes for the high resolution purification of biomolecules (e.g.
therapeutic proteins derived from rDNA technology) process-scale chromatographic
processes are commonplace (Chapter 2). Presently, there is a lack of advanced automated
diagnostic techniques to assess rapidly the performance of such chromatography columns
(section 2.2). Application of advanced diagnostic tools to such systems permits colunrn
performance or a multivariate change in the process variables to be detected rapidly (section
2.4.2). These faults are mostly subtle and may not be easily detectable by a human operator.
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This chapter addresses the chromatography control problem described in Chapter 2 by
describing in detail the required elements of a diagnostic tool to analyse, at-line, the
performance of process-scale chromatographic systems. The tool employs the alternative
data-driven (empirical) method of process modelling to analyse complex bioprocess data.
Data-driven modelling techniques for process analysis utilise statistics (e.g. SPC charts) to
abstract meaningful information from process data by monitoring the output variables. Such
techniques are ideal for bioprocesses where the amounts of process data obtained are vast.
These tools have the potential to reduce the amount of process data by extracting only
meaningful information which can then be used to assist in the time-consuming validation of
the product by providing easily interpretable qualitative and quantitative information.

The statistical techniques used in the diagnostic tool are based on principal component
analysis (PCA). A detailed account of the fundamentals of PCA is provided in the next
section (section 5.3). Subsequent material discusses how PCA is employed in this thesis to
assess the degree of similarity (i.e. match) between chromatograms.

5 .3

P rin c ip a l c o m p o n en t a n a ly s is

In this section, a description of principal component analysis (PCA) is presented. It includes a
geometrical description of the mechanism of PCA. From this geometric definition, the
remaining subsections focus on the development of PC models and how these can be
optimised.

PCA is a standard multivariate statistical method which is used to extract meaningful
information from complex sets of highly correlated data. PCA eliminates redundant
information in the dataset by only retaining the main features inherent within it [Wold et al
(1987)]. When PCA is applied to a complex dataset, a principal component model is
obtained. Each model comprises several principal components (PCs), normally 4 or 5, which
represent the majority of the data patterns in the dataset [Kârsnâs and Lindblom (1992)]. PCA
was originally developed by Pearson (1901) and is described in many text books [Cooley and
Lohnes (1971), JolifFe (1986)]. A comprehensive review of the approach used in this thesis
are given in papers by Albano et al (1981), Wold et al (1983), Wold (1987) and Malmquist
(1994).

-
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Consider a data matrix X, with n rows and m columns (dimensions nxm), which represents
all available process data. The organisation of X can be visualised in Fig 5.1.

‘m’ measured variables

‘n’
batches/
charges

Fig 5.1
Illustration of the organisation of the nxm data matrix
X. The columns of the matrix are the measured variables such as
the peak retention times and resolution. The rows represent a
batch/charge which comprise the measured variables.

The matrix is organised such that each row represents all the variables measured for a
particular process. The rows are commonly referred to as samples or objects. The columns of
the matrix represent the measured variables. For process-scale chromatographic systems, each
row would represent a batch or charge. The columns would be measured variables such as the
peak retention times and separation criteria such as the resolution and discrimination factors
(Rs and d j . In effect each row represents the parameters calculated from a chromatogram
(e.g. retention time, peak width, peak heights etc.).

In the following sections, a geometric and mathematical interpretation of X is presented in
terms of principal components. The geometric interpretation (section 5.3.1) of a PC model of
X allows the data patterns to be visualised on low-dimensional plots. Section 5.3.2 extends
these geometric principles by demonstrating how principal component models are developed.
These PC models provide a framework for quantitative analysis.

-
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Geometric interpretation

PCA is simply interpreted as visualising the data in X in a different manner. Each object (row
of X) may be represented as a point in an m-dimensional hyperspace. Such a space can be
difficult to visualise if m>3. PCA overcomes this bottleneck by projecting the data patterns in
X onto a k-dimensional hyperspace where k is often no greater than 3 [Karsnas and Lindblom
(1993)]. This lower k-dimensional space is often referred to as the PC plane. The PC plane is
defined by k principal components where the components are orthogonal to each other. The
translation of the data contained in X onto these orthogonal components allows relationships
between objects and variables to be estabhshed and multi-dimensional analysis to be carried
out.

The first PC is calculated such that it points in the direction of greatest variation in the data.
This is essentially a least-squares process whereby a linear model is fitted to the data. The
second component is fitted so that it is orthogonal to the first one and e^qplains the greatest
amount of the remaining variability. Hence, the second PC is obtained by fitting a straight
line through the residuals left after the fitting of the first component. The residual can be
considered to be the data in X not accounted for by the first PC model. The first two
components thus describe a 2 dimensional plane (Fig 5.2). Subsequent PCs are calculated in
a similar manner. It is common for PCA to be used as a method for reducing the
dimensionality of X because the first few components normally account for most of the
variation in X [Wold (1976)]. Indeed, Karsnas and Lindblom (1992) determined that from
the fourth PC onwards, there is very little valuable information carried by the PC model.
Their studies did however focus on the use of peak parameters in ion-exchange
chromatography where there were many correlations between the variables which may not
always be the case.

The loadings vectors define the location of the plane in terms of the original variables
(columns of X), with the projection of each object being located on this plane by its scores
[Kresta e/ a/ (1991)]. The score is the distance from the origin of this new plane along each
component and is calculated as the product of the loading vector and the object. The
perpendicular distance from each object to the plane is the residual for that object. The
information contained in the original m-dimensional space can now be described using the 2dimensional scores and loadings plots. The foimer illustrates the relationships between
objects and components while the latter shows the relationships between variables and

-
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PC1

00 0,

Fig 5.2 Geometric representation of PCA. For m=3, each object can be represented as
a point within a 3-dimensional volume. Fitting a 2-component PC model gives a plane.
Points within the volume that do not lie on the principal component plane are
considered to be affected by random noise.

components. It is these graphical aids; scores, loadings and biplots (scores and loadings
superimposed) which make PCA ideal for pattern recognition. In these plots, the relationships
between variables and groups of objects (clusters or classes) can be determined [Wold (1976),
Wold etal{\9%l)].

5.3.1.1

Scores plots

The scores plots provide a means by which any relationships (similarity) between samples
can be determined. It shows the position of the objects on a pair of PCs and represents the
variable space projected onto the plane spanned by the PCs. A scores plot is constructed in
the following way. Each object is located on the PC plane by its scores. For each object there
are k scores, one for each PC. For n objects there are n scores values for each PC. Plotting the
scores o f one PC against another will reveal relationships between objects. This is feasible
since the PCs are orthogonal to each other. An example of such a plot can be seen in Fig 5.3.
In this two-dimensional plot, there are 7 distinct groups of objects (clusters). Clusters indicate

-
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Fig 5.3 Scores plot for the first two PCs. The plot illustrates the presence of
relationships between objects (rows of X ) in the form of clusters. In the plot
here, there are 7 distinct groupings spread about the origin.

similarity between their constituent objects and make PCA ideal as a tool for comparison of
current batch performance based upon that of historical information/data.

5.3.1.2

Loadings plots

Loadings plots are 2-dimensional and permit any relationships (correlations) between
variables to be determined. Such plots are a projection of the object space onto the plane
spanned by the PCs. The loading vectors define the location of the PC plane on the basis of
the original variables (Fig 5.2). Each variable has an associated loading described by k
values, one for each PC. A loading plot, such as the one in Fig 5.4, is interpreted in the
following way.

If point 1 corresponds to a dependent variable, the direction from the point through the origin
is of great interest. The independent variable 2 is pointing in the same direction. This implies
that any increase in the value of 2 will also cause an increase in the value of 1. Variable 3
(independent) points in the opposite direction and an increase in its value will decrease the
value of 1 (i.e. they are covariate). Variable 3 varies inversely to 1. Variables 4, 5 and 6 are
independent of 1 and 2 since they lie on a line perpendicular to the direction of 1 and 2. Any
increase in 7 will increase the values of both 1 and 6, whilst an increase in 8 will decrease 6
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Fig 5,4
Loadings plot for the first two PCs. The plot illustrates the
relationships between the variables (columns of X). Points 1 and 6 are
dependent variables whilst the remaining ones are independent. Points 1 and 2
are covariate (i.e. any increase in 2 will cause an increase in 1). Variable 3
varies inversely to 1. Variables 4, 5 and 6 are independent of 1 and 2 since
they lie on a line perpendicular to the direction of 1 and 2. Any increase in 7
will increase the values of both 1 and 6, whilst an increase in 8 will decrease 6
and increase 1. Since point 4 lies at the origin, it does not have any influence
at all on the other variables. In general, if the scales on the axes are identical,
any parameter on a line through the origin perpendicular to the direction of 1
will have no influence on 1.

and increase 1. Variable 4, which is situated near the origin has no influence on the outcome
of the experiment at all, and can be varied freely. If it is a variable used solely for quality
control, it does not have to be measured at all and can be omitted from future experiments. In
general, if the scales on the PC axes are identical, any variable on a line through the origin
perpendicular to the direction of 1 will have no influence on 1 [Kârsnâs and Lindblom
(1993)].

By interpreting the loading plot in such a manner, it is possible to assess and quantify the
effect of variables on one another. Variables can then be ranked in order of importance so that
future processes can be operated in a more efficient maimer. More importantly, relationships
between variables can be determined and resolved. This is of increasing importance in the
manufacturing industries where relationships between variables are often complex. It is this
ability to resolve and quantify multivariate relationships in easily interpretable two
dimensional plots between variables which makes PCA ideal for the diagnosis of multivariate
biotechnological unit operations such as chromatography.

-
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Mathematical definition - developing PC models

The geometric interpretation of PCA presented in section 5.3.1 allows a more formal
mathematical framework, for determining the k-dimensional stmcture, to be developed. In
this section a method of how to develop PC models, consistent with the geometric
representation, is presented.

The data matrix X is organised (Fig 5.1) such that the columns consist of the measured
variables obtained for each object (rows) such that:

T

X,

(5.1)

X=

X is a matrix (dimensions nxm) representing all possible available chromatographic datasets;
Xj is a column vector (dimensions Ixm) representing all the data from one chromatogram;
x^is the transpose^ of x, and is also a row vector;
n is the number of rows in X (i.e. the number of samples or objects);
m is the number of columns in X (i.e. the number of variables measured for each object).

In this study, before extraction of the PCs, X is mean centred such that the average of each
variable is subtracted from each element in the column. Mean centering ensures that the first
PC will not only measure distance and direction but also any variation in the data. PCA is
subsequently applied to the mean centred matrix to obtain a model [Wold et al (1987)]:

X = Ix; + TPx + E

where

^

The transpose of column vector with n elements is a row vector with n elements.

-
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T

P.

TPx=[t.

L

t] E.

■■■

(5.2a)

2.

E is the residual matrix (same dimensions as X) and comprises that data in X not explained
by the PC model TP^;
1 is a vector (dimensions nxl) whose elements are all unity;
XJ

is a row vector whose m elements are the averages of the variables (columns) of X;

tj (i=l,...,k) are the score vectors each with n elements;
p (i=l,...,k) are the loading vectors each with m elements.

The columns of T are the score vectors, the rows of

are the loadings vectors in row format

and k is the number of PCs. T and P^ are determined such that p^p^=0 and tTtj=0 for
(i.e. the requirement for orthogonality) [Wold et al (1987)]. Vectors which are orthogonal are
independent of each other (i.e. no correlation exists between them).

By applying PCA to the mean-centred matrix X - lx J , each object x, can be expressed in
terms of the PC model and a residual vector, such that:

j=i

where

is the residual for the

object (/^ row of X).

can be considered to be the part of the object not explained by the PC model and is
unique to that object. From the geometric interpretation (section 5.3.1), the residual ef for

-
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Object in variable space
Projection of object on PC plane

PCI

Fig 5.5 Graphical description of the residual vector Cj and its
relationship to the scores h of the object Xj. The graph shows a
one component PC model for the objects. Vi and V2 are the
original variables for which process measurements are
obtained for each object. The residual for object Xj defines the
perpendicular vector from the object in variable space to its
projection tj on the PC plane. In this case the PC plane is a line
since there is only one PC. The same philosophy applies to
higher dimensional PC planes.

the

object defines the perpendicular vector of the object to its projection on the PC plane as

shown in Fig 5.5. Each sample can thus be divided into a common and unique sample
structure. The unique part of the object x f is its residual eT which is used as the basis for
the classification of unassigned objects.

The dimensionality k of the PC model TP^ is chosen such that there is no significant process
information left in the residual matrix E. The residual matrix E should preferably represent
random error only. The inclusion of component number k+1 may lead to a larger prediction
error for the model. This is due to the fact that additional components would model noise
patterns unique to the dataset which may not be present when the model is used to classify
unknown quantities.

There are several techniques for determining the dimensionality k, but the most robust and
common one is the ‘prediction error for the sum-of-squares’ (PRESS) algorithm in crossvalidation [Wold (1978)]. In this way, an optimal PC model TP^ can be obtained which
accounts for most of the significant variation in X without incorporating detrimental noise
effects. An account of the fundamentals of cross-validation is presented in section 5.3.4.2.

-
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Cross-validation is only applied to PC models when the model is used for the classification
of unassigned samples (objects) [Kvalheim (1993)]. It is not usually employed when PCA is
used as an e^loratory tool to establish patterns from process data.

The matrices T and

can be calculated by several methods, the two most common ones

being the non-iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) algorithm [Wold (1976)] and singular
value decomposition [Kresta et al {\99\)]. The latter technique is commonly associated with
spectral decomposition and eigenvalue analysis [Kaspar and Ray (1993)]. In this thesis, the
NIPALS algorithm was employed owing to its ease of computation [MacGregor et al (1991)]
and is described in the next section (section 5.3.3).

5.3.3

The NIPALS algorithm

The NIPALS (non-linear iterative partial least squares) is the preferred approach for
calculating the number of PCs [MacGregor et al (1991)]. The advantages of this method over
singular value decomposition are three-fold: firstly, the covariance matrix X^X does not need
to be determined; secondly, missing data can be handled; and PCs are extracted in order of
decreasing importance [Wold et al (1987), MacGregor et al (1991), Kvalheim (1993)]. The
flexibility of the NIPALS algorithm in coping with missing data makes it an ideal choice for
analysis by PCA of data generated from industrial processes. This is simply due to the fact
that data generated from industrial processes may not be complete. Only a description of the
mechanism is presented since full details can be found in Geladi and Kowalski (1986).

The NIPALS algorithm does not calculate all the PCs at once, but determines tj and
from X. The product

is subtracted from X to give the residual matrix

The residual

matrix is then used to calculate the second principal component defined by L and

. In

T

fact, L 3nd i-2
p are determined directly from E^. Subsequent PCs are calculated in a similar
manner.

Once the PCs have been extracted, PC models can then be optimised. Optimising models is
dependent on the purpose of the investigation. If the objective is to determine any data
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groupings within X, there is no need to optimise the model. If the models are used as a basis
for classifying test samples, then they must be optimised. Since the purpose of this work is to
carry out such classification, the methods for optimising PC models are discussed in the next
section.

5.3.4

Optimising PC models

The objective of optimising PC models is to determine the number of PCs which describe the
majority of the data patterns in the dataset X. This number of components k should not model
detrimental noise patterns. Optimising PC models ensures that the best model is obtained
with respect to the classification of unassigned samples.

There are several techniques for finding the dimension, k, of PC models. The most widely
used method is cross-validation [Wold (1978)] and a brief description is presented in section
5.3.4.2. However an important factor to consider before cross-validation can be implemented
is the detection of outliers which can be strong or weak. The former are easy to detect, whilst
the latter are more difficult. Outliers can influence the predictive ability of PC models and can
induce biased results (e.g. misclassification of test samples) [Albano et al (1981), Wold et al
(1983)]. The ways in which outhers are detected are discussed in the next section.

5.3.4.1

Detecting outliers

In PCA, outliers can be detected by several methods. Provided they are few, strong outliers
present no serious problem. They can be identified as isolated points in the scores plots of the
major PCs. However, weak outliers present a more subtle but highly important problem.
Weak outliers are not revealed in scores plots until the extraction of minor PCs. Provided that
the distribution of the data under investigation are normal, outliers can be detected by the
following methods.

•

Examining the distribution of the scores along a PC using a normal plot [Chatfield
(1992)] can reveal the presence of weak outliers. (Normal plots are discussed in
Appendix 1.)

-
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•

Dixon’s Q-test [Miller and Miller (1984)] is one of the more simple statistical tests to
determine weak outliers provided the scores along a PC are normally distributed.

•

The residual distances of the samples to a PC model can be compared with the maximum
allowable for the model (section 5.5.2) using an appropriate statistical test.

The detection and subsequent elimination of outliers should be performed with caution. A
priori knowledge of the objects in the model may reveal that the outliers reflect some feature
of the physical system and should be retained [Wold et al (1983)]. In such situations, the
distribution of the sample scores will be skewed. In such circumstances, the statistical tests
which rely upon normal distributions (e.g. F-test for determining class membership in section
5.5.2) can no longer be used and an alternative should be sought. Alternatively, the data
being modelled can be transformed (e.g. by taking logs or square root) to ensure normally
distributed data. However, care should be taken so that no meaningful information in the data
is lost by the transformation. Treatment of outliers in PC modelling is well documented in
Albano et al (1981), Wold et al (1983) and Kvalheim (1993).

Once the models have been suitably ‘polished’ by removal of outliers, the optimum number
of PCs can be estimated. One of the most common techniques used for this is crossvalidation and is discussed in the next section.

5.3.4.2

Cross-validation to estimate the number of components

Estimating the optimum number of components a PC model can be accomplished in several
ways. One of the most common and widely used techniques is cross-validation. Only a brief
explanation is provided in this section as a comprehensive account is documented in Wold
(1978) and Kvalheim (1993).

A widely used cross-validation technique suitable for small sample sets is the Teave-out-onesample-at-a-time’ procedure. In this approach, all the samples in the dataset set are used to
develop and validate the model. This procedure omits one sample from the dataset at a time
and then recalculates the PC model so that there are n principal components (i.e. same as the
number of samples). The ‘training’ model is then used to predict the scores for the omitted
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sample with a one component model, followed by a two component model, etc. The
difference between the actual and predicted scores is used to estimate an overall prediction
error (PRESS). This procedure is repeated until all the samples in the training set have been
left out. The model giving the smallest prediction error is the optimum. Since this method is
computationally intensive, it is not economical for large datasets. In such situations variants
of the above procedure have been developed. For example, ‘the leave-out-one-block-ofsamples-at-a-time’ procedure. In this procedure, the training set is randomly rearranged, and a
block of samples omitted [Kvalheim (1993)].

The cross-validation techniques described above have their critics [Droge and van't Klooster
(1987), Droge et al (1987), Wold and Sjostrom (1987)]. The main criticism is the inability to
cope with datasets where the ratio of variables to samples (objects) (i.e. m/n) is large. A more
simple technique to determine the optimal number of components lies with the data analyst in
person. By using a priori knowledge, and the analyst’s expertise in conjunction with detailed
analysis of the scores and loadings plots, a more robust optimum model can be achieved. For
example, using the geometric interpretation (section 5.3.1) as the basis to decide which of the
major PCs account for the majority of the variation in the data set. In automated processes,
development of PC models would therefore have to be performed by the data analyst between
batches.

Once the PC model has been validated, it can be used as the basis for classifying future test
samples. For the work in this study, the test samples were classified using several PC models.
This is known as disjoint PC modelling or SIMCA classification, an account of which can be
found in the next section.

5.4

D i s j o i n t PC m o d e l l i n g

Disjoint PC modelling was first developed by Wold (1976) as a means for data-driven pattern
recognition. It is commonly referred to as SIMCA (Simple Independent Modelling of Class
Analogies). In this method several PC models are developed for different features of the
dataset. For example, if the data derived from a physical system can be grouped into, say
three clusters, a PC model is developed for each cluster. This is entirely logical since each
cluster may represent a particular feature or known disturbance for the physical system such

-
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as a change in the temperature. Disjoint PC modelling has been adopted in this thesis for this
very reason.

Disjoint PC modelling is well documented in many texts but the most authoritative accounts
can be found in Wold (1976), Albano et al (1981), Wold et al (1983) and Malmquist (1994).
The main features of disjoint modelling are that data patterns in the original dataset are
modelled separately. The essential steps to this pattern recognition technique are summarised
below.

• A PC model is developed for the whole dataset X (section 5.3.2). The scores plots of the
major components will reveal any similarities between the rows (objects, samples or
chromatograms) by so-called ‘clustering’.
•

For each of these clusters, separate PC models are developed. These models are
independent of each other since they are modelled separately (disjoint modelling).

• The disjoint models are polished, or filtered (e.g. removal of outliers and validation), so
that their ability to predict is maximised (section 5.3.4).

When using disjoint models to classify test samples, several mles must be adhered to in order
to obtain the best possible environment for classification^. These rules mostly concern the
size of the dataset for each disjoint model, however it is imperative that the dataset is meancentred prior to extraction of PCs. Disjoint PC models should contain at least 5 samples,
preferably 10 or more, the minimum being 3. The minimum number of variables is 3.
However, Droge and van't Klooster (1987) and Droge et al (1987) studied the SIMCA
method in great detail and concluded that for an increasing ratio of variables to samples (i.e.
m/n), the F-test for assigning test samples to a cluster becomes less accurate. (The F-test is a
statistical test employed to compare variances.) Once the disjoint models have been
developed and polished, they can be used to classify future samples. This is discussed in the
next section.

^

These rules also apply to the development of PC models in general.
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U s i n g d i s j o i n t PC m o d e l s t o c l a s s i f y t e s t s a m p l e s

In this section, the way in which test samples are classified is discussed and focuses on firstly
determining the degree of fit between the test sample and disjoint PC models, and then using
a statistical test to determine membership to a cluster.

A procedure for this classification is summarised as follows.

•

Fit the test sample^ to the disjoint model on the basis of the loadings (section 5.5.1).

•

Obtain a residual vector for the fitted sample and estimate its residual standard deviation
(RSD) (section 5.5.2).

•

Compare the RSD of the test sample with the maximum RSD for the cluster to allow for
an informed decision on cluster membership (section 5.5.3).

Considering the situation shown in Fig 5.6 where a test sample v appears to be equidistant to
two clusters r and q. The above procedure would be ideal for determining to which cluster v
is closest. Each of these procedural elements is described in fiuther detail in the following
sections.

5.5.1

Fitting test samples to PC models

Consider the situation where a test sample, which is represented by a column vector y whose
m elements are the variables measured, was identified as being close to two clusters r and q.
PC models for clusters r and q have been developed. This situation is illustrated in Fig 5.6.

In a process environment the test sample would be that data vector representing the current process.
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V,
PC model r
— PC model q

model r and
its range

model q and
its range

Fig 5,6 An illustration of the distance of the test sample v from
two neighbouring clusters, r and q. The two linear curves
represent PC models for clusters r and q (i.e. one PC per model).
The distance dv(r) between the test sample v and cluster r is taken
from the centroid of the model. If the data are mean-centred prior
to modelling, then this distance is the distance from the origin.
The RSD s^y, is the perpendicular ‘distance’ of v from the PC
model for cluster r.

The current charge v is fitted to a disjoint PC model on the basis of the loading vectors. New
scores are defined with the same loadings vectors. For example, in order to determine the
distance of v to the PC model for cluster r, the following equation is defined:

T

v(r)
a= l

where:
Vis the vector (dimensions mxl) representing the current process;
Cp is the vector (dimensions mxl) obtained when the samples used to develop model r are
mean-centred (section 5.3.2);
tv(r,a) (a=l,...,kp) is the score of the test object v on the a* PC of the model for cluster r;
p

(a=l,...,kp) is the loadings vector for the ûf* PC in the PC model for cluster r;

ev(r) is the residual for v after it has been fitted to the PC model for cluster r.

-
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Equation 5.4 is reduced to give the following equation in which the scores are determined by
multiple linear regression [Albano et al (1981)].

|v ’ ’ - C ^ l =

+ 5 v (r)

(S - 5 )

a= l

The regression coefficients tv(r,a) (a=l,...,kj are determined so that the residuals

are

minimised. Algorithms to determine these regression coefficients can be found in Wold et al
(1983) and Kvalheim (1993).

Once y has been fitted to the cluster models the distance to the closest clusters can be
quantified by manipulation of the residuals obtained in the fitting procedure. This is
discussed in the next section.

5.5.2

Assessing the degree of fit between test samples and PC models

Once the current charge has been fitted to the cluster models, its degree of fit to the clusters
can be determined. Such distance measures obtained exploit the residuals obtained in the
fitting procedure.

The degree of fit between the object and cluster model is measured by the distance of the
sample to the model and, more commonly, the residual standard deviation (RSD). These two
quantities are related to each other and a graphical illustration of them is shown in Fig 5.6.

The distance dv(r) is effectively the magnitude of the residual vector

obtained when y is

fitted to the PC model for cluster r. It represents the distance of the test sample y to the
centroid of the disjoint PC model for cluster r. If mean-centering of the data used to develop

-
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the model was performed prior to extraction of PCs (which is the case in this thesis) then the
model centroid is the origin of the PC plane. The distance dv(r) is defined by:

d v(r) -

Ê v(r) - Ê v(r) ® v(r)

(^- Q

The residual standard deviation (RSD) is more commonly used than the distance measure
defined above since it is a more accurate description of the goodness-of-fit between v and a
disjoint PC model. The RSD, Sv(r), is the perpendicular distance of v to the cluster model (Fig
5.6) and is given by:

4 '= A

:

where m is the number of variables. This gives a measure which is independent of the
number of variables and which is corrected for the loss of degrees of freedom"^ due to the
fitting of kf components.

If V is a member of the data used to develop a model, then to determine its distance from its
corresponding PC model and to check cluster membership, equation 5.7 is multiplied by a
correction factor [Albano et al (1981), Kvalheim (1993)]. The correction factor for y, when
taken from the training data for PC model r, is:

n _ —k_ —1

The number of degrees of freedom is the number of independent measurements which are available.
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Once the distance of v to has been quantified by the above equations, the next step is to
decide upon its membership to a cluster. The central theme to this classification is to use the
magnitude of the residuals. This is discussed in the next section.

5.5.3

Determining membership of test samples to PC models

Once the distance between a test object v and several disjoint models have been quantified,
the classification takes place. In order to do this, the disjoint model must be closed along the
axis as shown in Fig 5.6. The model must also be closed around the PC axes. An example of
such a model is described in Fig 5.7.

The range of the cluster is determined by calculating upper and lower limits for the scores.
There are several techniques for closing the model along each PC axis, but none are problem
free. Wold (1976) and Albano et al (1981) all specified the use of the scores of the samples
and their spread along each PC axis. The implicit assumption here is that the sample scores
are normally distributed, which in some cases may not be the case. Their method of
calculating limits have been widely adopted in multivariate software packages [Kvalheim
(1993)] and is the technique adopted in this thesis. These limits are defined by

^lower,a~ ^min,a

(^-

^^t,a

^pper,a “ ^min,a

where
tiower,a and tupper.a
‘■upper, are the upper and lower limits of the scores on the a* PC;
tmin,a and tmax,a are the extreme scores on the

PC;

St^a is the standard deviation of the scores on the

tit.
s l = —

PC and is defined as:

(5.10)

n
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ip p er

lr(max]

§ rejected as a member
@ included as a member

The closed disjoint model for a PC model for cluster r with
one component is a cylinder, t^pp^ and tio^„ are determined by the
maximum and minimum scores of the samples in the model. The radius
of the cylinder is determined by a combination of the average RSDs of
the samples to the PC model and the F-test. Any test charges lying
witliin the cylinder are classified as being part of the model whilst those
lying outside the cylinder are rejected.
Fig 5.7

where

is the scores vector for the a

PC and n is the dimension o f the scores vector. In

order for these limits to be consistent with SPC, a more appropriate method for closing along
each PC would be determining confidence and tolerance limits (Appendix 1).

Once the scores have been closed along each axis, the model must be closed around each PC.
Hence for a one component model the closed disjoint model is a cylinder as shown in Fig
5.7. The radius o f this cylinder is related to the collective RSD for all the samples used to
develop the model. The RSDs o f the n^ objects used to develop the model for cluster r are
collected in a vector Sr (dimension np<l). These RSDs are calculated from equation 5.7 with
the correction factor (|)^ (equation 5.8). The average RSD for the cluster model, Sr, is given by;

2

This average RSD value for cluster r is used in conjunction with the F-test to determine s^^ax)
the maximum allowable RSD for the cluster. The F-test is a statistical test for comparing
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variances; sj is a variance. Sr(max) is the radius of the model cylinder in Fig 5.7. The equation
to determine this maximum value is:

(5.12)

where

is the critical F-value obtained from statistical tables for the F-test. The degrees of

freedom to determine the appropriate F-value are (m^-kr) for the numerator and (mr-kr)(nr-kr1) for the denominator at a probability level determined by the analyst. The smaller the
probability level p, the larger Sr(max) is, giving wider confidence bands. Common values for p
are 0.01 (99% confidence) and 0.05 (95% confidence). In order to diagnose membership of y
to the model for cluster r, its RSD s^(v) is compared with Sr(max)- If Sr(v)< Sr(max), then v is
accepted as being similar to the samples comprising the cluster r with a 1 in 1/p chance of
being wrong [Kvalheim (1993)].

The F-test method for classification does have its critics most notably Droge and van't
Klooster (1987) and Droge et al (1987). Each concluded that this method gave model
cylinders which were too narrow when m»n thus endangering misclassification. Wold and
Sjostrom (1987) suggested several methods to overcome this bottleneck. The first method is
to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. The second method is to use cross-validation for
validating the PC models (section 5.3.4.2). In this latter case, when a sample/block of
samples is omitted, the average RSD of the remaining samples is obtained by fitting them
(excluding the one(s) omitted) to the cluster model. This procedure is repeated until all the
samples have been omitted in which case there are n such average RSDs. The average of
these average RSDs gives large confidence bands [Wold and Sjostrom (1987)]. A more
robust method for determining a suitable classification scheme would be to use an
application-specific technique. The development of an application specific technique was
beyond the scope of this thesis but should be investigated as part of ongoing research.
In the scenario given in Fig 5.7, the test charge v was identified as being closest to two
clusters, r and q. A situation may arise when clusters r and q cannot be distinguished from
one another (i.e. clusters r and q ‘overlap’) and disjoint PC models have been developed for
each cluster. A procedure for analysing the overlap is presented in the next section.
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D i s t a n c e b e t w e e n d i s j o i n t PC m o d e l s

In this section, a procedure is presented which quantifies the distance between data clusters
revealed in the scores plots for the dataset X. The central theme of this technique is to
develop a disjoint PC model for each data cluster and then to determine the ‘distance’
between these disjoint PC models. If the distance between two disjoint PC models lies below
a threshold value, then several objects can be classified as members of both clusters.

Albano et al {\9%\) provided several measures for the quantification of the distance between
two disjoint PC models. The most robust technique is by use of the discrimination power to
judge the strength of individual variables in separating two clusters. The distance between
two disjoint PC models uses the discrimination power for all the variables. The
discrimination power is a useful measure for determining how well a given variable (column
of the data matrix) can be used to distinguish between different data groupings (clusters). In
disjoint PC modelling, the variables used for each model are the same but the discrimination
power of each variable will be different.

To obtain the discrimination power for a variable, the scenario given in Fig 5.8 should be
considered. When the samples comprising cluster r are fitted to the PC model for cluster q
(Fig 5.8) by using equation 5.5, a residual matrix Er,q is obtained. Each row of Er,q
(dimensions n^xm) represents a residual row vector

for the

object of cluster r, of

which there are n^, when fitted to cluster q. Similarly, the objects of cluster q are fitted to the
PC model for cluster r to obtain a residual matrix Eq E r , q and Eqrepresent the inter-cluster
residuals. The intra-cluster residuals Ep,r are determined by fitting the samples of cluster r to
its own model. Eq q is determined in a similar manner. These phenomena are described
graphically in Fig 5.8.
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Fig 5.8c
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Fig 5.8d

Fig 5.8
These diagrams illustrate the underlying principles for estimating the distance
between disjoint PC models. Fig 5.8a shows two typical clusters r and q and their respective
PC models. Figs 5.8b and 5.8c show what is physically represented by the inter-cluster
residuals and how to quantify the spread of these. Fig 5.8d shows how to measure intra-cluster
residuals. The distance between r and q, d, q, is effectively a measure of inter- to intra-cluster
distances and takes a value of 1 or greater. A value close to 1 implies that the two models
cannot be distinguished from one another. PC models pass through the origin since data is
mean-centred prior to extraction of PCs. Therefore, if two PC models are parallel, represented
by dr,q taking a value of unity, they are the same since they lie on top of one another.
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The discrimination power for variable i between clusters r and q is defined as

where
Sf q(i) is the variance for variable i in Er,q when the samples in cluster r are fitted to the
model for cluster q;
(i) is the variance for variable i in Eq^r when the samples in cluster q are fitted to the
model for cluster r;
sJj. (i) is the variance for variable i in Er,r when the samples in cluster r are fitted to its own
model;
Sqq (i) is the variance for variable i in Eq q when the samples in cluster q are fitted to its own
model.

s", (i) =

where

^ (i) is the

(5,13a)

column of Er,q. Sq,r is similarly defined, whilst s^^ is defined as

g:

(5.13b)

=

n. - k. - 1

The discrimination power gives a measure of the ability of a given variable to distinguish
between two clusters. It can be used to select an optimum set of variables so that two data
clusters are separated. (Such a procedure may be useful in helping to identify a set of
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characteristic parameters to describe a chromatographic separation.) Alternatively, the
discrimination power can be used to eliminate redundant variables. By calculating the
discrimination power for all the variables, it is possible to combine them to quantify the
distance between 2 models.

The distance between two cluster PC models, dr q, is simply the square root of the cumulative
discrimination power for all the variables and is defined by:

i= l_____________________

--------------------

(5.14)

i=l

The different elements of equation 5.14 are described graphically in Fig 5.8. A cluster
distance above 3 suggest well separated clusters. However, values of the distance close to
unity imply that the models are parallel. Since the data matrices were mean-centred prior to
extraction of the PCs, parallelism equates to the PC models being the same.

The cluster distance is however influenced by the sensitivity to differences in shape (number
and relative magnitude of PCs) and the relative orientation of clusters. If the clusters are
dissimilar in shape and/or orientation, the ratio between inter- and intra-cluster residual
distances for individual samples can be calculated to ascertain cluster overlap. If the distance
is <1 for individual samples, clusters are overlapping. The Cooman plot [Albano et al{\9^\)]
is an adequate alternative way of visualising cluster overlap. In this plot, the RSDs of the
individual samples to two clusters are plotted together with the maximum residual distance
allowed for each cluster, Sr(max) or Sq(max)- An example of a Cooman plot is given in Fig 5.9.
The plot illustrates the way in which the overlap between two disjoint PC models can be
visualised. In Fig 5.9 an individual sample can be classified as being a member of both
clusters. In bioprocesses, such a plot can help to identify if charges in one batch can also be
classified as being members of another batch.

-
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objects in cluster r

O objects In cluster q

equal distance
betw een cluster
ra n d q

Smax for cluster r

RSD to PC model for cluster q

Fig 5.9 An illustration of the information provided by a Cooman plot
concerning ‘overlapping clusters’. In this plot there is overlap between
the two clusters. Two objects in cluster q (objects 1 and 2) also lie
within the bounds specified for cluster r. Similarly, one object in cluster
r (object 3) also lies within the bounds of cluster q. These three objects
can be classified as being members of both clusters r and q.

In the remaining sections in this chapter, a pattern recognition system for diagnosis process
performance in chromatographic processes is presented. This diagnostic tool utilises the
theory presented in previous sections.

5 .7

O v e r v ie w o f t h e p a t t e r n r e c o g n it io n s y s t e m

In this section, a synopsis of a 3-stage data-driven pattern recognition system for diagnosis of
process-scale chromatographic systems is presented. A diagrammatic overview of the system
is shown in Fig 5.10.
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Fig 5.10 A diagrammatic overview of the 3-stage pattern recognition system developed in this
thesis. Once the current charge has been processed, its UV profile is matched qualitatively with
all the historical data available. Those historical data groupings which lie close to the current
charge are singled out for quantitative matching in the 2nd stage. Once the charge has been
classified in both stages, a diagnosis can be made on the quality of the separation. Once all the
charges comprising the batch have been separated, the performance of the entire batch can be
quantified by matching with historical data. This batch-to-batch comparison can assist in product
validation. A diagrammatic representation of each of the 3 stages is shown in Figs 5.11, 5.12 and
5.13.
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The central element of the 3-stage diagnostic tool is the matching of a UV separation profile
with those in a historical database of profiles. A similar approach was adopted by Malmquist
(1994) who matched entire HPLC profiles of peptide sequences with known historical ones
using PCA. Matching the chromatogram to a template allows current process performance to
be diagnosed. If the current charge deviates firom pre-specified bounds corrective action can
then be initiated to bring the process back to within the operating hmits. The database may
also contain information concerning historical process faults which led to the generation of
particular forms of chromatograms. Current process faults can thus be diagnosed if the
current chromatogram is matched with a known chromatogram in the historical dataset. The
diagnostic tool provides a qualitative followed by a quantitative description of the closeness
of this match.

The diagnostic tool is based upon the phenomenon of disjoint PC modelling [Wold (1976),
Albano et al (1978,1981), Wold et al (1981,1983), Wold and Sjostrom (1987)]. In this
method, several PC models are developed for different data groupings. Disjoint modelling is
described in detail in section 5.4. The diagnostic tool presented in Fig 5.10 can be
summarised as follows.

•

Once the current charge has been processed by the chromatography column the resultant
UV profile representing the performance of the separation is compared with historical
archived data.

•

A qualitative matching of the current process chromatogram with respect to all available
historical data to determine those historical data groupings which are closest to it is
carried out (section 5.8).

•

A quantitative matching to quantify the ‘distance’ between the current process
chromatogram and those historical data groupings singled out in the previous qualitative
stage (section 5.9).

•

Once all the charges comprising the batch have been processed, a quantitative batch-tobatch comparison with validated historical batches is made (section 5.10).

For the first stage of the diagnostic tool in Fig 5.10, a single PC model is developed for all
historical datasets. This allows data groupings in the historical database to be determined. For
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the second stage, disjoint PC models are developed for each of the data groupings identified
in the first stage. In the final stage, a PC model is developed for each batch, including the
current one. In the remaining sections of this chapter each stage of the diagnostic tool is
presented in greater detail.

5.8

T h e f i r s t s ta g e : q u a lita tiv e m a tc h in g

This section provides a detailed account of the elements in the first stage of the diagnostic
tool. An overview of this stage is illustrated in Fig 5.11. It provides a qualitative description
of the current charge by matching with all historical chromatograms in the database.

Once the current charge has been processed by the chromatography column, the subsequent
UV profile can be analysed at-line. Matching this chromatogram with archived historical ones
in a database is performed by using the PC model for the whole historical dataset. (Specific
details of how PC models are developed can be found in section 5.3.) This is summarised
below.

The chromatogram for the current charge y is arranged in a suitable format so that it can
be easily ‘classified’ (i.e. the UV profile is ‘processed’ using appropriate signal processing
algorithms such as low pass filtering to remove high frequency noise).
From the database, the PC model for the entire historical data is accessed. By using this
PC model, the current charge is then matched (section 5.5.1). This gives rise to a series of
scores plots (section 5.3.1.1) such as the one in Fig 5.11. The number of scores plots
depends on the number of PCs in the PC model.
From the scores plots, the historical data groupings (clusters) closest to the current charge
V are identified. In Fig 5.11, there are 4 such clusters.
These diagnostic scores plots provide a qualitative description of the separation
performance of the current charge to be made. By visual inspection it is possible to say
that the performance appears similar to a particular group of past separations.
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historical data

diagnostic scores plot

F ig 5.11
A diagram illustrating the constituent parts of the first stage of the diagnostic
tool. A chromatogram for the current charge y is obtained. It is then matched using the PC
model for all of the historical data. This matching provides a series of ‘scores’ plots which
describe the relative position of y in relation to the historical data. If the PC model has more
than 2 PCs there are several such plots. Those historical data groupings which are closest to
y are singled out for the 2nd stage. In the above example of a scores plot, there are 4 such
groupings (clusters) which are closest to y. Note that in the remaining scores plots, the
closest clusters may be different to those in other ones.

The clusters singled out at this point are marked for further analysis with the current charge

y

in the second stage. This next stage provides a quantitative match between the current charge
y

and those clusters singled out as detailed in the next section.

5.9

T

he secon d sta g e

:

q u a n t it a t iv e m a t c h in g

The second stage provides a quantitative match between the current charge

y

and those

historical data groupings singled out in the first stage (section 5.8). A diagrammatic
representation of the second stage can be found in Fig 5.12.

From the first stage, a number of historical data groupings (clusters) were singled out which
were closest to the current charge

y.

Each of these clusters has its own unique PC model.

These PC models are independent of each other (i.e. they are disjoint). (A detailed account of
disjoint principal component (PC) modelling can be found in section 5.5.) The matching
process then proceeds as follows.
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PC model 1

RSD from V to
PC m odel 1

PC model 2

RSD from y to
PC m odel 2

PC model K

RSD from y to
PC m odel K

C urrent charge
V

Classify y quantitatively using each o f
the K batch/cluster models singled out
in the previous stage

I

A
I
I
I

PC m odels from
historical data

A diagram showing tlie constituent parts of the second stage of the diagnostic
tool. The dataset for the current charge y is classified using each of the K models
identified in the previous stage. For each model, a value of the residual distance (RSD) is
obtained which is proportional to tlie distance of y to the PC model. Using these RSD
values, the closest batch/cluster to y can be identified using a suitable statistical test. The
most common statistical test is the F-test. Alternatively, the model for the batch/cluster
giving the smallest RSD is deemed to be closest to y.
F ig 5.12

The current charge y is matched with each of the historical data groupings singled out in
the first stage, y is fitted simultaneously with the PC model for each of the clusters.
However, if the computational power permits, y can be compared with all the historical
data groupings. (The fitting process employed is detailed in section 5.5.1.)
The matching process provides a distance measure which indicates the degree of fit of y
to each of the disjoint PC models for the individual clusters. This distance measure is the
residual standard deviation (RSD) (section 5.5.2) which is proportional to the distance of
y from each PC model.
Each of the RSD values are used to assign membership to a cluster. The most common
method is to determine whether the RSD for y exceeds the maximum allowable RSD for
the cluster PC model (section 5.5.3). A statistical test such as the F-test is commonly
used in such situations. However, an alternative method is to select the closest cluster to
y by identifying the smallest of the RSD values.
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•

Identification of the closest cluster permits the performance of the current process charge,
V,

to be diagnosed. A suitable test to assess cluster membership would identify whether

the current separation has deviated from pre-specified process limits. These limits could
be the maximum allowable RSD from the PC model and the limits for the scores along
each PC in the disjoint model. Note that the template in this situation could be any one of
the historical data groupings. The first few charges in the batch can help in identifying
which of the historical data groups acts as a template for the current batch.

Once all the charges in the batch have been matched and quantified in this manner, and their
degree of fit to a template assessed, the performance of the whole batch can be compared
with that of historical ones. The comparison of batch-to-batch performance allows the
separation performance of the whole batch to be determined and is the subject of the next
section.

5.10

T h e t h i r d s ta g e : a s s e s s in g b a tc h p e r f o r m a n c e

This section provides a detailed account of the final stage of the diagnostic tool which
compares the separation performance of the whole batch in comparison with historical ones.
The main elements of this stage are illustrated in Fig 5.13. This final stage of the diagnostic
tool operates in the following manner.

•

Once all the charges in the current batch have been processed by the both the column and
the first two stages of the diagnostic tool, a PC model is developed for the complete
batch.
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Fig 5.13
A diagrammatic representation of the third stage of the tool which helps to
diagnose current batch performance. Once all the charges in the batch have been
processed, a PC model is developed for the entire batch. The batch model is then
compared with the models for all historical batches. This is performed by fitting the
charges of each batch to another one and vice versa (inter-batch variation). The charges of
tlie batch are also fitted to its own model to obtain a measure of intra-batch variation. The
distance between batch models is the ratio of inter- to intra-batch variation. Distances
greater than 3-4 imply that the two batches cannot be distinguished from one another.
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• The PC model for the current batch is now matched with the PC models^ for historical
batches. (Specific details of how this is performed mathematically can be found in
section 5.6.) If the available computational power permits, the current batch can be
compared with all historical ones.
•

The charges comprising the current batch are fitted to the PC model of another batch, say
r, by the procedure presented in section 5.6. The charges comprising batch r are then
fitted to the PC model for the current batch. This gives a measure of inter-batch variation.

• The charges comprising the current batch are fitted to its own model to obtain a measure
of intra-batch variation. This is also applied to batch r.
• The distance between the two batches is simply a measure of the total inter- to intra-batch
variation (section 5.6). A value less than 3 to 4 [Albano et al (1981), Wold et al (1983)]
implies that the two batches caimot be distinguished from one another (i.e. the two
batches are similar). This information can assist in product/process validation.
• For the case where the distance between two batch PC models is less than 3-4, a Cooman
plot (section 5.6) can be used to ascertain the nature of the overlap and it may be that one
or more charges can be assigned as members of both bathes.

Once analysis of the current batch has taken place and provided product validation is
successful, then information concerning the batch is incorporated into the database. This is
achieved by developing a new PC model for the whole dataset incorporating new batch
information. Subsequent models for clusters/batches would then have to be recalculated
accordingly. The PC models for the previous dataset are discarded and replaced with the
current ones.

5 .1 1

C o n c l u s io n s

In this chapter, it has been shown that

^

Note that batch PC models are not necessarily the same as those for historical data groupings. The PC
models for historical clusters may incorporate information from more than one batch.
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• PCA is a useful tool for visualising relationships in datasets comprising complex process
data;
• disjoint PC modelling (the SIMCA method) can be a useful tool for modelling known
disturbances or faults in physical processes;
• PC modelling is easily integrated into a generic diagnostic tool which has the potential to
be consistent with the philosophy of statistical process control (SPC);
• the diagnostic tool developed is a three-stage process: the first stage provides a qualitative
description of the current charge by comparison with all historical data; the seconds stage
provides a quantitative match of the current charge with selected historical data groupings;
and the final stage compares the entire current batch with historical ones.

In the next chapter, the diagnostic tool presented in this chapter is applied to three
experimental datasets.

-
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6

6 .1

APPLICATION OF THE PATTERN RECOGNITION
SYSTEM TO A CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCESS

Su m m a r y

This chapter describes the implementation of the diagnostic tool presented in Chapter 5 to the
test SEC system described in Chapter 3 with particular emphasis on its application in quality
control. To test the tool, three sets of data were generated in a controlled manner. The first
dataset was generated by using a full 2-level 4-factorial design with a centre point. The scores
plot of the dataset indicated the presence of 9 distinct clusters and not the expected 17. This
result was due to temperature having only a neghgible effect on the performance of the
system. Several test charges within this dataset were analysed by the tool. Qualitative
matching in the first stage of the tool indicated the correct clusters were closest to the test
charges. However, in the quantitative second stage, the statistical F-test rejected membership
to the correct clusters, highhghting a potential weakness in the tool. A further dataset was
generated using a second detector to mimic a process equipment change which may occur in
industrial practice. In this dataset only one variable was altered at a time. Exploratory
diagnosis by examination of the scores plots for this dataset indicated that temperature did
have an effect on the performance of the system. This difference emphasises the importance
of noting such instmmentation changes since a failure could lead to incorrect diagnosis of the
chromatographic system. In addition, it was found that the loadings curves reflected several
features of the variation between chromatograms such as changes in flow rate. A third dataset
was designed to test the final stage of the diagnostic tool. Three identical batches were
separated under similar operating conditions so that a measure of batch-to-batch variation
could be obtained.

-
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6 .2

In tro d u c tio n

In this chapter, the way in which the pattern recognition tool (Chapter 5) is applied to the test
SEC system (Chapter 3) is presented. The results from the analysis of this data by the
diagnostic tool are also presented.

In the manufacturing processes of pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical products,
production records have to be kept for a minimum of 7 years (section 2.3.3). These archived
batch records carry information about those batches which were validated successfully and
those which were not. Such a knowledge base can act as a basis by which current
manufacturing can be compared (i.e. diagnosed). In Chapter 5, a diagnostic tool was
developed which provides easily interpretable visual aids for comparing current process data
with historical data. In this chapter, the tool is applied to the test SEC system described in
Chapter 3 by using structured methodologies for the generation of three separate historical
databases in the following way.

• The first historical database (XI) was generated using an experimental design approach
(section 3.5.2.1). The historical database was used to diagnose the performance of two test
charges.
• The second historical database (X2) was generated by changing just one variable at any
one time. A second, nominally different UV detector was used to generate the
chromatograms to mimic a process equipment change (section 3.5.2.2). The historical
database was used to diagnose the performance of five test charges.
Each of the two historical databases were used to explore the test SEC system to provide
further knowledge about its nature and to test the first two stages of the diagnostic tool.
A third dataset (X3) was generated by separating three identical batches using the same
operating conditions to test the final stage of the tool (section 3.5.2.3).

The remaining sections of this chapter addresses each of the above points by providing the
results mainly in the form of visual aids.
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6 .3

T h e g e n e r a t io n o f h is t o r ic a l d a t a s e t s

The way in which the three historical datasets, XI, X2 and X3 were generated are given in
section 3.5.

A full factorial experimental design approach was adopted for generating the first historical
dataset (XI) since it is a systematic technique for generating information-rich data (Chapter 4
and Appendix 2). A summary of the design is given in Table 3.2 which also gives the
operating conditions for the two test charges v% and V2 (section 3.5.2.1). The second dataset
(X2) was generated to mimic a process change. Process equipment changes are commonplace
and here a UV detector was replaced with a second identical one. The focus of attention in
dataset XI was the investigation of multivariate relationships in four process variables^ on
the outcome of the test SEC process. However, a more realistic process situation may result
in fluctuations in just one of these process variables. To mimic such fluctuations, just one
variable at any one time was changed in the second historical dataset (X2) with the centre
point for all the variables acting as a reference. The way in which the historical dataset and
the 5 test charges (vj; i=3,...,7) were generated is described in Table 3.3 (section 3.5.2.2). The
third dataset (X3) was designed to test the third stage of the diagnostic tool for the
comparison of batch-to-batch performance. The dataset consisted of 3 identical batches each
formulated in the same way and divided into 10 equal charges (section 3.5.2.3).

Since the diagnostic tool is based upon a common technique for pattern recognition (section
5.3), the generation of the historical datasets in a structured fashion is extremely valuable.
When testing the diagnostic tool with the historic data, an analyst knows what data patterns
to seek. In the remaining sections in this chapter, the results of the analysis by the diagnostic
tool on the three datasets is presented.

^

The four process variables investigated were the volume (V) and concentration (C) of the column loading,
the column temperature (T) and the mobile phase flow rate (F).
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6 .4

D a t a p r e p r o c e s s in g a n d c o m p u t a t io n a l s p e c if ic a t io n s

The preprocessing techniques employed for the work in this thesis are described in section
3.6. The main focus of preprocessing concerned accommodating the differences in
chromatogram lengths due to the large differences in flow rate employed. To ensure
comparability all chromatograms were extended where necessary so that there was a fixed
length of 390 sampling points (approximately 324 minutes) per chromatogram. AU profiles
were subsequently arranged in the appropriate matrix, for example XI, as row vectors x j
(section 5.3.2). The columns of each data matrix (i.e. absorbance values at the sampling
times) were mean centred so that the first principal component would not only measure
direction and distance but also provide information concerning the interactions between
variables. A similar approach was adopted by Meglen (1991), Skagerberg et al (1992) and
Nomikos and MacGregor (1994) amongst others. These preprocessing techniques were also
extended to the development of individual disjoint cluster models.

All numerical computation was performed on an IBM-PC compatible with a 486-DX2
processor running at

66

MHz and 12 megabytes of RAM. The computational time required

for computing a PC model for data within a 72x390 matrix was

=6

computational time for classification of a test charge was negligible

second) compared

(<1

minutes. The

with a typical process chromatography run time of >300 minutes.

The remaining sections in this chapter concentrate on the results from analysis of the three
datasets by PGA. Each of the three datasets were evaluated by the diagnostic tool and the first
two were also used to explore the test SEC system.

6 .5

A n a l y s is o f t h e f ir s t d a t a s e t

The first dataset (XI) (section 3.5.2.1) was analysed by two methods. In the first method a
PC model for the ‘historical’ part was developed and analysed. In the second method, two
additional test charges, v%and V2, were diagnosed by the diagnostic tool.
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6.5.1

Chapter 6

Exploratory diagnosis of the test SEC process with the first
dataset

In this section, the results from the analysis of a single PC model developed for the entire
dataset, excluding the two test charges, Vi and V2, is presented.

6.5.1.1

Analysis of a gross PC model for the entire dataset

The first dataset comprised 72 historical chromatograms, each with 390 absorbance values,
generated from an e^qperimental design. These 72 chromatograms were arranged in a matrix
(XI) with dimensions 72x390. Developing a ‘gross’ principal component (PC) model TP*,
(section 5.3.2) for all 72 profiles in XI yielded a 5 component model accounting for 99.75%
of the total variation in XI. PCI accounted for 73.46%, PC2 17.56%, PC3 7.59%, PC4
0.95% and PC5 0.19% of the variation. Visualisation of the relationships amongst the 72
samples on the new co-ordinate axes was accomplished by the use of score plots (section
5 .3.1.1). Fig 6.1 is an example of such a plot for the first two components, PCI and PC2 (i.e.
Î2 against ti) and Fig 6.2 for PC2 and PC3 (i.e.

against t%).

The scores plot in Fig 6.1 accounts for the majority of the information in XI (91.02%). It is
clear that there are 9 distinct clusters and not the 17 expected from the factorial experimental
design (Table 3.2). Each of the 9 clusters comprised

8

objects (chromatograms) as expected.

The clusters along ti are characterised by a low flow rate (i.e. they have a low flow rate in
common) whilst those along t^ are characterised by a high flow rate. In the scores plot for
components ti and tj (Fig 6.2), which accounted for only 25.15% of the variation in the
dataset there are only 7 distinct clusters. Here, the cluster of centre points has the most
influence on tg (i.e. tg is characterised by a flow rate F=0.15 mL/min)). The conclusion here is
that it is the lower planes (e.g. the plane spanned by PCI and PC2) which reveal the
significant data groupings (clusters).
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Fig 6.3 A scores plot for tj and in the gross PC model for dataset X I. The 4
charges in cluster 5 which are closer to t 4 = 0 were generated at T=18.0°C. The
remaining 4 charges in cluster 5, centred about t 4 =-0 .5 , were generated at
T=28.0°C. Î 4 reflects subtle properties of the test SEC system. The charges in
both cluster 5 and cluster 7 have a high volume (V=7.0%) and low flow rate
(F=0.08 mL/min) in common. The increased spreading in these clusters was
due to the way in which high volume separations were performed whereby the
loading volume was formed by several ‘slugs’. The spreading is more
pronounced when the flow rate is low since the process time is greatest.

An examination of the scores plots for higher planes reveals the strength of the higher
components in a PC model to convey information about subtle variations. For example, in the
scores plot for ti and t^ (Fig 6.3), the objects (chromatograms) have wider spreading along t^.
This ‘spreading’ was most pronounced in clusters 5 and 7. The 4 charges in cluster 5 which
are closer to t 4 = 0 were generated at a low temperature (T=18.0°C). The remaining 4 charges
in cluster 5, which are centred around t 4=-0 . 5 were generated at a high temperature
(T=28.0°C). U also reflects other important, subtle properties of the test SEC system as
follows. The charges in both cluster 5 and cluster 7 have a high volume (V=7.0%) and low
flow rate (F=0.08 mL/min) in common. The increased spreading in these clusters was due to
the way in which high volume separations were performed whereby the loading volume was
formed by several ‘slugs’ of material being introduced sequentially to the column (section
3.4.2) tending to produce diffusional band broadening in the column. The spreading is much
more pronounced when the flow rate is low since the process time is greatest.
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The loadings in this study relate to the absorbance values at each of the sampling times
(variables) and hence the loadings are thus parameterised by time. Since the dimensions of
the dataset XI are 72x390, the loadings are defined by the rows of the matrix Pxi which has
dimensions 5x390 (section 5.3.2). The time dependent behaviour of the first three
components (ti, tz and t]) is given in Fig 6.4.

The three loadings curves in Fig 6.4 illustrate that each PC highlights a different feature of
the behaviour of a chromatogram. For example, in the profile for

the largest peak at 200

minutes and its two leading shoulder peaks correspond to those chromatograms generated at a
low flow rate (F=0.08 mL/min). In the profile for p 2 the main positive peak at 60 minutes and
its two leading shoulder peaks correspond to those chromatograms foimed at a high flow rate
(F=0.30 mL/min). The profile for the dominant peak and its two leading shoulder peaks
correspond to those chromatograms generated at the centre point (F=0.15 mL/min).

The information presented in Fig 6.4 can be presented in a loadings plot (section 5.3.1.2). For
example, a loadings plot for pi and pz is given in Fig 6.5. The plot is constmcted by plotting
the loadings for pi and p: at each sampling point (variable) against one another. The three
loops in the plot correspond to the three peaks in the time profiles of the individual loadings.
For example, the dominant loop along pi in Fig 6.5 corresponds to the large dominant peak
in the time profile for pi and the small positive peak in the profile for p 2 at 200 minutes (Fig
6.4). The shape of the loop reveals that the peaks in the time profiles for pi and pz are not
symmetrical. As the peaks become more symmetrical, the loop trajectory in the loadings plot
(Fig 6.5) would appear as a straight line. The loadings profiles thus represent the important
data patterns contained within the dataset and in fact, provide the basis by which test samples
or objects are classified (section 5.5).

In conclusion, the analysis of the scores and loadings plots for the 5 component model
provided a detailed insight into the chromatographic process, for example, by helping to
identify the minor effect of temperature on the shape of a chromatogram. In the next section,
the results of developing individual disjoint PC models for the 9 clusters identified is
presented.
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6.5.1.2

Analysis of the individual, disjoint PC models

The central theme behind the 3-stage diagnostic tool presented in Chapter 5 was the use of a
qualitative classification of a test charge in the first stage and a quantitative classification in
the second. In the first stage, a single, ‘gross’ PC model for the entire dataset is used. In the
second stage, the disjoint PC models for the closest clusters to the test charge are used. This
will now be discussed.

Each of the 9 clusters identified in the scores plots of the gross PC model (Fig 6.1) comprised
8

individual charges or separations. PC models were developed for each of these 9 clusters.

These individual PC models are known as disjoint PC models. Three component disjoint
models were found to be sufficient to capture the majority of the information contained in
each of the

8

variation in the

constituent charges. (Each 3 component model accounted for >96% of the
8

charges.)

The disjoint PC models provide a good insight into the test SEC system. For example, the
disjoint PC model for cluster 4 in Fig 6.1 enabled the effect of temperature to be determined.
The scores plot for the first two components, ti and

is given in Fig 6 .6 . The plane spanned

by ti and ^ accounted for 96.72% of the total variation in the UV profiles for the

8

charges.

There is evidence of two distinct groups, either side of ti=0, within the cluster, the only
difference between them being the temperature at which the charges were separated. The
temperature therefore had a minor effect on process performance in comparison with the
remaining three (volume (V) and concentration (C) of the load and the flow rate (F)). By
examining the time series of chromatograms in cluster 4 it was not possible to separate the
effects of temperature and charge-to-charge variation. Only by the development of a disjoint
PC model was the distinction possible. However, the strength of PCA for identifying subtle
variations is clearly demonstrated.

Once the PC models had been fully e^qjlored by means of scores and loadings plots, they
were validated to determine the optimal number of principal components to describe the data
patterns in the 72 historical chromatograms (XI). The results of validation are presented in
the next section.
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either side of ti= 0 , within the cluster, the only difference between
them being the process temperature. The plane spanned by the first 2
components accounts for 96.72% of the total variation m the UV
profiles for the 8 charges.

6.5.1.3

Validation of the gross and disjoint PC models

A key component of model optimisation is the identification and elimination of outliers
(section 5.3.4). However, since the historical data was generated in a structured, controlled
manner by adopting an experimental design approach, the removal of outliers was not
necessary prior to validation of the disjoint cluster models. By exploring each PC model in
detail by an examination of the scores and loadings profiles, operator expertise was also taken
into account during validation.

The 5 component gross PC model developed for XI was validated using the PRESS
algorithm and the principle of maximum variance (section 5.3.4.2). This procedure indicated
that 4 PCs were sufficient to capture most of the information in XI. This 4 component model
accounted for 99.56% of the total variation in XI. The validation procedure was extended to
the 9 independent, disjoint cluster models and it was found that either a 2 or 3 component
model was sufficient. However, in order to maintain the same platform for the classification
of test charges (section 5.4), a 2 component model was chosen for each of the 9 disjoint PC
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models. (A 2 component disjoint model accounted for >95% of the variation in the

8

constituent charges.)

Once the PC models have been validated, they can be used for the classification of test
charges.

6.5.2

Classifying test charges using the 3-stage diagnostic tool

The gross PC model and the 9 disjoint PC models were used to classify the two test charges,
Vi and V2 (Table 3.2), the results of which are given in this section.

6.5.2.1

The 1st stage - qualitative matching

The first stage of the diagnostic tool (section 5.8) provided a qualitative match of the test
charge with the historical data by matching the entire chromatogram with the gross PC model
developed for the entire dataset. (The full procedure for the classification is given in section
5.5.) The results given below confirmed the closest clusters to the two test charges were
indeed the correct ones.

A qualitative match of the two test charges Vi and V2 with the historical data modelled by the
validated gross PC model gave the qualitative scores plot in Fig 6.7. From the qualitative
scores plot for the first two components, ti and tz, in the gross PC model, it was evident that
Vi was closest to the cluster labelled, ‘centre,’ (i.e. the cluster of centre points), whilst y 2 was
closest to cluster 3 (operating conditions: T=18.0 or 28.0°C; V=l%, C=3.00 mg/mL and
F=0.08 mL/min). By visual inspection of the qualitative match, it was possible to say that the
performance of Vi was comparable with that of the charges comprising the cluster of centre
points. Similarly the performance of y 2 was comparable with that of the charges comprising
cluster 3.

-
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Fig 6.7
A visual description of the qualitative match of the test
charges, V] and Vg, with the historical dataset XI. By visual inspection,
Vi was closest to the cluster labelled, ‘centre,’ and V2 was closest to
cluster 3. It was possible to say that the performance of Vj was closest
to the cluster of centre points. Similarly, the performance of v^ was
comparable with that of the charges in cluster 3. Note that all the 9
clusters in the historical dataset are not shown.

Examination of the qualitative scores plots of higher planes did not reveal any further clusters
to which the test charges, v% and V2, may belong. Since the closest clusters to both test
charges had been identified, a quantitative assessment of the match between vi and V2 and
their closest clusters could then be performed. The results of this match are given in the next
section.

6.S.2.2

The 2nd stage - quantitative matching

In this section, the results of a quantitative assessment of the match given by an analysis of a
distance measure and an analysis of scores is provided.
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Analysis of the distance measure
The central idea behind quantitative matching in the second stage of the diagnostic tool is the
calculation of a distance measure from the test charge to the disjoint PC model of the closest
cluster. The distance measure employed for this thesis is the residual standard deviation
(RSD) of the test charge to the PC model (section 5.5.2). The calculation of the RSD value
actually served two purposes: confirming the identity of the closest clusters identified in the
qualitative stage; and classifying membership to a particular disjoint PC model.

Suppose a test charge was identified as being closest to several clusters in the qualitative
matching stage. The RSD value from the test charge to each of the 9 disjoint cluster models
may then be calculated. The smallest of these RSD values would identify the closest cluster.
Such analysis was performed with Vi and v% with results confirming the outcome of the
qualitative match in the first stage. The smallest RSD value for Vi was

=9.8x10*^ where

Sgg(.yj is the RSD of Vi to the disjoint PC model for the centre cluster. The smallest RSD
value for V2 was

=5.5x10'^ where

is the RSD of V2 to the disjoint PC model for

cluster 3. Using this approach, the two test charges, v%and V2, were matched independently to
their closest clusters by using disjoint PC models. The results of the match can be seen in Fig
6 .8

and Fig 6.9.

In Fig

6 .8

which shows an ‘amplified^’ region of Fig 6.7, Vi is seen to be clearly distinct

from the charges in the ‘centre’ cluster on both ti and tz. This was confirmed by a statistical
test, the F-test for, assigning cluster membership (section 5.5.3). The F-test was used to
calculate the maximum permissible RSD for cluster membership, giving Sce(max)==lTxlO
a 99% confidence level,

at

clearly exceeds Soe(max) by nearly an order of magnitude and on

this basis it was concluded that Vi not a member of the ‘centre’ cluster.

In the case of test charges V2 similar analysis (Fig 6.9) showed V2 to be distinct from the
charges in cluster on t^ but not ti. The F-test was used to calculate the maximum permissible
RSD for membership to cluster 3, giving S3(max)=l-7 x l 0 '^, at a 99% confidence level,

^

The scores plot in Fig 6.8 is the scores plot for PCI and PC2 in the disjoint PC model for the ‘centre’
cluster and is a magnification of the region around the ‘centre’ cluster in Fig 6.7.
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Fig 6.8
Scores plot for Vi to show its proximity relative to the cluster of
centre points in dataset XI. The qualitative stage did determine this cluster to
be closest to v^. The RSD of v% to the historical cluster,

=9.8x10'^,

exceeded the critical RSD for the cluster, Sce(max)=l lxlO The diagnostic
plot shows that v% was determined not to be a member of the cluster using the
limits on the scores given by Albano et al (1981) (section 5.5.3). However,
using tolerance limits (Appendix 1) for limits for the scores, v% was
determined to be a member of the cluster.

clearly exceeded S3(max) 3nd on this basis, Vj was also concluded not to be a member of cluster
3 either.

To conclude, an analysis of the distance values obtained indicated that the ‘centre’ cluster
was indeed closest to Vi and cluster 3 closest to V2 . The F-test used to establish the
significance of these measures however rejected membership of Vi and V2 to their
corresponding closest clusters, contradicting a priori knowledge (section 3.5.2.1) since both
test charges were taken from the same batch of material and separated under identical
operating conditions as the charges in the closest clusters. This result highlights a potential
weakness in the second stage of the diagnostic tool which relies upon a statistical test for
assigning membership.
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Fig 6.9 Scores plot for V2 to show its proximity relative to cluster 3 in dataset
X I. The qualitative stage did determine this cluster to be closest to V;. The
residual distance (RSD) of S2 ,
=5.5x10'^ exceeded the critical RSD for
the cluster S3 (maxrl-7 xlO'^. V2 can also be seen to be a member of the cluster
when using the tolerance limits for the limits for the scores along each PC.
However, when the limits given by Albano et al (1981) (section 5.5.3) are
used, V2 is not a member of the cluster.

A n aly sis o f th e scores

In the previous section, membership to a cluster was determined by an analysis of the
residual distance. The residual is that part of the test charge which is not explained by the
disjoint PC model being used for the quantitative match (section 5.5.1). An alternative,
complementary method for determining cluster membership compares the new ‘scores’
values obtained for the test charge with the ‘scores’ values for the chromatograms comprising
the disjoint PC model.

In this section, upper and lower bounds for the distribution of score values along a PC were
calculated by two methods: the conventional technique of tolerance intervals^ (Appendix 1)
and the method proposed by Albano et al (1981) (section 5.5.3). For both disjoint models, the
upper and lower bounds using these two methods are given in Fig

6 .8

and Fig 6.9. From the

Tolerance intervals apply to individual charges and thus took preference over confidence limits which
apply to groups of charges (Appendix 1).
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scores plot in Fig 6 .8 , Vi lies within the bounds of the cluster given by the tolerance limits.
However, in the more conventional technique developed by Albano et al {\9%\), y ^ does not
lie within the bounds of the model for the ‘centre’ cluster. From the scores plot in Fig 6.9, V2
is a member of cluster 3 if the tolerance limits are taken as the bounds. Again, if the limits by
Albano et al (1981) are taken as the bounds along each PC, then V2 is not a member of cluster
3. An interesting feature of the scores plot in Fig 6.9 is when the limits are calculated using
the method of Albano et al, y 2 is a member of the cluster along ti but not t 2 The implication
here is that if a one component model had been used to describe the

8

chromatograms then y 2

would have been assigned a member of the cluster. If a two component model is used, V2 is
not a member of the cluster.

The assessment of cluster membership by analysis of scores showed that the assignment of
membership to a cluster depended on which technique was used for calculation of the limits
for the scores. Very different results were obtained if the method of Albano et al (1981)
(section 5.5.3) was used for determining limits as opposed to the use of tolerance bounds.
Membership to a cluster was also found to be dependent upon the number of components
used in the PC model. The implication is that a larger number of PCs may be needed if a
robust assignment is to be achieved. In the next section, the second historical dataset was
analysed to explore further the test SEC system by an in-depth analysis of the PC models
followed by a diagnosis of the test charges with the diagnostic tool.

6 .6

A n a ly s is o f t h e s e c o n d d a t a s e t

To test the strength of PCA for rapid diagnosis of chromatographic processes, two historical
datasets were developed and analysed. The first dataset (section 3.5.2.1) was generated using
an experimental design approach and has been the main focus of attention in this chapter so
far. In this section, the second dataset (section 3.5.2.2), where the data was generated by
adjusting just one variable at a time, was analysed by two methods. In the first method a PC
model for the ‘historical’ part of the database was developed and analysed. In the second
method, 5 additional test charges,

V 3 -V 7 ,

were diagnosed by the diagnostic tool. The analysis

of the second dataset revealed further insight into the diagnostic tool which were not apparent
with the first dataset. These additional features will be emphasised in this section.
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6.6.1

Exploratory diagnosis of the test SEC process with the second
dataset

In this section, the results from the analysis of a single, ‘gross’ PC model and subsequent
disjoint models developed for the dataset, excluding the five test charges, V 3 -V 7 , is presented.

6.6.1.1

Analysis of a gross PC model for the entire dataset

The second dataset comprised 52 historical chromatograms, each with 390 absorbance values,
generated from a design where just one variable was altered at any one time with the centre
point (CE) acting as a reference (section 3.5.2.2). These 52 chromatograms were arranged in
a matrix (X2) with dimensions 52x390.

Developing a ‘gross’ principal component (PC) model TPxz (section 5.3.2) for all 52 profiles
in X2 yielded a 5 component model accounting for 99.88% of the total variation in X2. PCI
accounted for 68.28%, PC2 25.24%, PC3 4.17%, PC4 2.07% and PC5 0.12% of the variation
respectively. Visualisation of the relationships amongst the 52 samples on the new co
ordinate axes was accomplished by the use of score plots (section 5.3.1.1). Fig 6.10 is an
example of such a plot for the first two components, PCI and PC2 (i.e.

against t j .

Since the 52 chromatograms were generated in a structured methodical manner (section
3.5.2.2) 9 clusters were expected in the scores plots. The scores plot for the first two
components, ti and t^, explaining 93.52% of the variation in the 52 historical chromatograms
(Fig 6.10) revealed the presence of 6 distinct clusters. (With the first historical dataset, all the
clusters were revealed in the plane spanned by the first two components.) In Fig 6.10, the
trials at the centre points (CE) could not be distinguished from the trials where a change in
temperature have been affected (trials at TH and TL). Trials at a high concentration (CH) and
high volume (VH) also could not be separated.
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Fig 6.10 Scores plot for tj and ( 2 in the gross PC model explaining 93.52% of
the variation in the 52 historical chromatograms (dataset X2). There are 6
distinct clusters as opposed to the e?q)ected 9. In the plot, the trials at the centre
points (CE) could not be distinguished from a change in temperature (trials at
TH and TL). A high concentration (CH) and high volume (VH) also could not
be separated in this plot. Examination of scores plots for higher planes did
however reveal further clusters.

However, an inspection of the scores plots for higher planes did reveal further clusters. For
example, the scores plot for ^ and ^ (Fig 6.11), explaining 29.21% of the variation in X2 ,
revealed the presence of

8

clusters. The cluster of centre points (CE) and those linked to a

change in temperature (TH) could only be disassociated with a high magnification of the
scores plot for ^ against ti in Fig 6.10 about ti=1.38. (With the first dataset, high
magnification was not necessary to identify the 9 clusters.)

Although the effect of a reduction in operating temperature (charges at TL) was isolated in
the scores plot, its effect was minor in relation to the three remaining process variables. To
observe the segregation a close examination of the data groupings was necessary. The shift
due to temperature in this second dataset was in direct contrast to the results obtained with
the first dataset (section

6

.5.1 . 1 ) where the minor effect of temperature could only be

observed in the higher components. This difference may be due to the fact that the detector
used to develop the second dataset (X2) was more sensitive to temperature changes. This
highlights the importance of ensuring that process equipment changes are noted prior to
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Fig 6.11 Scores plot of ^ and in the gross PC model explaining 29.41% of
the variation in the 52 historical chromatograms (dataset X2). This plot
confirmed the presence of 8 distinct clusters and not the expected 9. However,
there is still no visible distinction between clusters CE and TL.

carrying out process operation. Such process equipment changes can obviously lead to an
incorrect diagnosis of the chromatography process.

The ability of the higher components to identify subtle changes between chromatograms is
illustrated through Fig 6.11 where, along tj, the cluster of high volume separations (VH) is
more widely spread than other clusters. This spreading is again explained by the way in
which high volume separations were performed (section 3.4.2) where the load volume was
formulated from several ‘slugs’ of material.

The time dependent behaviour of the first two components (ti and tz) is given in Fig 6.12. In
the time profiles for p.i and g2 (Fig 6 . 1 2 ) the position of the peaks in each profile corresponds
to the three values of the flow rate used to generate the historical chromatograms. The peaks
in El and Ez at

110

mins correspond to those chromatograms generated at the centre point

flow rate. The peaks in Ei and £ 2 at 200 mins correspond to those chromatograms generated
at a low flow rate while the peaks in £i and £ 2 at 60 mins correspond to those chromatograms
generated at a high flow rate. A more convenient way of representing the loadings profiles is
a loadings plot. An example of such a plot for £% and £ 2 is given in Fig 6.13.
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E2 corresponds to those

chromatograms generated a high flow rate (F=0.30 mL/min) (the peaks at 60 minutes in the
time profiles of
and positive

and

£2

in Fig 6.13). Similarly, the portion of the curve along positive Ei

corresponds to those chromatograms generated at the centre point flow rate

(F=0.15 mL/min) (i.e. the peaks at 110 minutes in the time profiles for pj and P2 ). The
portion of the curve along negative pi and positive p% corresponds to those chromatograms
generated at a low flow rate (F=0.08 mL/min) (i.e. the peaks at 200 minutes in the time
profiles for pi and pz).

The loadings curves in the second dataset do not reflect the same characteristics of the test
SEC process as the first dataset. For example, in the gross PC model for the first dataset,
T?xi, PCI was characterised by a low flow rate. This was not the case for the gross PC
model for the second dataset, TPxj, where PCI was influenced by both the centre point flow
rate and the separations at a low flow rate. The conclusion here is that since PCA identifies
the important features of the dataset and because the two historical datasets were different,
the PC models were also found to be different. This feature forms the basis of the diagnostic
tool investigated in this thesis.

6.6.1.2

Validation of the PC models

Three components were found to be sufficient to capture the majority of the information in
each individual, disjoint PC model. Inspection of the scores plots for each model revealed no
further information about the test SEC system.

Since a structured, experimental design approach had been followed a priori information was
available and the removal of outliers was not necessary prior to validation of the disjoint
cluster models. The 5-component gross PC model for the 52 historical chromatograms was
validated using the PRESS algorithm and the principle of maximum variance (section
5.3.4.2). This procedure indicated that a 4 component model was sufficient to capture most of
the information in X2 accounting for 99.76% of the total variation in the dataset. The
validation procedure was extended to the 9 independent, disjoint cluster models and it was
found that either a 2 or 3 component model would suffice in these cases. However, in order to
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maintain the same platform for the classification of test charges (section 5.4), a 3 component
model was chosen for each of the 9 disjoint PC models.

6.6.2

Classifying test charges using the 3-stage diagnostic tool

In this section, the results of the classification of the five test charges,

V 3 -V 7 ,

using the gross

PC model and the 9 disjoint PC models are presented.

6.6.2.1

The 1st stage - qualitative matching

The first stage of the diagnostic tool (section 5.8) provided a qualitative match of the test
charge with the historical data by using the gross PC model for the entire dataset. (The fiiU
procedure for the classification is given in section 5.5.)

A qualitative match of the five test charges

V 3 -V 7

with the historical data modelled by the

validated gross PC model gave the qualitative scores plot in Fig 6.14. The plot shows the
qualitative match of the 5 test charges,

V 3 -V 7 ,

with the clusters of historical chromatograms.

The figure is the scores plot of ti and ^ in the gross PC model for the 52 historical
chromatograms with the 5 test chromatograms projected onto it. By visual inspection V3 is
closest to the cluster comprising the charges at the centre point (CE) and those charges where
the temperature was changed (TL and TH).

V 4 -V 7

are closest to the cluster comprising those

charges separated at high volume (VL) and high concentration (CH). Examination of the
qualitative match plots for higher planes revealed fiirther insight about the test charges. An
example is given in Fig 6.15 fort] againstt^.
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F ig 6.14 A qualitative match plot showing the positions of the 5 test charges, V3 V7 , with respect to the clusters in the historical dataset X2. The figure is the scores
plot of tx and tj in the gross PC model for the 52 historical chromatograms. By
visual inspection Vi was closest to the cluster comprising the charges at the centre
point (CE) and those charges where the temperature was changed (TL and TH).
V4 -V7 were closest to the cluster comprising those charges separated at high
volume (VL) and high concentration (CH).
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Fig 6.15 A qualitative match plot showing the positions of the 5 test charges, V 3 V7 , with respect to the clusters in the historical dataset X2. The figure is the scores
plot of Î2 and ( 3 in the gross PC model for the 52 historical chromatograms. V3 was
found to be closest to the historical cluster of high temperature (TH) charges. V 4 - V 7
were closest to the historical cluster of high concentration (CH) charges.
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In the qualitative match plot in Fig 6.15, the test charge Vg was found to be closest to the
historical cluster of high temperature (TH) charges. The four test charges, V 4 -V 7 , were closest
to the historical cluster of high concentration (CH) charges. In the remaining scores plots, for
other constructions of PCs, the test charge V3 was found to be closest to the historical charges
at the centre point (CE) and the charges where the temperature was changed (TH and TL).
Hence no single, unique, closest cluster to V3 could be determined in the qualitative stage.
(This result should be compared the test charges, Vi and V2 , which were diagnosed
qualitatively with the first historical dataset (section 6.5.2.1), where a single closest cluster
was identified for Vi and for v%). The inability to assign a unique membership is typical of
real separation performance.

A more quantitative description of the match between the 5 test charges and their closest
clusters is given in the next section to firstly reveal the identity of the cluster and to assess
membership to a cluster.

6.6.2.2

The 2nd stage - quantitative matching

In the first, quantitative stage of the diagnosis of the five test charges, V3 was identified as
being closest to the cluster of centre points (CE) and high and low temperature separations
(TH and TL).

V 4 -V 7

were identified as being closest to the cluster of high concentration

separations (CH). The results of a quantitative match are given in this section by analysis of
the distance measures and scores values. The quantitative match is based upon the calculation
of the residual standard deviation (RSD) (section 5.5.2), between the test charge and the
disjoint cluster PC model.

Analysis of the distance measure
The residual distance (RSD) of the test charge V3 to the disjoint models for the clusters CE,
TH and TL were Sce(Vj) “ 6.6x10'^, Sjjj(v^)=8.1xl0‘^ and STL(v^) =10.1x10'^ respectively. V3
was thus closest to the cluster of centre point charges (CE) since this cluster gave the smallest
RSD. A visual description of this match can be seen in Fig 6.16, which is just a scores plot of
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ti and Î2 for the PC model for the cluster of charges at the centre point (CE) with vg projected
onto it.

The F-test was used to determine whether vg was a member of the centre point cluster (CE)
(section 5.5.3). The F-test gave a value of ScE(max)=6.5xlO'^, the maximum permissible RSD
for cluster membership at a 99% confidence level. Since the observed value of

just

exceeds this criteria (scE(V;)-6.6x10'^) Vg was rejected as a member of the cluster. This
rejection contradicts a priori knowledge (section 3.5.2.2) since

Vg

was taken from the same

batch of material and separated under identical operating conditions as the other charges in
the cluster. This problem with the F-test (rejecting membership to a cluster) was seen with
the first dataset (section 6 .5.2.2) and again highlights a potential weakness with the F-test for
assigning membership to a cluster in the second stage of the diagnostic tool.

A visual description of the match between V4-V7 and the charges at a high concentration (CH)
can be seen in Fig 6.17. The RSDs of the test charges
high

concentration

were

ScH(vj-18.0x10"^,

V 4 -V 7

to the model for the charges at

ScH(vj =16.1x10'^,

Sch(vJ=23.4x10’^,

ScH(v,) =24.4x10'^ respectively. The F-test was used to determine ScH(max)=10xl0

the

maximum permissible value of the RSD for membership to cluster CH at a 99% confidence
level. The RSDs for

V 4 -V 7

exceeded ScH(max) by at least an order of magnitude and charges

would be rejected on this basis. Again, this rejection contradicts a priori knowledge (section
3 . 5 .2 .2 )

which clearly states that the test charges V 4 -V 7 were a member of the cluster.

In conclusion the RSD, as a distance measure, was most effective when used for identifying
closest clusters. For example, vg was correctly identified as being closest to the cluster of
centre point charges. The F-test for determining cluster membership was not completely
satisfactory. In the next section, the second method for assigning cluster membership by an
analysis of the scores is explored.
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Fig 6.16 Scores plot to show the position of V3 with respect to the
charges at the centre point (CE) in dataset X2. The F-test rejected
membership of V3 to the cluster. The test charge was also outside the
limits for the scores given by both methods: tolerance limits
(Appendix 1); and the limits given by Albano et al (1981) (section
5.5.3).
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Fig 6.17 Scores plot to show the position of V 4 - V 7 with respect to
the charges at high concentration (CH) in dataset X2. The F-test
rejected membership of each test charge to the cluster. Again, each
test charge was outside of the bounds for the scores given by both
methods: the tolerance limits (Appendix 1); and the limits given by
Albano et al (1981) (section 5.5.3).
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Analysis of the scores

When a test charge is matched with a PC model, it is projected onto the PC plane. New
scores values are calculated using the same loadings (section 5.5.1). Projecting a test charge
onto the PC plane allows an assessment of cluster membership on the basis of the scores to
be made. In this section, the score values of the test charge were analysed to determine cluster
membership by comparison with the scores for the historical chromatograms.

Upper and lower bounds for the distribution of score values along a PC were calculated by
two methods: the conventional technique of tolerance intervals'^ at a 99% confidence level
and a 95% enclosure value (Appendix 1), and the method proposed by Albano et al (1981)
(section 5.5.3). The upper and lower bounds for these two methods for both cases (models for
the cluster of centre point charges (CE) and the cluster of high concentration separations
(CH)) were plotted in Fig 6.16 and Fig 6.17.

From Fig 6.16, Vg was found to be outside the bounds for the scores given by both the
tolerance limits and the method of Albano et al (1981). However, from a priori knowledge,
V] should be a member of the cluster and thus should be within the bounds of the model.
From Fig 6.17, the four test charges V4-V7 were outside the bounds of the model given by
both the tolerance limits and the method of Albano et al. Though from a priori knowledge,
V 4 -V 7

should lie within the bounds of the cluster model. A closer examination of Fig 6.17

showed that V 4 -V 7 were within the bounds along ti but not along t^. The implication here is
that if a one component model were used then

V 4 -V 7

would lie within the bounds of the

cluster scores.

The assessment of cluster membership by comparison of the scores of the test charges with
the bounds of the model component scores were shown to be only partially successful. For
example, the four test charges V 4 -V 7 were diagnosed to lie within the bounds of PCI but not
PC2. Clearly, a more rigorous approach needs to be developed. In the next section, the results
obtained from analysis of the third dataset by the third stage of the diagnostic tool are
presented.

Tolerance intervals apply to individual charges and thus took preference over confidence limits which
apply to groups of charges (Appendix 1).
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A n a ly s is o f t h e t h i r d d a t a s e t

6 .7

Once all the charges in a current batch have been processed by a chromatography column and
their analysis by the first two stages of the diagnostic tool performed, entire batch
performance can be compared with that of historical batches. Central to the comparison of
batch-to-batch performance is the calculation of a distance measure between the PC models
for each batch (section 5.10). In this section, the results of such an analysis for three similar
batches^ (section 3.5.2.3) is presented. The analysis was performed by developing and
analysing both gross and disjoint PC models, calculating the distance between each model
followed by determination of ‘overlapping’ batches. Two batches were considered to be
overlapping if they could not be disassociated from each other in a scores plot (i.e. a charge
could be diagnosed as belonging to either of two batches).

6.7.1

Development of gross and disjoint PC models

The way in which the third dataset (X3) was generated is given in section 3.5.2.3. A 3
component model, T P^, was developed which accounted for 99.88% of the variation in the
30 chromatograms, with PCI accounting for 92.85%, PC2 6.48% and PC3 0.55% of the
variation in the 30 chromatograms respectively. Since the gross PC model was not used for
matching test charges, the gross PC model was not validated. The scores plot for ti and ^ is
given in Fig 6.18. The plane spanned by PCI and PC2 accounted for 99.33% of the total
variation in the 30 chromatograms. The three batches are distinct along ti but not along ^
though. t%did however reflect subtle differences between the charges in each batch (i.e. intrabatch variation).

^

The three batches were formulated in the same way and thus had the same total protein concentration.
Each charge was separated by the test SEC system under the same operating conditions (section 3.5.2.3).
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Fig 6.18
Scores plot for tj and $ 2 of the gross model for the third
dataset (X3). The plane spanned by PCI and PC2 accounted for 99.33%
of the total variation in the 30 chromatograms. The three batches are
distinct along
but not along
t2 was found to reflect subtle
differences between the charges in each batch.

For each batch, a disjoint PC model was developed and validated. A two component model
was found to be sufficient to capture the majority of the information in each batch. (A two
component model accounted for over 95% of the variation.) The scores plots for each disjoint
model did not reveal any further information.

Once a disjoint model for each batch had been developed, a quantitative measure of the
distance between other batches was calculated. The results of the distance values between the
three batches are given in the next section.

6.7.2

Analysis of batch models by the 3rd stage of the diagnostic tool

Applying the procedure in section (section 5.6) to the three disjoint batch PC models gave the
distance values in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1 The distance values dr,q between each of the three
batch models. For example, di 2=7.03 is the distance between
Batch 1 and Batch 2. The ^stance value was found to be
independent of the number of components in each batch model.

The distance between the batches was consistent with the scores plot for the gross PC model
(Fig 6.18). The largest distance was given by Batch 1 and Batch 2. A visual inspection of the
scores plot in Fig 6.18 shows these two batches are the furthest apart.

The distance values obtained were found to be independent of the number of PCs in each
model. For example, di 2=7.03 was also obtained with a one component PC model for each
batch. The distance measures obtained were thus a robust quantitative measure of the
difference between batches, and thus provided an indication of batch-to-batch variation. In
comparing batches it must be remembered that if the distance value obtained exceeds some
threshold value then the difference between the current batch and a historical one cannot be
explained simply by batch-to-batch variation (i.e. the batch has deviated from the bounds of
normal process variability). This threshold value would have to be determined before such a
decision could be made.

For example, a distance value <3 implies that the charges in the models may overlap (section
5.6) (i.e. some charges in one batch lies within the bounds of another batch). Batch 2 and
Batch 3 may have charges which overlap since d2,3=2.40. To examine further the nature of
the overlap between batch 2 and batch 3, a Cooman plot is given in Fig 6.19 which shows the
residual distance of the charges in one batch model to the other batch model.
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Fig 6.19
Cooman plot for Batch 2 and Batch 3 in dataset X3. The
dotted lines are the critical value for the RSD, calculated from the F-test
at a 99 % confidence level, for determining membership to a batch. The
two batches were clearly not overlapping even though the inter-batch
distance (d2 3=2.40) indicated otherwise. Of greater interest is that one
charge in Batch 2 and two charges in Batch 3 exceeded the critical value
for batch membership, confirming the weakness of the F-test for this
study.

The Cooman plot for Batch 2 and Batch 3 showed that the two batches were not overlapping
even though the inter-batch distance (d2,3=2.40) indicated otherwise. The dotted lines are the
critical value for the RSD, calculated from the F-test at a 99% confidence level, for
determining membership to a batch. In Fig 6.19, two charges in Batch 2 and one in Batch 3
clearly exceeded the bounds for cluster membership when clearly they should not have. The
plot therefore confirmed the weakness of the F-test for this study in assigning membership to
a cluster.
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6 .8

C o n c lu s io n s

In this chapter, the following has been demonstrated.

•

PGA proved to be a useful tool for the analysis of process chromatography data and did
not require the time consuming calculation of peak parameters from chromatography
profiles.

•

Exploratory diagnosis of data generated from the test SEC system using PGA provided
further insight into the properties of the SEC system.

•

PGA provided the basis for a scheme for the rapid diagnosis of chromatographic
processes by comparison of the current process chromatogram with historical data by
providing easily interpretable 2 dimensional diagnostic plots.
A weakness with the F-test, for assessing membership to a cluster, in the second stage of
the diagnostic tool was identified.
Preliminary results from the third stage of the tool demonstrated the potential of PCA to
identify deviation from the bounds of normal process variability (batch-to-batch
variation).
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DISCUSSION - RAPID AT-LINE DIAGNOSIS OF
CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCESSES

7.1

S u m m ary

This chapter discusses the results of Chapter

6

emphasising the potential of the scores plots

for diagnosis of the performance of process-scale chromatographic separations. It is shown
that the scores plots can be used to classify current chromatographic separations by
considering a cluster of data points on the scores plot to act as a template or specification for
the process. This enables deviations of current charges from the bounds of such a template to
be identified with the cause of the deviation possibly being diagnosed by identifying to which
cluster the current charge is closest. The template could be any one of the validated, historical
data groupings and the first charge from the batch helps to identify just one such group as the
template. The limitations of the tool and this approach are discussed. These include the
apparent weakness of the statistical F-test in the second stage of the tool for determining
cluster membership in the particular apphcation investigated. Several alternatives to the F-test
which exploit the distance of test charges to the centre of cluster/batch models are presented.
A major strength of PCA is the ease with which different PC models can be compared. By
developing PC models for each batch, current batch performance can be quantified by
comparison with historical ones. The benefits to a company of adopting a PCA approach
when submitting product validation documents to the regulatory authorities are discussed.

7.2

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this thesis was the development of a diagnostic tool for the rapid diagnosis
of chromatographic processes (Chapter 1). In Chapter 5 the theoretical aspects of a 3-stage
diagnostic tool for chromatographic processes were presented. The tool uses principal
component analysis (PCA), a technique of multivariate data analysis, as a tool for pattern
recognition. Chapter

6

presented the results obtained when the tool was tested with data

generated from a test size-exclusion chromatography (SEC) system. The test SEC system was
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a laboratory-scale mimic of a real industrial scale process (Chapter 3) which was
characterised to extract vital process knowledge (Chapter 4).

In this chapter, a discussion is presented about the implications of using the diagnostic tool in
a scheme for the monitoring and control of process chromatography. To this end, the
objectives and regulatory guidelines governing process chromatography are reviewed briefly.
(A detailed account can be found in section 2 .6 .) This is followed by a discussion of how
PCA can be used to explore physical systems. The diagnostic tool is then discussed in detail.

7.3

P ro c e s s c h ro m a to g ra p h y - o b je c tiv e s a n d r e g u l a t o r y
GUIDELINES

The various modes of chromatography are such an important and established technology that
the regulatory authorities (e.g. MCA and FDA) expect chromatography steps to be included
in the purification of biopharmaceuticals and biomolecules. The objective of the downstream
processing of a protein is the minimisation of the impurity spectrum, the removal of
homologous proteins or protein variants resulting from a misfolding of proteins and the
removal of all DNA and viral contaminants [Werner (1994)]. The various modes of
chromatography are the only way in which these objectives can be met consistently. The
objective of chromatographic steps within a downstream process is to obtain a product pool
which has a minimum specific purity and yield [Wheelright (1991)]. Typical specified
minimum specified purities are 99%. Quality control of the product pool is thus of paramount
importance with particular emphasis on reducing contaminant levels.

There are no explicit regulatory guidelines for the monitoring and control of process
chromatography. However, for any significant process changes, the regulatory authorities
would require at least 30 days notice so that the process can be revalidated [Werner (1994)].
There are no strict definitions as to what constitutes significant process changes but a logical
one would be any marked change from the SOP. A key element of a SOP for a
chromatography process, which is the main focus of attention in this thesis, specifies the
operating conditions for column elution including any reprocessing steps and what
information should be recorded for batch records. FDA guidehnes specify that any deviation
from the written procedures (i.e. the SOP) should be recorded and justified [FDA (1987)].
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The remaining sections of this chapter are stmctured so that these objectives and regulatory
guidelines are addressed.

7.4

T h e u s e o f e n t i r e U V p r o f i l e s in p a t t e r n r e c o g n i t i o n b y

PC A
Characterisation of the test SEC system (Chapter 4) revealed that a simple set of parameters
(e.g. peak retention times) to represent each chromatogram could not be found. Hence the
entire UV profile of chromatography eluent was used in pattern matching. The advantage of
using the entire chromatogram is that values for chromatography peak parameters (e.g. peak
widths and heights) do not have to be determined and information loss is minimised. For
example, in current practice for the monitoring of process chromatography, often only the
product peak is monitored (section 4.5.2). In the test SEC system each process batch
comprised monomer, dimer and high molecular weight protein aggregates. An example of a
typical UV profile of chromatography eluent from the test SEC system is illustrated in Fig
7.1. In Chapter 4 (section 4.7), the advantages of using the entire chromatograms in pattern
matching were discussed. The main argument in favour of this approach was the use of the
information contained in all parts of the chromatogram and not just the information in the
product peak.

By adopting PCA for the analysis of entire profiles, it is possible that some of the advantages
of using a set of characteristic parameters to describe a process will be lost. (Seely et al
(1994) showed that monitoring product peak parameters by control charting methods helped
to identify deterioration of the chromatography support.) Clearly there is scope for
identifying a set of characteristic parameters for each profile which can be used in a more
detailed off-line PCA analysis of the chromatography process. PCA can help in the
identification of a set of parameters by exploitation of the loadings plots which provide
information concerning relationships between variables (section 5.3.1). The loadings plots
could be used to identify the cause of any process deviations, allowing the diagnostic tool to
be extended so that control actions (i.e. changes in the operating conditions) can be specified
to correct for any process aberrations. However, a detailed study into the potential use of a set
of characteristic parameters would be required.
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Fig 7.1 An example of a UV profile of chromatography eluent from the test
SEC system showing the presence of three peaks corresponding to the
monomer (product), dimer and trimer (protein aggregates). In the
chromatogram, the dimer and monomer peaks are clearly overlapping.
Current monitoring schemes focus solely on the product (monomer) peak
ignoring the presence of potentially harmful protein aggregates (e.g. dimer).
Since no adequate set of characteristic parameters to represent all the
information contained in each chromatogram could be determined, the whole
profile was used in pattern matching, thereby minimising information loss.

The virtue of using archived historical data which is exploited by the diagnostic tool as the
basis for comparing current manufacturing performance is discussed in the next section.

7 .5

T h e u s e o f a r c h iv e d h is t o r ic a l d a t a f o r d i a g n o s i n g
CURRENT PROCESS PERFORMANCE

The diagnostic tool described in Chapter 5 helps to diagnose the performance of
chromatography columns by exploiting archived historical data (section 5.7). Using archived
historical data for process monitoring is ideal for biopharmaceutical manufacturing because
production records have to be kept for a minimum of seven years [Gopal and Mlodozeniec
(1991)]. These records contain information concerning those batches which have gained

-
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regulatory approval and those which have not. Those batches which failed to achieve
regulatory approval would have been analysed to identify the cause of the failure(s). Such
information has the potential to help identify similar failures in future manufacturing. In
addition, the information recorded for those batches which have been approved (vahdated)
can help to validate the current batch. These characteristics of bioprocesses have been
exploited for the diagnostic tool developed and tested in this thesis.

In order for the diagnostic tool to be implemented as an integral part of a monitoring and
control scheme for industrial-scale chromatographic processes, accessibility to the batch
production records should be rapid. Ideally, these historical records should be stored in a
format on computer-legible media (e.g. CD-ROM) (section 2.3.3). These are the foundations
of electronic batch recording the use of which is becoming more widespread [Tetzlaff
(1992b)]. Databases provide an ideal apphcations environment for electronic batch recording
[Marshall (1992)]. PCA has been used as a tool for searching large databases [Meglen
(1991)]. This further supports the arguments for using PCA as part of a strategy for
bioprocess monitoring and control. It is clear though that the tme potential of the diagnostic
tool developed in this thesis can only be fully realised when electronic batch recording
becomes the norm.

The problems with electronic batch recording in bioprocesses are well documented and are
chiefly concerned with the regulatory authorities and data security [Gopal and Mlodozeniec
(1991) and Tetzlaff (1992a,b,c)]. Regulatory authorities have the authority to inspect batch
production records without prior notice to ensure compliance with cGMP. The electronic
batch recording system must therefore be capable of providing the required information
immediately. These problems can be overcome if the development of the electronic batch
recording system is performed in conjunction with the regulatory authorities. Data security
also presents a problem in electronic batch recording systems and adequate measures should
safeguard against unauthorised manipulation of sensitive data records.

-
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7 .6

E x p l o r a t o r y d ia g n o s is o f c h r o m a t o g r a p h ic p r o c e s s e s
USING PC A

In the previous section, the virtue of using archived historical data as the basis for monitoring
and diagnosing current process performance was discussed. In Chapter 6 , the results of a
detailed analysis of the PC models developed for the two historical datasets XI (section 6.5)
and X2^ (section

6 .6 )

was presented. This section briefly discusses these results with

particular emphasis on the use of the scores plots to provide information about relationships
between chromatograms.

7.6.1
In Chapter

E xploration using a single PC model
6

it was demonstrated that the relationships between chromatograms in each

database can be described in easily interpretable plots. For example, the examination of the
first historical dataset XI by PCA provided a visual map of the relationships present in the 72
‘historical’ chromatograms. An example of such a visual map obtained by developing a
single, gross PC model for the entire dataset is given in Fig 7.2 (section 6.5.1). The
projection onto the PC plane showed that the 72 chromatograms were found to be grouped
into 9 clusters and not the expected 17 (section 6 .5.1.1). Further examination of the clusters
revealed that the effects of temperature could not be separated. Thus a key process variable
(temperature) was found to have only a minor effect on the behaviour of the chromatography
column when compared with the remaining three process variables (concentration and
volume of the load and buffer flow velocity) (section 6.5.1.1).

The strength of PCA for identifying subtle variations, which are common in process
chromatography, was also shown. The higher components in the PC model were found to
express subtle variations between chromatograms. For example, in the scores plot for PCI
and PC4 (Fig 6.3) in the gross model for the first dataset XI, subtle variations were identified
in clusters 5 and 7. The chromatograms in these clusters had a high volume and low flow rate
in common. The increased spreading in these clusters was attributed to the way in which high

*

The first historical dataset (XI) was generated using a standard full factorial experimental design with 4
factors and 2 levels. The second historical dataset (X2) was generated by altering just one of the 4 process
variables (factors) at any one time.
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Fig 7.2
A map of the 72 historical chromatograms m the first dataset
(XI). The plot demonstrates the potential of PCA to provide greater
insight into a database of historical data, and shows 9 clusters each with 8
chromatograms. The mechanism of PCA here was the projection of an
entire chromatogram consisting of 390 absorbance values onto a new
plane, the PC plane, as a single data point. For the historical data here,
PCA has clearly distinguished between each of the 3 flow rates used. The
clusters along PCI are characterised by a low flow rate, those along PC2
by a high flow rate. The chromatograms in the isolated cluster labelled,
‘centre,’ were generated at an intermediate flow rate.

volume separations were performed where the loading of large volumes necessitated multiple
injections of small loads (section 3.4.3.2).

With the second historical dataset X2, the effects of temperature were found only after an
inspection of all the visual maps (scores plots) of the historical data (section 6 .6 .1.1). The
diagnosis was made more difficult due to the use of a second UV detector which was found
to be more sensitive to changes in temperature than the first detector used for generating
dataset X I. The differing results with this second detector highlights not only the importance
of noting changes in instrumentation but also has implications for process diagnosis. A
change in instrumentation could lead to incorrect diagnosis of the chromatography process
resulting in possible rejection of the batch during product validation. The differences between
the two detectors (section 3.3.4) may be explained by the fact a diode array detector (dataset
X2) has different optics and requires more power to operate and is therefore more sensitive to
temperature fluctuations. However, despite the altered temperature sensitivity between the
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two detectors, the analysis by PCA showed comparable trends with both sets of data (XI and
X2). This confirms the utility of the approach and its robustness.

The development of models for the chromatograms in each identified cluster allows for
further exploratory diagnosis of the chromatography process and is discussed in the next
section.

7.6.2

Exploration by independent, disjoint PC models

The chromatograms within a cluster were investigated by the development of independent,
disjoint PC models (section 6.5.1.2). An example is the disjoint PC model for cluster 4 for
the gross model of the first dataset XI. This indicated the presence of 2 groups of 4
chromatograms within the cluster of 8 (Fig 6 .6 ). The difference between these 2 sub-groups
was the temperature at which the separation were performed: one group of four
chromatograms was obtained at a column temperature 18°C; and the other at 28°C. The PC
modelling techniques isolated the causes of subtle variations between chromatograms.
Temperature was diagnosed as having a subtle but minor effect on process performance in
relation to the remaining three variables (volume (V) and concentration (C) of the load and
the buffer flow velocity (F)). In an industrial system temperature does however play a crucial
role since the protein of interest might only be stable below a certain limit and any increase
above this threshold may cause dénaturation. In such a case, as long as the temperature did
not exceed this threshold temperature fluctuations would not have a significant effect on
column performance.

7 .7

D ia g n o s is o f t h e p e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e c h r o m a t o g r a p h y
PROCESSES

In this section, the diagnosis of current chromatographic separations by a comparison with
archived, historical data is described by a discussion involving each historical dataset XI and
X2.

-
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7.7.1

Chavter 7

The 1st stage - matching with all historical chromatograms

The first stage of the diagnostic tool was designed to match the current process
chromatogram with all the available historical data. The virtue of this match was the capacity
to use the archived information about approved and failed batches to give qualitative and
visual information about the performance of the current chromatography separation and also
since it helps to identify a particular template for a more detailed quantitative analysis in the
second stage.

7.7.1.1

Diagnosing current process performance by qualitative matching

For the first historical dataset (XI), two test charges were used to test the qualitative
diagnostics while for the second historical dataset (X2) there were five test charges. The
projection of each test charge onto the visual maps of the archived historical data confirmed a
priori knowledge about the test charges. For example, projecting the two test charges ,Vi and
V2 , onto the visual diagnostic plots for the first historical dataset gave qualitative matches as
shown in Fig 7.3.

The diagnostic plot can be interpreted in the following way. Suppose the test charges v% and
V2 were two consecutive charges from a process batch and were processed by the same test
SEC system. A visual inspection of the plot reveals that v% is closest to the cluster labelled,
‘centre,’ and V2 closest to cluster 3. Hence, it is possible to say that the performance of vi is
comparable with the performance of the charges in the cluster of centre points while the
performance of V2 is comparable with that of the charges in cluster 3. The key point here is
that the performance of the current process is being diagnosed by comparison with archived
historical data. This is achieved with minimal computational time (approximately 1 second)
and enables a rapid decision to be made about current process performance. It is also far less
time consuming than conducting a series of analytical assays on samples drawn from the
product pool. This rapid assessment does not however imply that assays of the product pool
should no longer be performed. In fact, the rapid diagnostics here have the potential to
provide an intermediate step before a more detailed off-line analysis.
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Fig 7.3
A visual description of the qualitative match of the test
chromatograms, v% and V2 , with the first historical dataset (XI). By visual
inspection, v% is closest to the cluster labelled, ‘centre,’ and v^ is closest to
cluster 3. It is possible to say that the performance of Vi was comparable
with that of cluster of centre points while the performance of Vg was
comparable with the performance of the charges in cluster 3. If the cluster
‘centre’ is the process template, then Vi is diagnosed as being approved;
with V2 a multivariate process fault relating to the process variables has
occurred. Since the operating conditions of V2 are known, the performance
of future charges can be made to match the template.

Qualitative matching also allows potential process failures to be identified. Suppose the
cluster ‘centre’ represents the overall template for the chromatographic process which
conforms to a minimum purity and yield criterion specified in the SOP. By visual inspection,
Vi more or less matches the template but V2 clearly does not; possible process failure has been
identified. Inspection of the batch production records (in this case the experimental design)
for the process indicated that the cause of the failure were the operating conditions (i.e. a
multivariate fault in the process variables was identified). The operating conditions for cluster
3 were: T=18.0°C, V=1.0%, C=3.00 mg/mL and F=0.08 mL/min (Table 3.2). In order to
ensure all subsequent charges comply with the template criteria, the operating conditions
would need to be altered to match those of the template (Table 3.2). In the case of vg by
increasing the flow rate (F) by 0.07 mL/min, the concentration (C) by 1.00 mg/mL, the
loading volume (V) by 3.00% of the column bed volume and the column temperature by 5°C.
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The scenario presented in Fig 7.3 simulates the case where a multivariate change in the
operating conditions was the cause of the failure. The second historical dataset (X2), which
was generated by altering just one variable-at-a-time, reflects the more common occurrence
of a univariate process fault (i.e. a single process variable caused the aberration)^. For
example, a visual description of the test charges

V 3 -V 7

projected onto a map of the second

historical dataset is given in Fig 7.4. Supposing again that the cluster of centre points (CE)
represents the template for the process. Any current process chromatograms which are close
to any other cluster indicates a fault attributable to a single process variable (a univariate
fault). For example, the four test charges V 4 -V 7 were identified as being closest to the cluster
CH, the historical chromatograms generated at a high concentration. If charges

V 4 -V 7

were

drawn from the current process batch, then the bounds of the template have clearly been
violated and a process aberration has been identified. The operating conditions for the cluster
CH are known from historical production records helping to quantify the exact deviation of
the total protein concentration from that specified in the SOP. Subsequent charges in the
batch can be processed such that they more closely match the template by a simple alteration
of the total protein concentration of the process batch.

The above scenario with the second historical dataset highlights the importance of inspecting
all visual maps of the historical data to prevent an incorrect diagnosis leading to incorrect
changes in the process being made. In Fig 7.4, the closest clusters were only revealed after
inspection of all the scores plots (section 6 .6 .2 . 1 ).

In conclusion a qualitative match of current process chromatograms provided limited
diagnostics about current manufacturing performance. Since PCA is a data-driven analytical
tool, the level of diagnostic capabilities depends on the amount of archived, historical data
available. Therefore, only process failures which have occurred previously can be diagnosed.
However, the greater the amount of data, the better the diagnostic capabilities. It may
however be possible to use PC models of historical data to extrapolate but this was beyond
the scope of this thesis. In the next section, the ability of the qualitative stage of the
diagnostic tool to identify a suitable process template is discussed.

Both methods (full factorial experimental design and altering just one variable at any one time) are used
for process optimisation and validation studies [PDA (1992)]. Archived production records would
therefore consist of information relating to both univariate and multivariate process deviations in the
process variables.
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Fig 7.4
A visual description the positions of the 5 test charges, V3 -V7 , with
respect to the 52 chromatograms in the second historical dataset (X2). By visual
inspection the performance of V3 was comparable with that of the charges in
clusters CE, TH and TL. The performance of V4 -V7 were comparable with that of
the charges in cluster CH. If the cluster CE is the template for the process, then
any current process chromatograms which are close to any other cluster indicates a
fault attributable to a single process variable (a univariate fault).

7.7.1.2

Identification of a process template by qualitative matching

The first stage of the diagnostic tool helps to identify a process template for further analysis
by quantitative techniques. Since the process bounds are governed by the purity and yield of
the product pool (section 7.3), any one of the historical data groupings identified in the
qualitative stage could act as a template for the current process batch. The historical data
groupings identified in the qualitative stage could also consist of charges from more than one
batch. Provided that these historical data groupings contain information about approved
batches, they can act as a template for the current process.

For example, take the second historical dataset (X2) and the four test charges V 4 -V 7 described
in Fig 7.4. Suppose that the closest cluster identified, the cluster of charges at high
concentration (CH), was actually an approved batch of material. (This is entirely plausible
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since the total protein concentration can be increased as long as the viscosity of the loading
does not harm bed homogeneity (section 3 . 2 . 2 . 3 ) . ) The template for the four test charges

V 4-

V7 would then be the 5 chromatograms in cluster CH. In a real industrial application the first
charge could help to identify the template. Adopting this approach may not be favourable
practically since the first charge could have a failure associated with it. A more rigorous
approach would then be to use the information from assays on the process batch (i.e.
information about the product pool of the output from the previous stage) prior to processing
by the current chromatography stage.

In conclusion, the qualitative matching of a current process chromatogram helps to identify a
select group of historical chromatograms from which limited diagnostics about the state of
current manufacturing can be obtained. The historical cluster identified provides the basis for
further analysis giving a more quantitative description of the match.

7.7.2

The second stage
chromatograms

-

matching

with

selected

historical

The second stage of the diagnostic tool discussed in this section provides a more quantitative
description of the match between the current process chromatogram and those historical
chromatograms identified in the qualitative stage. Ideally, the second stage should provide
both a visual description and a quantitative measure of the current process chromatogram in
relation to the selected historical chromatograms. There are two methods by which this
quantitative information can be given. The first method uses an analysis of the residuals
generated when forming a PC model. In the second method, the scores plot from the disjoint
PC model for the selected historical chromatograms, with the current process projected onto
it, is plotted. Each approach will now be discussed.
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7.7.2.1

Quantification of selective matching using residual distances

When the current process chromatogram is matched to the disjoint PC model for the selected
historical data identified in the qualitative matching, a residual distance (RSD) ^ is calculated.
The RSD is a measure of the distance of the current process from the disjoint PC model used
(section 5.5.1).

The RSD serves two fimctions. Firstly, it can help to identify the closest cluster of historical
chromatograms and secondly, it helps to assign membership of the current process
chromatogram to a cluster of historical ones. The RSD from the current process
chromatogram to each disjoint PC model for the historical clusters is calculated and the
smallest of these identifies the closest cluster of historical chromatograms which should be
the same as the one identified in the qualitative stage. The results in sections
6 .6 .2 . 2

6

.5.2.2 and

confirmed this. To determine membership to the selected historical data the RSDs

were used with a standard statistical test, the F-test. The F-test was chosen since it has been
the standard statistical test in many ^plications of PCA when assigning membership to a
cluster.

Calculated RSDs for the test chromatograms were large in comparison with those of the
historical chromatograms. For example. Fig 7.5 shows the residual distances of the
quantitative match between V2 and cluster 3 in the first historical dataset. By the F-test, V2
was determined not to be a member of the cluster. On the basis of the residual distance values
this was an accurate result. However, the threshold limit used did not encompass all the
historical chromatograms. This is a weakness of the F-test. Similar results were also obtained
for the other test chromatograms where the RSDs were much larger than the RSDs for the
historical chromatograms. Again, the threshold given by the F-test at 99% did not encompass
all the historical chromatograms.

In a real process scenario, the historical charges would all have been validated as being
acceptable separations implying that the threshold, or template bounds, would have to include
all the historical chromatograms. Based on this evidence, the F-test does not provide an
accurate description of the template bounds. The weaknesses of the F-test and the disjoint PC

Note that the RSD is a single value and its calculation involves the manipulation of the residual vector for
a single chromatogram (section 5.5.2). The residual vector for a single chromatogram (a row of E)
represents that part of the chromatogram not explained by the PC model.
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A comparison of the RSD for V2 with those of the historical
chromatograms in cluster 3 for the first historical dataset (XI). The threshold limit
for cluster membership was Sce(max)=l-7xl0'^ determined by the F-test at 99%
confidence. Clearly the F-test is not an accurate candidate for the template bounds
(cluster bounds) since not all the historical chromatograms were enclosed.
However, the RSD for V2 was far greater than those of the historical
chromatograms confirming rejection by the F-test.

modelling approach have been well documented by Droge et al (1987), Drôge and van't
Klooster (1987), Mertens et al (1994), and Malmquist (1994). These authors all doubted the
ability of the SIMCA method, or the disjoint PC modelling approach, to classify unassigned
quantities, particularly when the ratio of variables to objects is large. In this thesis there were
390 variables with often as few as 5 objects (chromatograms) in a PC model. However,
Malmquist suggested amendments to the F-test in his study which proved to give accurate
results when entire UV profiles of peptide sequences were used in PCA. Alternatives to the
F-test in this study are discussed in greater detail in following sections.

The fact the RSDs of the test chromatograms were large in comparison with the RSDs of the
historical chromatograms (Fig 7.5) was due to the fact that subtle variations were being
singled out in the entire chromatogram. For example, there was no discernible difference
between the UV profile for test charge V2 and the selected historical chromatograms. A
magnification of certain parts of the profiles did however reveal subtle differences. This is
illustrated in Fig 7.6 where the profile for a charge and the average of the
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Fig 7.6 A comparison of the UV profiles for y 2 and the average profile of the
historical profiles in cluster 3 in the first historical dataset (XI). A chromatogram
for a charge in cluster 3 is plotted for comparative purposes. The plot shows subtle
differences between the profiles which were not visible with the entire profiles.
The profile for charge 2 was a closer match to the average profile than that for v^.
The main differences were a drifting baseline and the presence of an extra peak
between the monomer and dimer in the profile for y 2- h is these differences which
were reflected in the analysis of the residuals (Fig 7.5).

3 in the first historical dataset is plotted with the UV profile for the test charge y 2 . The main
differences were a drifting baseline and the presence of an extra peak in the valley between
the monomer and dimer in v%. It is these subtle differences which were detected when the
RSDs were analysed (Fig 7.5). This further supports the case for using PCA to identify subtle
variations in fairly complex datasets such as chromatograms.

The RSDs can also be used in an at-line mode for process diagnosis. Suppose a select group
of historical chromatograms were identified as the template for the current process batch
which was divided into a number of charges. A plot of residual distances may be constructed
giving a chart similar to Fig 7.5. The residual distance of the current process chromatogram
from the PC model for the template is plotted on the same chart after each charge (at-line
monitoring). The chart can therefore identify subtle trends in the charges comprising a batch
which can be indicative of changing column characteristics (e.g. bed deterioration). In
conclusion, the residual distance helped in the identification of subtle differences, and can
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also be used as an aid for at-line monitoring and diagnosis of batch chromatographic
processes.

1.12.2

Quantification of selective matching using scores plots

A PC model of a dataset X comprises two distinct parts: the PC model itself T?x; and the
residuals E (section 5.3.2). The residuals were used in the previous section for the
quantitative classification of current process chromatograms. The PC model can also be used
to assign membership of current process chromatograms to a historical cluster by a
quantitative analysis of the scores matrix T.

As an example, take test charge V2, the performance of which was diagnosed by matching
with the first historical dataset XI (Fig 7.4). A subsequent quantitative match of V2 with the
model for the selected historical data (the ‘centre’ cluster) is given in Fig 7.7. V2 was found to
be within the bounds given by the tolerance intervals (Appendix 1) but outside of the bounds
suggested by Albano et al (1981). However, along PCI, V2 was within the bounds given by
Albano et al, implying that a one component PC model would classify V2 as a member.

The case where a test charge is a member of the cluster along one component and not the
other highlights the importance of selecting a model which has the right, rather than an
optimum, number of components. As the plot in Fig 7.7 shows, a model with an incorrect
number of components could lead to a misdiagnosis which may have serious repercussions in
a monitoring and control scheme. The authoritative texts on disjoint PC modelling [Wold
(1978) and Albano et al (1981)] stipulated that disjoint models should all have the same
number of components. Following this rule would actually lead to sub-optimal disjoint PC
models. The first historical dataset (XI) illustrated this concept where two components were
chosen for each of the 9 disjoint models. In 7 of these 9 disjoint models, PCI expressed
>90% of the variation in the select group of chromatograms; model validation identified the
need for a single component model. In the 2 remaining disjoint models PCI expressed <80%
and here model validation identified the necessity for a 2-component model. If these disjoint
models were truly independent of each other, then their development should be treated
accordingly (i.e. independently). If a charge was diagnosed as lying outside the bounds of a
template, then ideally, remedial action should be initiated to ensure that successive charges
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Fig 7.7 The scores plot for the first two components in the disjoint
model for cluster 3 in the first historical dataset (XI). V2 is a member of
the cluster when the template bounds are given by the tolerance
intervals, but not when the template bounds were calculated using the
method suggested by Albano et al (1981). Such a plot can be used in an
at-line mode for monitoring to identify when the current
chromatography process has deviated from the process bounds.

lie within the bounds of the template. However, the specified control actions may involve a
gross change in the process (e.g. column re-packing) which increases downtime and process
costs. Incorrect diagnosis due to improper model development could therefore have serious
consequences. This highlights the importance of incorporating other simultaneous monitoring
and control procedures, and using the information from several sources to decide upon
appropriate control actions.

The template bounds calculated using the tolerance intervals and the method suggested by
Albano et al (1981) do not accurately reflect the yield and purity objectives of the
chromatography stage. A more suitable method to determine precisely the template bounds
while reflecting the yield and purity objectives may involve SPC type approaches. The iimer
template bounds in Fig 7.7 given by Albano et al (1981) are not consistent with SPC. The
outer bounds, given by the tolerance limits, are however consistent with SPC. There are
several drawbacks with using the tolerance limits here particularly since the limits are an
appreciable distance from the historical cluster. A library of alternative techniques, aU
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consistent with SPC, are available to set appropriate limits [Wetherill and Brown (1991)].
(As an example, in a recent article [Seely et al (1994)] product pool yield and purity were
monitored by SPC charts and the limits were set by moving average ranges.) The template
bounds in Fig 7.7 form a rectangle consistent with the tolerance region used by Malmquist
(1994). However, this is in direct contradiction to the elliptical bounds for the tolerance
region or normal operating region (cluster bounds) proposed by MacGregor et al (1991)
calculated using multivariate normal distribution statistics. These elliptical bounds also
incorporate information concerning the residuals thereby eliminating the need for a separate
analysis of the residuals. Clearly, more work in this area needs to be done to determine the
most suitable cluster bounds.

In conclusion, the scores plot can be used as an aid for monitoring product quality provided
that accurate template bounds can be calculated. The scores plot for the disjoint model can
also help to monitor trends between charges in a batch. This is discussed in the next section.

1.1.23

At-line monitoring of trends between charges

The scores plots in the first two stages of the diagnostic tool can help to identify trends
between charges and batches. Suppose for the current batch, a group of historical
chromatograms has been identified which act as the reference or template. The scores plot for
the disjoint models for these select groups can help to identify trends between the
chromatograms for successive charges.

As an illustration of this monitoring capability, consider the disjoint PC model for the cluster
of centre point chromatograms in the first historical dataset (XI) as shown in Fig 7.8. It is
evident that there is a trend in the 8 charges comprising the cluster. These trends can help to
indicate changing chromatography column properties such as deterioration of the column
bed. (For the case in Fig 7.8, after the first four charges were separated successively, the
column was regenerated and the 126 pump flow rates recalibrated, and the remaining four
charges were then separated successively.) If trending does occur within the scores plot
between the charges it may be possible to pinpoint the exact source of the variation. A simple
comparative plot of the chromatogram for the current charge and the previous charge can help
to identify which part of the chromatogram has changed. Once that has been identified, the
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Fig 7.8 An illustration of the trending information given by a scores
plot. The plot here is the scores plot for the cluster of centre point
chromatograms in the first historical dataset (XI). Within the group of
8 chromatograms there is clearly some trending.

source of the trending can be identified [Malmquist and Danielsson (1994)]. The comparative
plot is constructed in the same way as the loadings plots except that the two chromatography
profiles replace the loadings vectors. A detailed account of how to interpret such plots are
given in Malmquist and Danielsson (1994). For example, changes in product peak symmetry
can be identified easily and are indicative of a deteriorating chromatography support.
Comparative chromatography plots (CCPs) would be an ideal accompaniment for the
industrial scale system mimicked in Chapter 3 since the CCP would have only 3 distinct parts
relating to the 3 peaks in the chromatogram. Clearly there is scope for a detailed study of
CCPs and their role as a diagnostic aid.

In conclusion, there are many benefits of using the scores plot as an at-line aid for monitoring
product quality in a batch of material separated into a number of charges, particularly in the
identification of a steadily deteriorating chromatography column.
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7.7.3

The third stage - diagnosing batch-to-batch performance

Once the charges comprising the current process batch have been separated by the
chromatography column, the PC model for the batch can be compared with historical batch
models. The historical batches which are closest to the current batch have already been
identified in the qualitative stage. The chromatograms comprising the closest cluster may
consist of charges from more than one batch. These batches and their PC models are singled
out for the diagnosis of batch-to-batch performance.

To simulate the effect of batch-to-batch performance, the third dataset was analysed (section
6.7) by PCA. The three batches were found to be distinct from one another. The calculation
of inter-batch distances provided a quantitative estimate of the difference between each batch.
The technique used to calculate the distance measure (section 5.6) was designed to give a
value of 1 for batches which have the same model in which case, the smaller the value for the
distance measure, the smaller the batch-to-batch variability. Albano et al (1981) specified that
a distance value of less than between 3 and 4 indicated two similar models. The three batches
used were formulated in the same manner, but it was found that two of the three distance
values exceeded the constraints given by Albano et al and it may be concluded that their
guidelines could not apply to the analysis of batch-to-batch performance for the SEC system
in this thesis. The three batches did not provide sufficient quantitative information to
determine a more suitable threshold and this might warrant further investigation.

If the historical batches were approved by quality control then the distances between batches
provide a measure of batch-to-batch variation. A threshold could be calculated which would
be used to signify whether the distance of the current batch exceeded the bounds for batch-tobatch variation. There would be a different threshold for each batch. There are however
several drawbacks to this approach particularly since there is no technique yet available for
the quantification of batch-to-batch variation which still persists as the focal point for
reducing process variability in bioprocesses [Glassey et al (1995)]. The quantitative measure
of batch-to-batch performance in the final stage of the diagnostic tool is a first attempt
towards the quantification of batch-to-batch variation. Though there is a different threshold
for the distance measure for each batch these threshold values will however tend to a single
value. This is due to the fact that the average distance for each batch will tend to a single
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value due to the central limit theorem [Chatfield (1991)]'^. The most appropriate statistical
test to compare the current batch distance would be the F-test at an appropriate confidence
level (e.g. 99%). However, the use of the F-test was found to be weak, particularly in the
classification of current process chromatograms to a disjoint model. Alternatives to the F-test
are proposed in section 7.7.5. There is however scope for a detailed study into this
mechanism for quantifying batch-to-batch variation.

A detailed analysis of two batches in the third dataset using a Cooman Plot was more
beneficial than the quantitative distance measure since it showed the weakness of the F-test in
assigning membership to a cluster (section 6.7.1). A Cooman plot can also potentially
identify when two batches are overlapping. If two batches overlap, one or more charges can
be assigned as members of both batches. The quantitative measure of the distance between
batches actually uses the information contained in a Cooman Plot due to the way in which the
plot is constructed (section 5.6.2). A slight variant of the Cooman Plot can also help in the
comparison of the spread of charges in process batches. A simple chart of the RSD of a
charge to its corresponding batch PC model can provide insight into the nature of intra-batch
variation. An example of a chart of this type is given in Fig 7.9 where the RSD of each
charge to its corresponding batch PC model can be plotted.

Using the method described in Fig 7.9 leads to biased RSD values since each batch model is
different. A more appropriate method would be to compare each charge in a batch to an
overall batch model which provides the same basis for inter-batch comparisons. In this case,
an RSD value for each charge to the overall batch model would then be obtained and plotted
on a chart similar to the one given in Fig 7.9. The only difference would be the vertical axis
representing the RSD to the overall batch model and not the RSD of a charge in a batch to its
batch model. Several ways in which the differences in batch-to-batch shifts can be taken into
account are given in section 7.7.4. A more rapid assessment of overall batch performance
would be to have a control chart, similar to the one in Fig 7.9, but with a single observation
representing the charges in a batch. The value of the observation would represent the spread
between the RSDs of the charges in a single batch (e.g. range, median, average) and would
therefore measure charge-to-charge variation. Naturally, a threshold limit would have to be

^

The central limit theorem states that for a relatively large sample size the distribution of the variate x is
approximately normally distributed regardless of the population distribution. The approximation becomes
even better with an increasing sample size and therefore there will be more confidence about the mean.
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Fig' 7.9
An illustration of the way in which the intra-batch spreading can be
monitored on a chart which is consistent with SPC. For the three historical batches, the
RSD of each charge to its associated batch model is plotted against charge number. In
the chart the intra-batch spread (charge-to-charge variation) in batch 2 and batch 3 is
much less than batch 3. This highlights the strength of PCA techniques to monitor
intra-batch variations.

determined which would indicate the limits for batch-to-batch shifts. When this process limit
has been violated, the process would have to be interrogated to identify the cause of the
deviations.

The control charting mechanism for monitoring batch-to-batch shifts (e.g. Fig 7.9) would
actually monitor changes between chromatograms providing there was a suitable basis for
comparison, probably an overall batch model. Any adverse changes in the shape of a
chromatogram would be identified rapidly and at-hne by exceeding a pre-determined
threshold on the monitoring chart. The threshold limit would reflect the yield or purity
objectives of the chromatography.
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7.7.4

The effects of batch-to-batch variation on the diagnostic tool

The reduction of batch-to-batch variation is the focus of attention in the pursuit of efficient
biopharmaceutical manufacturing [PDA (1992)]. In order for the benefits of the diagnostic
tool developed in this thesis to be realised, the problems of batch-to-batch variation have to
be addressed. For the industrial-scale test SEC system used as a case study in this thesis,
batch-to-batch variation would be reflected by changes in the ratio of the monomer, dimer
and trimer.

In the qualitative first stage, batch-to-batch variation was incorporated implicitly since the
current process chromatogram was matched with all archived historical chromatograms.
Archived historical production records consist of information from different process batches.
In order to be more specific about the performance of current process chromatograms with
respect to batch-to-batch variation a further step in the qualitative stage would have to be
included whereby a second PC model would be developed where the threshold for the RSD
and the limits on the scores for each PC represent the limits for batch-to-batch variation.

The effects of batch-to-batch variation would be most prominent in the second stage of the
diagnostic tool where the current process chromatogram is matched with the disjoint PC
model for the select group of historical chromatograms identified in the first stage. If the
chromatograms comprising the closest cluster came from different batches, batch-to-batch
variation would not pose a problem since the calculation of the limits for the RSD and scores
by the techniques used for this thesis would have accounted for batch-to-batch shifts. If
however, the chromatograms comprising the disjoint model came from just one batch, then
the calculation of the template bounds for the RSD and scores by the techniques used for this
thesis would not have accounted for batch-to-batch shifts. (An example is given in Fig 7.7
where the template bounds would have accounted for batch-to-batch shifts if the historical
chromatograms came from more than one batch.) If a deviation had been identified and
corrective actions initiated accordingly to bring subsequent charges back within the template
bounds, the consequences could be severe if batch-to-batch shifts had not been taken into
account. If the charge giving the deviation was actually within the limits of batch-to-batch
variation, an incorrect diagnosis would have been made. The consequences of the incorrect
diagnosis would be both an increase in downtime and process costs. A way of overcoming
this bottleneck would be to use information from other sources such as assays on the output
of the previous stage of downstream processing to assess the levels of each component in the
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process batch. This method would however increase the time required for diagnosis which
opposes the objective of the thesis to provide rapid diagnosis. Batch-to-batch variation could
also be incorporated by relaxing the limits for the RSD and the limits of the scores but could
lead to incorrect diagnosis since information about charge-to-charge variation would be
obscured.

The third stage of the tool of the tool was designed to assess batch-to-batch performance and
was discussed in detail in section 7.7.3.

7.7.5

Alternatives to the use of the F-test

The F-test is a standard statistical test used routinely for the comparison of variances and was
identified as a weak indicator for assigning membership to cluster bounds. In this section
several alternatives are presented based on a literature survey.

•

Malmquist (1994) suggested a slight manipulation of the F-test whereby the number of
degrees of freedom to determine a critical F-value should be altered. His manipulation
proved to be successful in a PCA study for classifying entire peptide HPLC profiles with
4900 data points per chromatogram.

•

The squared prediction error (SPE) as used by Kresta et al (1991), MacGregor et al
(1991, 1994) and Nomikos and MacGregor (1994) could be used instead of the RSD. The
SPE is just the square cumulative error when the model is used to predict the outcome of
an experiment and has been used for identifying deviations from normal process
variability in the monitoring of batch chemical processes.

•

Nomikos and MacGregor (1994) used elliptical bounds for the template bounds in the
scores plots which combined RSDs with the bounds for the scores. This technique
effectively eliminates the need for separate charts involving the RSDs.

•

The distance measures proposed by Mertens et al (1994) in their study of outliers in the
SIMCA method could also be used as an alternative. The distance measures they
proposed involved the use of the Mahalanobis distance which is widely used in
multivariate statistics. This measure places considerable emphasis on the smaller variance
components. It is these smaller variance components which were shown to reveal subtle
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differences between chromatograms in this thesis and only express a small percentage of
the information in a dataset.

In conclusion, there are many alternatives, and variations of the approaches adopted in this
thesis, for the template bounds. However, the determination of template bounds is application
specific and therefore each of the above alternatives would have to be evaluated in some
detail.

7.8

R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s f o r t h e u s e o f PC A f o r r a p i d a t - l i n e
DIAGNOSIS OF PROCESS CHROMATOGRAPHY

In light of the discussions in this chapter and in order for the proposed PCA methods to be
useful for rapid at-line diagnosis of process chromatography the diagnostic tool would have
to be modified to incorporate quantitative information about batch-to-batch variation and
process variability. This requires correct manipulation of archived historical records.

The first stage of the tool was designed to provide information concerning the performance of
the current process charge with respect to all the historical data, in which case possible
process faults could be diagnosed. An additional step would identify whether the current
process chromatogram had exceeded tiie bounds of batch-to-batch variability. For this
purpose, a second gross PC model for all validated historical batches, the gross batch PC
model, would have to be developed. The bounds of batch-to-batch variability would be
reflected in the threshold for the distance measure and elliptical process limits on each scores
plot to identify deviations. The approach of using an overall batch model could be used for
any unit operation in a bioprocess.

The second stage was designed to produce quantitative information about the match between
the test charge and the disjoint PC model for a selected group of historical data. A further
step in this procedure would be the constmction of limits for both batch-to-batch variation
and charge-to-charge variation. There would be two thresholds for the distance measure and
two bounds on the scores plots reflecting the limits for both types of variation: batch-tobatch; and charge-to-charge. The quantitative second stage also provided visual information
about trends between charges which could be indicative of changing column conditions. An
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additional step in the quantitative stage would be the construction of control charts, similar to
the one in Fig 7.9. The chart would represent the distance to the gross batch PC model
against each charge and would help to identify subtle trends between charges.

The final stage of the diagnostic tool for the comparison of batch-to-batch performance
involved the construction of Cooman Plots to analyse overlaps between batches and the
calculation of a distance between the current batch and historical ones. Several control charts
could also be constructed. The main chart would plot the average distance of the charges in
each batch to the overall batch PC model for each batch. If the average distance exceeded
some threshold then there has been an abnormal increase in charge-to-charge variation for the
current batch. A second control chart would represent the range for the distances of charges in
a batch. Both these control charts would help to identify trends between batches.

7.9

L i m i t a t i o n s o f PC m o d e l l i n g in a p r o c e s s c o n t e x t

Although the benefits of PCA for the rapid at-line diagnosis of process chromatography are
numerous there are several drawbacks. These are detailed in this section and affect the
quantitative second and third stages of the diagnostic tool.

For a disjoint PC model to be developed, there has to be a minimum number of 5 charges per
batch [Wold (1983)]. Development of a disjoint PC model for a batch of less than 5 charges
is therefore not possible. The implications are that quantitative matching of the current
process chromatogram with a disjoint model may not be possible. For the calculation of the
distances to other disjoint PC models, the constraint of 5 charges per batch would not be an
issue since the distance between models were found to be independent of the number of
components in the model [Kvalheim (1993)]. A Cooman plot could not be constructed under
such conditions but the proposed control charts involving the RSDs in the second and third
stages could be plotted. By adhering to the guidehnes in section 7.8, the consequences of a
batch with less than 5 charges are therefore minimal.

The most serious problem which has to be addressed is the weaknesses with the F-test and
the quantitative procedures with the scores plots. These can be overcome by a more detailed
study into these quantitative procedures for determining realistic limits by adopting the work
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of McGregor et al (1994), Nomikos and MacGregor (1994) and Malmquist (1994) in the
establishing of limits consistent with SPC.

The PCA techniques used in this thesis rely upon entire UV profiles of chromatography
eluent for the rapid diagnosis of process performance. The techniques and methods proposed
in this thesis could not be used if any part of the chromatography eluent is not monitored. In
several industrial scale separations, entire UV profiles are not collected due to the objectives
of the chromatography stage which is often seen as the minimisation of the contaminant
spectrum rather than the maximisation of product purity. In addition, in the past it has not
been possible to automatically transfer current process chromatograms rapidly. However,
with the great strides in information technology and integration between different parts of a
manufacturing process, and acceptance by the regulatory authorities of electronic batch
recording this is not seen as a serious drawback.

7 .1 0

C o n c l u s io n - b e n e f it s t o a c o m p a n y

In this chapter, the advantages and hmitations of the use of PCA for the rapid at-line
diagnosis of process chromatography have been discussed. This thesis has not provided all
the studies required for immediate implementation in a real process, but the potential has
been shown. It has been demonstrated that PCA can help in the monitoring of product quality
and help in quality control and the assurance of process reproducibility. The benefits can thus
be summarised as the provision of:

• rapid translation of raw quantitative process data into information-rich qualitative data
which would be of enormous benefit in validation of the process and/or product;
• rapid diagnosis of deviation from the bounds of batch-to-batch and charge-to-charge
variability, thereby providing the regulatory authorities with data of quality concerning
process reproducibility;
• easily interpretable diagnostic plots summarising the performance of the current
batch/charge with historical batches;
• limited diagnostics concerning possible process faults;
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• control charts and scores plots consistent with SPC and total quality management.

The tool will not replace current in-process control procedures but should be used alongside
them so that an expert system-type approach could use the information from each of these
sources for a more rigorous monitoring and control scheme. The most beneficial part of the
revised diagnostic tool (section 7.8) would be the qualitative scores plots in the first stage
where the current process chromatogram would be diagnosed rapidly and at-line for deviation
from the bounds of batch-to-batch variability. The revised first stage of the tool can also be
applied to other unit operations in a bioprocess thereby providing the same platform for
efficient and rapid visual monitoring of entire bioprocess performance.
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8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The objective of this thesis was to develop of a diagnostic tool based on pattern recognition
to enable effective diagnosis of current process performance of chromatographic unit
operations in the downstream processing of biomolecules. In light of the objective the
following has been concluded.

• There is marked difference in the level of automation between upstream and downstream
processing unit operations in the production processes for biomolecules.
• Current practice for the monitoring and quality control of chromatographic unit operations
for the purification of biomolecules relies heavily upon time-consuming off-line analyses
of eluent fractions.
• The most influential factors on the outcome of the SEC chromatographic process
investigated in this thesis were the concentration and volume of the loading and flow rate
of the mobile phase.
• The test SEC system was multivariate in nature since. Characterisation by a full factorial
experimental design revealed that the interaction between volume and temperature had the
most significant effect on the discrimination factor which was used as a typical response
factor.
• PCA is a widely used data-driven technique for the monitoring of complex multivariate
processes and has been used in this work as an integral part of a pattern recognition tool
for the diagnosis of chromatographic processes.
• PCA provided easily interpretable two-dimensional scores plots for the real-time
monitoring of chromatographic processes.
• The scores plots provide a means by which archived historical data can be mapped and
upon which the current process chromatogram can be projected with minimal
computational time. Such plots provide at-line diagnosis of the current chromatographic
separation.
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• By identifying a closest historical cluster in the ‘historical maps’ to the current process
chromatogram, deviations from pre-specified process limits can be identified and possible
control actions abstracted.
• The scores plots can also provide information about trends between charges and between
batches thereby potentially helping in identification of column matrix degradation.
• Several weaknesses with the proposed second stage of the diagnostic tool were identified
particularly in the specification of appropriate process limits which should reflect product
quality and yield criteria. Weaknesses with the F-test for determining membership to a
cluster and the calculation of the limits for the scores were identified.
• Failure to note process equipment changes can lead to incorrect with serious consequences
in term of costs, downtime, and product validation.

In light of the weaknesses with the second stage of the diagnostic tool the following should
be investigated as part of ongoing research into the use of PCA for the rapid monitoring and
diagnosis of chromatographic processes.

• Development of a single PC model for those batches which have had regulatory approval
so that the current batch can be validated easily.
• Alternatives to the F-test for assigning membership to a disjoint PC model should be
investigated and in particular, use of elliptical process bounds for the scores plots which
incorporate information about both the scores and the RSDs.
• Use of the information abstracted from the diagnosis of chromatographic processes by
PCA in an expert system-type approach to enable more efficient bioprocess operation.
• The effects of a change in chromatography columns on the analysis by PCA has not been
discussed in this thesis and should also be addressed. It is possible for columns to be
changed during the process of a batch or between batches and should also be investigated.

-
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A1
QUANTIFICATION OF CHARGE-TO-CHARGE
VARIATION IN CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCESSES

A ll

Sum m ary

The quantification of the variation between charges taken from the same batch of material in
chromatography is essential since it provides a basis for quality control. This appendix
provides a procedure for quantifying charge-to-charge variation. The procedure is based on
univariate statistics and the calculation of confidence and tolerance limits. Confidence
intervals apply to groups of similar charges whilst tolerance limits apply to individual
charges. A key assumption is that the variation in a group of similar charges follows a normal
distribution. A method for checking the statistical distribution of a dataset is given. The
chapter concludes by applying the procedure to a dataset derived from the test
chromatographic system used in this thesis.

A 1 .2

I n t r o d u c t io n

FDA regulations [PDA (1992)] specify that once a process to manufacture a therapeutic has
been approved (validated) then theoretically, the same performance can be expected from
batch-to-batch. Sometimes, the process may deviate from this process recipe, or template, due
to unavoidable reasons such as process malfunction. In the case of a bioprocess, a typical
aberration may be the undue presence of a contaminant. For this reason it is necessary to
quantify any variations which may occur so that effective monitoring of the process is
possible in order that any abnormal circumstances, and their origins, can be detected.
In all downstream processing schemes for the purification of biomolecules at least one
chromatography technique is a pre-requisite. Such chromatogr^hy techniques are the only
way in which the high degree of purity, often in excess of 99%, can be achieved. In
chromatography the volume of material from the previous stage in the process is often
divided into a number of equivalent lots (charges of equal volume or aliquots). The volume
of these charges is regulated by the volume of support in the column (section 3.2.2.3). Under
ideal conditions, these charges will be separated by the same column with the resultant
profiles being identical. However, due to the nature of experimentation some variation
between successive charges will nearly always be encountered. This may result, for example.
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in slight changes in peak retention times. By quantifying such changes in chromatographic
parameters (e.g. peak height and width, retention time and separation criteria) and with the
aid of statistical techniques, any adverse changes to the parameters can be used to indicate
varying process conditions.
In this appendix, the statistical theory for quantifying the variation between charges (i.e.
quantification of charge-to-charge variation) is presented. The procedure is dependent upon
the distribution of the data being normal. A test to check for normally distributed data is
given.

A 1 .3

O b j e c t iv e s a n d a s s u m p t io n s

The objective of the application of statistical techniques to chromatographic data was to
quantify charge-to-charge variation on a batch of material separated by the same column.
What is effectively required is a way of summarising the variation of the values in a dataset
(i.e. descriptive statistics). The outcome of this quantification can then be used in conjunction
with common statistical tests to deduce whether the parameters derived from separation
profiles are statistically significant.
It has been taken for granted that all chromatographic parameters are distributed normally
(i.e. the distribution of values of a peak parameter taken fi"om a number of charges separated
in an identical manner have a normal distribution). Since the parameters measured were
susceptible to observational error (measurement error) and natural variation, which is
common in biological systems, this is a reasonable assumption [Chatfield (1992)]k This
assumption is however tested in section A 1.5.

A 1 .4

N o r m a l d is t r ib u t io n s

In a normal distribution, the spread of the values of a particular variate x follow a bell-shaped
distribution which is centred about the average, or mean of the data. In this section, the
fundamental theory behind normal distributions is presented followed by a method to test
whether datasets conform to normal distributions.

^

The distribution of finite datasets will never be identical, but can be approximated, by the Gaussian
distribution [Volk (1958)].
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Sample statistics and population statistics

The summarising of a dataset is often referred to as the calculation of descriptive statistics.
The dataset under analysis comprises a series of measurements on a quantity of interest, a
variate. Suppose a finite dataset consists of n measurements of a variate x. For example, the
temperature in a room is measured a number of times over a period of time. The mean of
these n values, x , represents the average value of these n measurements of x. The mean, x ,
is defined as

n

(Al.I)

_
i= i

It is also equally important to know the spread of the values of x. The most common measure
of variability is the standard deviation s(x). It is effectively the root-mean-square deviation
about the mean and is the square root of the variance s^(x). The variance is defined as

(AI.2)

=
1=1

n - 1

The use of n-I as the denominator in equation A 1.2 is the number of degrees of freedom
available for the calculation [Chatfield (1992)]. The number of degrees of freedom is defined
as the number of independent comparisons that can be made with the data. One such
independent comparison was used in the calculation of the mean (equation A l.l).
The descriptive statistics given in equations A l l and A 1.2 relate to sample statistics. The
finite dataset comprising n observations of the variate %is a sample which has a finite sample
size. A population has an infinite sample size. In fact, a sample is considered to be taken from
a population which has mean ii(x) and standard deviation a(x) . Since the sample is taken
from a population, its distribution is likely to be different from that of the population. As the
size of the sample increases and becomes very large (i.e. «—><») the distribution of the sample
x -» fi(x) and s(x)-^ a(x) ). Since there is

tends towards that of the population (i.e. as

no definitive way of detennining the population parameters, s(x) is often taken as the best
estimate of

g (x )

[Volk (1958), Chatfield (1992)]. However, by using normal probability

plots, it is possible to estimate population parameters (section Al.4.2).
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The best way to describe the difference between samples and populations is by an example.
Suppose a batch of material was divided into 15 charges of equal volume and separated^ by a
chromatography column such as the one in the test SEC system described in Chapter 3. For
each of the 15 charges, the discrimination factor, do, was calculated (Chapter 2). By using
equations A l .l and A1.2 the sample statistics were calculated as d^=0.323 and j(dQ)=0.018.
A normality test was performed from which the population statistics were estimated as
/i(do)=0.324 and cr(do)=0.021 (section A l.4.2). The distributions for these can be seen in

Fig A l.l. It is clear from the plot of the two distributions (Fig A l.l) that there is a distinct
difference between a sample and population distribution.
Suppose several more samples of the variate x with the same sample size were drawn from
the population. The sample means would vary from sample to sample. The distributions of
these samples means would form the sampling distribution of x . The sampling distribution
has the same mean ^(x) but with a smaller standard deviation given by a(x)Hn. The
quantity G(x)Hn is the standard deviation of the sampling distribution and is known as the
standard error to differentiate it from the standard deviation g (x) of the original distribution
[Volk (1958), Chatfield (1992)]. As n increases the accuracy of the sample mean increases
since the standard error decreases. For the samples drawn from the same population, the
spread of the data measured by the standard deviation will also vary from sample to sample.
The sampling
distribution of the variance s^(x) follows the a
sarr

distribution [Chatfield

(1992)].

In conclusion, the sample statistics are different from population statistics. In the next
section, a procedure commonly known as the normality test for determining the nature of the
distribution of a given sample is described.

The operating conditions for each of the 15 charges were T=23.0“C, V=2.1%, C=2.00 mg/mL and F=0.12
mL/min.
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F ig A l . l
An illustration of the difference between sample and population (normal)
distributions. The sample distribution has parameters d^=0.323 and f(dj=0.018 whilst the
population has parameters fl (dj=0.324 and c (dg)=0.021. Note that the population profile
is only theoretical and presented here to demonstrate the difference between samples drawn
from populations. The sample profile is noisy due to the fact that the size of a sample is
finite. The sample and population distributions will only be identical as the sample size
approaches an infinite number (i.e. as
The sample and population
profiles presented here were calculated using the expression for the standard normal
distribution (equation below).

Z'
f(x) =

A l.4.2

oÆ c

(x - ti(x))

exp

"I \

2q2

A test for normal distributions

There are various methods for testing whether a distribution of data conforms to a normal
distribution. Topping (1971) presents a numerical technique, but the more common method is
by employing normal probability paper as described in Volk (1958) and Chatfield (1992). In
this section the latter graphical method is described.
For any data set representing repeated measurements of the same quantity, statistical theory
states that in the long term, the distribution of this data will be centred around some mean
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value (average value) of the observations comprising the data set. This theory can, however,
be tested in the following manner.
Suppose an analyst suspects that a series of n observations of the variate x is normally
distributed. These n observations are arranged in order of magnitude so that:

(A1.3)

Xj < X2 < ... < x„

At each point, the observed cumulative frequency, expressed as a percentage, is calculated by
the formula:

CF(Xj) = 100

=

100

'^number o f observations < x.
n +1

n+1

where CF(x/) is the cumulative frequency for the z* observation (i=l,2,...,n) in the sample
A graph of cumulative frequency against the variate x, plotted on normal probability paper
should yield an exact linear curve if the data is normal. From the apparent linear fit to the
graph, the data mean can be estimated as the value of the variate x where the cumulative
frequency is 50%, whilst the standard deviation is estimated as the difference between the
values of the variate at a cumulative frequency of 50% and 84% [Box (1978), Chatfield
(1992)].
To illustrate this test for normally distributed data, a normal plot was constructed for the 15
observations for the discrimination factor (do) with the aid of equations A 1.3 and A 1.4 (Fig
A1.2).
It is clear that the observations in Fig A1.2 approximately he on a straight line. From the
linear curve which represents a normal distribution, the estimated values of the mean and
standard deviation were ^ (do)=0.324 and O' (dj=0.021 respectively. The sample mean and
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Fig A1.2
An example of a normal probability plot using a probability scale
for the discrimination factor (d j. The values for the do were obtained from a
series of 15 identical separations separated with operating conditions:
T=23.0°C; V=2.1%; C=2.00 mg/mL; F=0.12 mL/min using the test SEC system
described in Chapter 3. The 15 observations lie on an approximate linear curve
(i.e. the data is normally distributed). The linear curve is the best manual fit and
represents a theoretical population distribution, from which the population
parameters were estimated as jLt ( d o )= 0.324 and cr ( d o )= 0 . 021 . /t (dg) is
estimated as the value for do where the cumulative frequency is 50%. G (do) is
estimated as the difference between the values of do where the cumulative
frequency is 50% and 84 % .

standard deviation were estimated from equations A l.l and A1.2, d^=0.323 and 5'(do)=0.018
respectively. Since the distribution of observations lie in an approximate straight line, the
sample can be considered to originate from a population whose distribution is represented by
the hnear curve.
Once it has been proved that the data under analysis forms a normal distribution, confidence
and tolerance hmits can be calculated. These limits are defined in the following section.
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Confidence and tolerance intervals

Only a brief account on the estimation of confidence and tolerance intervals will be presented
since a comprehensive one is given by Chatfield (1992). The central theme for constructing
confidence and tolerance intervals is the manipulation of the standard deviation, a measure of
the spread of the data.

A l.4 .3 .1

Confidence intervals

The main use of the confidence interval is to estimate a range in which the population mean
lies with a certain confidence. If the distribution of a set of ‘identical’ observations follows a
normal distribution, then the confidence intervals can be calculated by the following
equation:

X i Zqj/2

I—

vn

where z is the test statistic and is just a number determined from standard statistical tables for
the normal distribution; and a is the significance level defined as the probability of obtaining
an estimate for the population mean lying outside the interval. The significance and
confidence levels are related such that the confidence is defined as 100(1-a ). For example,
taking a 95% confidence limit as the specification gives oc/2 as 0.05 and therefore, a =0.025.
From statistical tables for the normal distribution the probabihty level corresponding to 1-a
(0.975) gives z=l.96.
Since the population standard deviation is often unknown, the best estimate is the sample
standard deviation s(x), in which case, the confidence interval is given by:

s(x^
X ±2a/2-7^

vn
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Several texts recommend equation A 1.6 when the sample size n is greater than 25. When
n<25, the confidence limits are determined by the ^-distribution. The confidence limits given
by the /-distribution are:

sfx )
X ± t a / 2, n - l - 7 =-

vn

where t is the appropriate value from the tabulated values of the /-distribution. The
appropriate / value can only be obtained if the significance level ( a ) and the number of
degrees of freedom {n-\) are known.
For «<25 the /-distribution is preferred over the normal distribution to determine the
confidence limits for the following reason. Since the population standard deviation g (x ) is
unknown, the best estimate available is the sample standard deviation s(x). This will vary
appreciably from sample to sample and hence s(x) may not be a good estimate for g (x )
[Chatfield (1992)]. As a consequence the confidence interval given by equation A 1.6 is likely
to be too small. The use of a /-distribution, which is related to a normal distribution, allows
for a wider confidence interval.
The correct interpretation of the confidence interval is essential. When a confidence interval
is determined for a sample the implication is that the population mean lies within the interval
with a certain degree of confidence (e.g. 95%). It however also implies that if other samples
with the same sample size n were drawn from the same population, the mean value of these
samples would also lie within the range specified by the confidence interval. Suppose a 95%
confidence was specified and a confidence interval calculated. The chance of an error
occurring is equal to the significance level (i.e. there is 5% chance that the mean value of the
population lies outside this range). This is known as a type I error [Siegal and Castellan
(1988)]. An 'error' here can arise because of the nature of the sampling technique employed
which, in this case, was random sampling. There is 1 chance in 20 that a random sample will
give a value outside the range.
The confidence and tolerance intervals are two different entities. A 95% confidence interval
does not imply that 95% of observations of future similar group separations will lie in that
range (e.g. if a fiuther experiment with a sample size of 20 was conducted under similar
conditions, the 95% confidence limits do not imply that 19 of the 20 values for x will lie in
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that range). This is a popular misconception of the confidence interval, and the tolerance is
thus a necessity to distinguish between the two.

A l.4.3.2

Tolerance intervals

Suppose that for the dataset comprising n measurements of the variate x an analyst wishes to
determine tolerance intervals. There are several methods for quoting the tolerance interval but
the most common one is:

X ± 3s(x)

(A1.8)

where s(x) is the estimated standard deviation so that 99.72% of the values of the variate lie
in the range ±3s(x) [Chatfield (1992)]. In this case, 99.72% of future identical separations
will lie in the range given by equation A 1.8. The values quoted here are taken from normal
probability tables because tolerance limits apply to individual measurements. The other, less
common technique is defined by:

X ± ks(x)

(A1.9)

where k is taken from standard tolerance tables [Statistics for Industry (1991)]. Note that both
the confidence and tolerance limits are estimated using the mean of the dataset (% ), but the
tolerance applies to the individual measurements (%).
In order to determine the appropriate k value, the analyst must determine beforehand what
percentage of the population must lie within the tolerance limits. For example a specification
might be 99%, in which case 99% of the population must be enclosed within the tolerance
limits. For the data under analysis, with a 95% confidence limit, a 99% enclosure value and a
sample size of 15, then A=3.89. These limits imply that for a sample drawn from the same
population 99% of the observations would be expected to lie, with 95% confidence, within
the range specified by the tolerance limits.
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The tolerance limits will always be much larger than the confidence limits. As the sample
size increases, both intervals will decrease and for an infinite sample size the confidence
interval will tend to a single value but the tolerance interval remains large in comparison (i.e.
individual observations of x would still be variable) [Statistics for Industry (1990)].
To conclude, tolerance hmits apply to individual observations which all originate from the
same population. Confidence intervals apply to samples drawn from a population and provide
a range within which the population mean is expected to he. In the next section, a procedure
is presented which uses the confidence and tolerance hmits to quantify charge-to-charge
variation in chromatographic processes.

A 1.5

Q u a n tific a tio n o f
CHROMATOGRAPHY

c h a rg e -to -c h a rg e

v a ria tio n

in

In chromatographic processes, it is common practice for a batch of material to be divided into
a number of lots of equal volume (charges). Each charge is separated sequentially on a
chromatography column and a separation profile collected. From these chromatograms,
parameters are measured such as separation criteria (e.g. resolution and discrimination
factors) and product peak parameters (e.g. retention time, peak width, peak height etc.). There
will however be variations in the values obtained from these parameters due to the nature of
experimentation. A procedure to quantify any such variations may take the form:

•

ensure statistical independence between charges (e.g. by column regeneration);

•

determine statistical distribution by constmcting a normal probability plot (section
Al.4.2);

•

estimate mean (equation A l.l) and standard deviation (equation A l.2);

•

pre-determine confidence and enclosure probability levels;

•

calculate confidence and tolerance limits;

•

ensure correct inferences from both intervals.

To demonstrate the procedure, a batch of material of concentration 2.00 mg/mL was divided
into 15 charges. Each charge was separated by the test SEC system (Chapter 3) with the
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operating conditions: T=23.0°C; V=2.1%; C=2.00 mg/mL; F=0.12 mL/min. To ensure
statistical independence, the column was regenerated between each charge. For each of the 15
charges, the monomer retention time (t^) and peak height (h^) were measured and the
discrimination factor (do) calculated. The values of these parameters are tabulated in Table
A l.l.

charge

t^/(mins)

K lim

do

1
2

131.8
131.8
131.7
131.7
131.4
131.5
131.7
131.6
131.5
131.4
131.3
131.5
131.4
131.4
131.4

0.739
0.712
0.719
0.732
0.720
0.724
0.728
0.733
0.729
0.723
0.735
0.728
0.726
0.735
0.714

0.31
0.34
0.35
0.34
0.33
0.31
0.33
0.32
0.33
0.33
0.29
0.30
0.30
0.32
0.33

3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Table A l . l The values for the 3 parameters used to quantify chargeto-charge variation. Each charge was separated with identical
operating conditions: T=23.0°C; V=2.1%; C=2.00 mg/mL; F=0.12
mL/min. To ensure statistical independence, the column was
regenerated prior to each charge being processed by the test SEC
system.

Sine there were 15 charges in the batch, the confidence intervals were calculated using the tdistribution (equation A 1.7) with a confidence level of 95%. The tolerance interval was
calculated with an enclosure value 99% and confidence level 95%. The results of these
calculations are given in Table A1.2.
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descriptive statistic

do

trn/(mins)

hm/(AU)

mean

0.32

131.6

0.727

standard deviation

0.02

0.2

0.008

confidence limits

± 0.01 (3%)

±0.1 (0.08%)

± 0.004 (0.6%)

tolerance limits

± 0.07 (22%)

± 0.7 (0.53%)

±0.031 (4.3%)

Table A1.2 A summary of the variation in the 3 chromatography parameters do, t^
and h^. The mean of a parameter is just the average of the 15 values calculated for that
parameter. The confidence intervals were calculated at 95% confidence interval. The
tolerance intervals were calculated at a 99% enclosure value and 95% confidence limit.
The percentage values quoted are a comparison of the limits with respect to the mean
value.

It is clear that the calculation of confidence and tolerance limits provides a more compact
notation of the variability in the dataset provided that both intervals are interpreted correctly.
For example, the intervals in Table A 1.2 can be interpreted in the following way. Suppose
another group of charges were available from the same batch of material from which the 15
charges used to determine the intervals in Table A1.2 originated. The charges in the new
group (sample 2) are separated under identical operating conditions (i.e. T=23.0°C, V=2.1%,
C=2.00 mg/mL, F=0.12 mL/min) with the same chromatography column and the 3
parameters do, t^ and h^ calculated for each ensuing UV profile obtained. The following
inferences can then be made.

The mean value of the three parameters calculated from sample 2 would be expected to
lie within the range specified by the confidence interval with 95% confidence. For
example, the mean value of the monomer retention time would be expected to lie within
the range 131.5—>131.7 minutes.
99% of the individual values of the three parameters calculated from sample 2 would be
expected to lie in the range given by the tolerance limits with 95% confidence. For
example, 99% of the values of the monomer retention time (tm) from sample 2 would be
expected to lie in the range 130.9->132.3 minutes with 95% confidence.

The confidence and tolerance limits are the basis on which Shewart charts were developed
[Wetherill and Brown (1991)]. Shewart charts themselves form the basis of statistical process
control (SPC). Their use as a quality control to identify deviations from a specification
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comprising confidence intervals is widely adopted in the manufacturing industries [Box
(1978), Wetherill and Brown (1991), Chatfield (1992)].

A 1.6

C o n c lu s io n s

In this appendix, the statistical theory behind normal distributions was presented from which
a procedure was developed which helps to

quantify charge-charge-variation in

chromatographic processes. The main conclusions from the procedure are listed below.

• In order to use the statistical procedure for quantifying charge-to-charge variation, the
distribution of the data must follow a normal distribution. It was shown that the variation
in chromatography parameters follow a normal distribution.
•

The quantification procedure entails the calculation of confidence and tolerance intervals
which provide a compact way of describing a dataset.

• Inferences can be made from the confidence and tolerance limits provided they are
interpreted correctly. Confidence intervals apply to similar groups of charges whilst
tolerance limits apply to the individual charges provided that the charges are taken from
the same batch of material and the same chromatography column used.

-
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A2

A 2.1

SCREENING PHYSICAL SYSTEMS

S um m ary

In this appendix a procedure is presented for abstracting structured information from physical
systems. The procedure is a method of experimental design and is designed to identify those
factors (process variables) which have the most significant effect on the outcome of
experiments performed with a physical system. In addition, interactions between the factors
can also be identified. The procedure presented was designed so that the experimentation
required was minimal. The main features of the procedure are: Pareto charts which help to
identify significant main effects and interactions of the factors; normal plots help to identify
those main effects and interactions which are large in comparison with noise (experimental
error); and interaction plots to help resolve interactions between pairs of factors. The
structured information acquired particularly from interaction plots is ideal for control systems
employing advanced architectures such as expert systems and knowledge bases.

A 2.2

In tro d u c tio n

In the analysis of data employing statistical techniques, the objective of the analysis must be
stated explicitly at the outset of the experiment [Chatfield (1992)]. This definition of the
objective allows the analyst to choose appropriate statistical tools necessary to analyse the
acquired data in an organised and systematic fashion. For example, if a production analyst
wanted to assess the impact of replacing a machine in a manufacturing plant, then he or she
would compare historical batches with data obtained from the new machine by using the
various t-tests which are available [Statistics for Industry (1990)] to determine if any
observed differences in performance were significant. The objective of the statistical analysis
in this section is to screen a physical system by determining those factors which have a
significant effect on system performance. In addition, any interactions amongst the factors
must be identified. These objectives are best served by techniques of experimental design.
Experimental design is a combination of statistical techniques for the structured analysis of
experimental data. Central to the philosophy of experimental design is the performing of a
minimal number of experiments to obtain the greatest amount of information. Well-designed
experiments allow the clear distinction of the signals from experimental error. There are a
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multitude of experimental designs and a comprehensive guide is given by Haaland (1989). In
this section, a step-by-step account of a typical design for screening physical systems is
presented since the test SEC system was screened to identify the significant process variables,
and any interactions between them. A typical screening experiment is a two level-fiill
factorial design and would take the form:
•

perform experiments in a structured methodical manner;

•

for each trial in the experiment determine a value for the response factor;

•

calculate values for main effects and interactions by manipulation of the response factors;

•

identify the important main effects and interactions by using Pareto charts;

•

determine those experimental factors which are not masked by the experimental error by
estimating the noise level and by use of normal probability plots;

•

Resolve any interactions between factors by use of interaction plots.

Each of these elements are outlined in subsequent sections.

A 2 .3

T w o - l e v e l f u l l f a c t o r i a l d e s ig n s

ITie use of experimental design involves performing experiments in a structured manner,
thereby minimising experimentation. Full factorial designs are the most simple design
technique to implement and interpret. Such designs are most frequently used for screening
experiments which can suggest changes in the factor (variables) settings which can improve
process performance [Miller (1986), Haaland (1989)].
The main constituent of a two-level design is that experiments are performed at the extremes
of the ranges for the experimental factors (i.e. two levels for each variable). Each factor is
evaluated at a 'high (+1)' setting and a 'low (-1)' setting. For each combination of factor
settings, an experiment or trial is performed. The outcome of the experiment is measured by a
value determined for the response factor. A full factorial design investigates all of the
possible combinations of settings for each factor and permits the independent estimation of
the signals associated with each factor and with each combination of factors (interactions)
[Haaland (1989)]. A signal in this case is an indication of the effect a process variable has on
process performance, or more simply, a signal is just the response from a trial in the
experiment. Noise is a combination of measurement error and experimental error. In a well
designed experiment, the signal will be large in comparison with the noise; this is known as a
‘clear signal’ design; a two-level full factorial design is an example of such a design [Miller
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(1986); Haaland (1989)]. A clear signal design is also known as an orthogonal design because
there are no correlations amongst the factors [Miller (1986)]. An example of a design
technique where the factor effects cannot be independently estimated is a fractional factorial
design. Such a design is a subset of the fiill factorial design, and is often not a clear signal
design. This leads to inevitable information loss and possible ambiguity about the
interactions amongst factors. However, screening by fractional factorial designs is more
useful when the number of factors of full factorial design becomes large [Haaland (1989)].
The number of trials which have to be performed in a k-factor, n-level full factorial design is
n'^ (e.g. for a two-level design n=2). There are n^ combinations of factor settings, each
combination of levels is a trial with each trial having a signal and a response factor
(observation) derived from the signal. The number of trials in the design is the sample size. In
the following subsections, a description of a four factor design is presented.

A 2.4

A TWO-LEVEL FULL FACTORIAL DESIGN WITH 4 FACTORS

This section provides a detailed account of a two-level full factorial design with 4 factors to
screen a physical system. The account comprises how to perform the experiments in a
structured methodical maimer and subsequent analysis and interpretation of the results.

A2.4.1

Performing a minimum number of experiments

Suppose die physical system to be screened has four factors (process variables). These four
factors must be analysed to assess which has a significant effect on the outcome of an
e^qperiment performed with the physical system. Interactions between these four factors may
also occur which must also be identified. The minimum number of trials which has to be
performed in the subsequent two-level full factorial design with 4 factors is 16 (i.e. one for
each combination of factor settings). Trials at an intermediate level may also be performed to
quantify any noise or experimental error. The design is summarised in Table A2.1.
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T rial

D

c

B

A

Response
factor

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

Ri

-1

+l

R2

2

-1

-1

3

-1

-1

4-1

-1

Ra

4-1

-hi

R 4
R 5

4

-1

-1

5

-1

4-1

-1

-1

6

-1

4-1

-1

4-1

7

-1

+\

-hi

-1

8

-1

4-1

4-1

4-1

9

+1

-1

-1

-1

10

4-1

-1

-1

4-1

Rio

11

+\

-1

-hi

-1

Rii

12

+l

-1

4-1

-hi

R

i

2

13

4-1

-hi

-1

-1

R

i

3

14

+l

-hi

-1

-hi

R

i

4

15

4-1

-hi

4-1

-1

R .5

16

4-1

-hi

4-1

4-1

R

Cl

0

0

0

0

R.
R 7

Rs
R ,

i

6

Rci

Table A2.1
A description of the trials in a 4-factor design performed. '+!'
represents a high level, '-1' a low level and 'O' an intermediate point. Several
trials are performed at a centre point m order to ascertain any experimental
error.

In a screening experiment such as the one in Table A2.1, the design needs only to be
performed once. After all, the objective is to only screen the physical system and not to
develop a statistical model. Further replications of the design can however be beneficial to
reduce experimental error. In such a situation, the responses for each trial would be averaged.
Once the design has been performed, the response values are combined in an orderly fashion
to determine values for main effects and interactions. This is described in the next section.

A2.4.2

Estimating values for main effects and interactions

Once the trials have been performed, statistical analysis of the observations can reveal which
of the factors has the most influence on the response factor, and also to identify any
interactions amongst the factors. In order to apply statistical techniques to the observations.

-
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the observations must be combined in some orderly manner. These combinations of the
observations are the effects and interactions.
In a design with n levels and k factors, there are n^ possible combinations of factor settings,
and n^-1 possible effects and interactions [Haaland (1989)]. For the two-level four factor
design (Table A2.1) there are 15 possible effects and interactions. There are 4 main effects, 6
effects involving two factors (2-factor interaction), 4 effects involving 3 factors (3-factor
interaction) and 1 effect involving all 4 factors (4-factor interaction). The estimates for the
main effects are simply the difference in average response between the trials at the high level
and low levels for the factor being investigated. For example, the effect of factor A on the
response factor R is

E

a

(A2.1)

=

where i=2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16 are the trials at high level and j= l,3,5,7,9,11,13,15 are the trials
at low level and Ri denotes the observation (response value) for trial i.
The effects for the two-factor interactions are simply the difference between the average of
the trials at both extremes and the average of the trials at mixed levels for the two factors in
question. For example, the effect of the interaction between factor C and factor B on the
response factor R is

where i=l,2,7,8,9,10,15,16 and j=3,4,5,6,11,12,13,14 and Rj denotes the observation for trial
i. From equation A2.1 and A2.2, it can be deduced that these 15 main effects and interactions
of the factors are contrasts between pairs of averages containing 8 response values each.
However, there is a general method which can be used to determine the effects for
interactions between two or more factors. To determine the effect of an interaction involving
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two or more factors, the signs in the relevant columns are multiplied together resulting in a
new column of either ‘+1’ or ‘-1’. The effect of the interaction is just the difference in
average response between the high and low values in this new column. For example in the
interaction between factor B and factor C (equation A2.2) the levels (‘=1’ or ‘-1’) in the
column for C are multiplied with the levels in the column for B to give a resulting column
B*C of level (e.g. ‘- r x ‘- r = ‘+ l’). The corresponding observations are then combined
according to equation A2.2. This procedure also applies to interactions involving three or
more factors.
For the 4-factor design in Table A2.1, the estimates for the effects and interaction can be
tabulated (Table A2.2).
A much easier way of visualising these effects and interactions is to plot a bar chart of their
magnitude. This is known as a Pareto chart, and its use is described in the next section.

A2.4.3

Analysis by Pareto charts

A Pareto chart provides a simple diagrammatic view of the effects and interactions and their
influence on the discrimination factor. For this design, the Pareto chart can be seen in Fig
A2.1.
It is clear from the chart that the interaction between factor C and factor D has the most
significant effect on the response factor. Analysis of the design by Pareto charts makes very
clear what are the most important effects and interactions and indicates which factors should
be adjusted to optimise the outcome of an experiment performed with the physical process.
Several inferences can be made from the Pareto chart in Fig A2.1.
• The observed pattern in Fig A2.1 is a common one which conforms to the Pareto
Principle: there are one or two large effects which have a significant effect on the response
factor and the process variables can be classified as belonging to the 'trivial many' or 'vital
few' [Haaland (1989)].
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Main effect and
interaction

Estimate

A
B
A*B
C
A*C
B*C
A*B*C
D
A*D
B*D
A*B*D
C*D
A*C*D
B*C*D
A*B*C*D

Ea
Eb
E a *b
Ec
E a *c
E b *c
E a *b *c
Ed
E a »d
E b *d
E a *b *d
E c*d
E a ‘ c*d
E b *c*d
E a *b *c»d

Table A2.2
Estimates of the effects and interactions a 4factor design. There are 2"-l effects and interactions (n=4, the
number of factors). A*B is an example of a two-factor
interaction between factor A and factor B with an estimate
Ea*b-

• The interaction between factor C and factor D has the most important effect on the
response factor, within the ranges for the experimental factors. This feature is more easily
analysed by interaction plots (section A2.4.5).
• The main effect of a factor is easily interpreted from a Pareto Chart. For example, if the
value of factor C is taken from a high level to a low level, there will be a decrease in the
response factor by 0.156.

Interpretation of the patterns in the Pareto chart is conditional upon the ranges chosen for the
experimental factors. Another more important disadvantage is that it is less useful in
determining the dividing line between the effects which are intermediate in size and the
effects which are too small to be of interest. In effect, Pareto charts only indicate those factors
and interactions which are vital. This is where additional statistical methods are usefil,
particularly in the estimation of the noise which accounts for both measurement and
experimental errors and in determining which factors and interactions rise above the noise
level.
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C*D

A yyen dix 2

1-1.595

C
A
A*C

1 1 0 .0 8 0

D

1

B

1 0.040

-2

A*D

^ -0.034

T3

B*C

-0.017

B*D

0.014

ic

A'B

-0.012

CO

0.059

A*B*C

-0.010

A*B*C*D

-0.007

A*B*D

-0.006

A*C*D

-0.003

B*C*D

0.000

0.0

1

1

1

1

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6

Size of main effect and interactions

Fig A 2A
An example of a Pareto chart. The chart provides a
visual description of the most significant effects and interactions.
The chart is constructed by arranging the effects and interactions
in order of decreasing magnitude and plotting a bar chart. In the
example given, the interaction between the factor C and factor D
have the most important effect on the outcome of an experiment
performed witli the physical system. The chart conforms to the
Pareto Principle - there are one or two large effects which have a
significant effect on the response factor.

In the next section, a method of assessing which main effects and interaction rise above the
noise (experimental error) is presented.

A2.4.4

Identification of significant effects and interactions

Experimental error plays an important part in experimental design. Correct interpretation and
use of experimental data allows the determination of those effects and interactions which are
significant in comparison with the experimental error (noise). This section provides a
description of how the experimental error can be determined and a technique for identifying
significant effects and interactions.
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A2.4.4.1

Estimation of experimental error

There are various techniques which permit the estimation of the experimental error in
experimental design. These techniques however, are only applicable to designs which have
been replicated. This compounds the problem of estimating the experimental error. In
replicated designs, a confidence interval (Appendix 1) is calculated for each trial in the design
which has been replicated and thus allows assessment of the error [Box (1978)].
For unreplicated designs, such as the one in this thesis, Haaland (1989) proposed the standard
deviation of the observations for the response factor at the centre point (Table A2.1) as an
estimate of the experimental error or noise. The estimation of the standard deviation here is of
little use here since it is a means for estimating the noise level. The noise level is only used to
determine which signals (effects and interactions) are significant in comparison with it. The
standard deviation only acts as an upper bound for the noise level or experimental error and
could possibly lead to misinterpretation of the results. This is highlighted by the fact that the
major texts on experimental design such as Box (1978), Miller (1986) and Haaland (1989)
devote very little to quantitative noise estimates in unreplicated full factorial designs.
However, Box (1978) and Haaland (1989) do present several methods for identifying those
effects and interactions which are significant in comparison with the noise. This is the subject
of the next section.

A2.4.4.2

Analysis by normal probability plots

Box (1978) and Haaland (1989) both identified several techniques for separating the signals
(effects and interactions) from the noise even though the noise level was not assessed
quantitatively. In this section only one method is presented which is just an extension of the
normality test, using probability paper, described in Appendix 1. This method was developed
by Daniel (1976) in order to overcome the deficiencies of unreplicated designs, in particular
the lack of any suitable techniques for quantitative assessment of experimental error.
The effects and interactions for the whole design are rearranged in order of ascending value
and an associated cumulative frequency calculated. This ordinal data is then plotted on
normal probability paper [Box (1978)]. For the data presented in the Pareto chart (Fig A2.1) a
normal plot can be found in Fig A2.2. The full procedure for constructing a normal plot is
given in Appendix 1.
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Fig A2.2 Normal probability plot for a 4-factor design for the data in Fig A2.1
to identify those main effects and interactions which lie above the noise level. If
the 15 main effects and interactions were simply the result of random variation
(or noise) then the resulting distribution of their values would be approximately
normal with zero mean. From the normal plot, there are 4 main effects (D, C, B
and A) and 3 two-factor interactions (C*D, A*D and A*C) which lie away from
the zero value. These 7 effects and interactions are considered to affect column
performance the most (i.e. they are strong signals).

The probability plot highlights several important features of the data under investigation, the
effects and interactions of a 4-factor design. The correct interpretation of the plot is essential
in order to correctly ascertain the significant effects and interactions. There are 15 main
effects and interactions which represent 15 contrasts between pairs of averages containing 8
observations each as described in section A2.4.2. If these 15 main effects and interactions
were simply the result of random variation (or noise), then the resulting distribution of these
values would be approximately normal with zero mean with a linear curve on probability
paper [Box (1978)]. However, from Fig A2.2, there are only 8 main effects and interactions
whose magnitudes are close to zero and he on a straight line whilst the remaining 7 effects
and interactions do not. The conclusion is that these 7 effects and interactions are not easily
e^lained as chance occurrences and hence they represent the significant effects and
interactions [Box (1978)].
Once the strong signals in comparison with the noise have been identified, 2-factor
interactions can be analysed using interaction plots. Interactions involving 3 or more factors
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can be resolved by the use of cube plots and methods given in Haaland (1989). The next
section presents a stmctured method for analysing and resolving such 2-factor interactions.

A2.4.5

Analysis of 2-factor interactions by interaction plots

In order to fully quantify and resolve interactions amongst factors the data obtained must be
orthogonal; there must be no correlations amongst the independent factors being investigated
[Miller (1986)]. Full factorial designs, such as the one performed in this thesis are examples
of designs where the factors are independent of each other. A full explanation of how this is
accomplished is presented by Miller (1986).
From the cited literature on experimental design only Haaland (1989) offers a simple and
comprehensive method for analysing, resolving and understanding two factor interactions.
This is realised by aid of interaction plots; such a plot is presented in Fig A2.3 for the
interaction between factor C and factor D in Fig A2.1.
In order to maximise the information from interaction plots, they must be constmcted
properly. The interaction plot in Fig A2.2 was constmcted as follows.
• Assign the x-axis to the factor which has a more significant effect; in this case factor C.
• For the trials where factor D is at its low value (from Table A2.1, trials i where
i=9,10,...,16), calculate the average

(I c -,d -)

of the 4 response factors where factor C is low

(i.e. Ri, where i=9,l0,11,12). The co-ordinate (-1,

Ic -,d -)

forms one of the two points on

the line where factor D is low. Find the average of the remaining four responses Ri
(i= 13,14,15,16) to give

I c + ,d -

The co-ordinate (+1,

I c + ,d -)

forms the second point on the

line where factor D is at its low value.
• The process is repeated to constmct the line where factor D is at its high value. Trials i
(i=l,2,...,8) are used instead to determine the co-ordinates (-1,

I c -,d + )

and (+1, Ic+^+).

Once the plot has been constmcted, it can be interpreted in the following manner.
• If the lines are parallel there is no interaction between the two factors. The converse is tme
if the lines are not parallel. In Fig A2.3, there is indeed an interaction between the two
factors.
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Fig A2.3
An example of an interaction plot. An interaction
between factor C and factor D exists since the lines are not parallel.
The interaction is labelled inconsistent if the sign of the interaction
is the same as the sign of the products of the main effects of the
constituent factors. Since the lines intersect, factor D switches effect
between a low and high level of factor C.

• An interaction is labelled inconsistent if it works against the effects of its constituent
factors. Such an interaction has the same sign as the product of its constituent main
effects.
• If the lines intersect, then the factor described by the two lines switches its effect between
the ranges of the other factor.

By using the above guidelines, there is indeed an interaction between the two factors (nonparallel lines) in Fig A2.3, for the data in Fig A2.1. The interaction is inconsistent since it has
the same sign

as the product of its constituent main effects C

and D (‘+’)- The

effect of the factor D in the interaction switches its effect between a low C and a high D.
Interaction plots are useful for process optimisation. Suppose the objective is to maximise the
response factor. At a low value for factor C, the response is maximised at a high value for
factor D. However, when factor C is switched from a low value to a high one, the response
can only be maximised at a low value for factor D (i.e. factor D has switched its effect
between a low and high value for factor D).
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In the scenario presented above, further statistical analysis such as the fitting of a predictive
model is of little use because the objective of the design was to ascertain which factors and
interactions had the most effect on the response factor. Graphical analysis, such as interaction
plots and Pareto charts, provides information concerning the important effects and
interactions.
If an analyst wishes to determine the effects of the interaction between the two levels, the
exact nature of the curve between the high and low levels needs to be determined. This can be
done by performing trials at intermediate levels (e.g. a centre point).

A 2 .5

C o n c l u s io n s

In this appendix, a procedure has been presented which can achieve the following objectives.
• Screening of a physical system to identify important factors.
• Identification of interactions between factors which have a significant effect on the
outcome of experiments performed with the physical system.
• Structured abstraction of vital information about the physical system within the ranges for
the experimental factors.
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